























Statement of Disclaimer: 
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The following report is a fire and hazard protection analysis of a new building. This new 
building is a multi-purpose building called MPB locates in Gazipur, Dhaka, Bangladesh. The 
prescriptive requirements set by the codes and standards used at time of construction of the 
building have been met. The building has been properly classified with respect to occupancy as 
S1, Group B and F-1 and construction Type I A Sprinklered. Appropriate designs for interior 
partitions and exterior wall have been identified. Interior finish requirements have been analyzed 
for a better understanding of aesthetics guidelines. Based on the sprinkler drawing calculations, 
the fire sprinkler system has an adequate supply of water from the water reservoir tank plus a fire 
pump was added to meet the demand of the standpipes & sprinkler. Some of the calculations 
presented did not add up and mistakes were found on the drawings after review. The fire alarm 
system using sprinklers as initiating devices give a full coverage to the safety of the building 
protecting the property and stored valuables. Egress components are satisfactorily arranged for 
this low occupant building, but there is an issue with the egress capacity from the 3rd floor to 
stairwell, which is less than the required to code & standard. 
 
A performance based analysis has been conducted. Activation of the fire suppression within 
the storage unit is the goal of the performance based analysis to confirm if the prescriptive 
requirements are enough to protect the storage unit, what is within the unit and the building 
itself. Fire scenario 6 from NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, was chosen. This fire was modeled 
by burning cotton fabric storage and polyester fuel stored separately inside a rack storage unit 
that can potentially be full of different items of clothing. The result of this study found that the 
ASET, available safe egress time, exceeded the RSET, required safe egress time. Overall this 
building is different in the fact that the overall goal is to protect the building itself not to 
protect the property inside the building. Only a handful of occupants will be present at any 
given time and they will have time to evacuate the building with enough time. The fire model 
is proof that in a scenario where a cotton / polyester fuel begins to burn inside a unit, the 





Recommendations for this building are to reduce the occupant load from the factory occupancy 
on the second floor to the stairwells. Also it is recommended that different occupant load factors 
be used for the storage units to prepare for the worst case scenario instead of a N/A “value”. 
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The MPB building is a six story building located in Gazipur, Dhaka, Bangladesh (Fig#2). The 
gross floor area per story of the construction warehouse is around 70,000 ft2. This building is used 
as a warehousing facility in support of a large construction project. Rack storage, which is 
moderate hazard occupancy, is permitted in this facility to a height of 11 ft. under a 15 ft. ceiling 
on 2nd, 3rd, 4th & 5th floor (See Fig#1). The Ground floor a factory floor and the 1st floor has 
knitting & swing section, storage section and inspection area.  It is classified as a mixed 
occupancy used for moderate storage (S-1), business (B) and Factory (F-1) purposes.  
This facility was designed to provide over 210,000 square feet of warehouse space to 
approximately 726 employees from 2nd to 5th floor and other floor are mostly factory facility. The 
building was constructed of protected non-combustible (Type I-A) building materials and 
construction was started in late 2015. 
 
Fig#1: Photo of MPB building. 
An assessment of MPB’s fire and life safety systems was performed to ensure these systems were 
designed and installed in a manner that meets, or exceeds, the intent of pertinent building codes 








Fig#2: Aerial View of MPB Building. 
 
 
1.2 Occupancy Classification 
The MPB’s occupancy classification is based upon the requirements of the 2018 
Internal Building Code (IBC). In accordance with this code, the intended use of each 
portion of the building was individually assessed and assigned an occupancy 
classification. The majority of the building is used for storage and factory space 
which are considered Storage S-1 and Factory F-1 Occupancy. The facility is 
designed Factory F-1, Business B and utility occupancy in Ground, 1st & 2nd floor.  
In addition to aforementioned occupancies, Ground floor also has 2-hour fire rated 
electrical room beside the stair. The other (3rd, 4th and 5th) floors consist of Storage 















Fig#3B: MPB’s Occupancy Classification by 4st Floor. 
 
 















1.3 Separation Requirements 
The IBC does not require separation between accessory occupancies and the main occupancy. 
However, one of the requirements of an accessory occupancy is that the accessory shall not 
occupy more than 10 percent of the floor area of the building story it is located on. 
Consequently, it must be separated from adjacent occupancies by walls with an appropriate fire 
resistance rating in accordance with Table 508.4 (see Table 1). Since the MPB building is 
equipped throughout with an automatic sprinkler system, no fire rated separation is required.  
 
Table 1: IBC Occupancy Separation Requirements 
 
 
1.4 Construction Type 
In accordance with IBC, buildings must be classified into one of five construction types. A 
building’s intended use/ occupancy, height, area and construction material all affect the required 
construction classification. The construction classification will govern how a building is 
constructed and place various limitations on a building’s design. However, some of these 
limitations can be reduced due to a building’s frontage and the installation of an automatic fire 
suppression system. 
A building’s frontage is a measurement of the percent of the building’s perimeter on a public way 




fire/ emergency responders. An automatic fire suppression system is a fire protection device 
intended to autonomously mitigate/ extinguish a fire. 
 
The following building characteristics were 
leveraged to determine the available 
construction types:  
 Building Height = 111’-6” 
 Number of Stories = 6 
 Area per Story = 72000 ft2 
 Fully equipped with an automatic fire 
suppression system 
 Majority of building has access to a public 
way or open space (see Fig#4). 
In accordance with the 2015 IBC, a building’s 
height and area can be increased if the 
building is equipped throughout with an 
automatic sprinkler system. A building’s 
allowable area per story can also be increased 
if more than 25 percent of the building’s 
perimeter is exposed to a public way or open 
space. 
Table 2 illustrates how these increases effected the types of construction permissible for the BPB 
building. NFPA 101®, Life Safety Code defines a high-rise building as a building more than 75 
feet (23 meters) in height, measured from the lowest level of fire department vehicle access to 
the floor of the highest occupiable story. The IBC provides a definition for high-rise building 
as, “a building with an occupied floor located more than 75 feet (22,680 mm) above the lowest 
level of fire department vehicle access.” 
 
As the MPB building is high rise, sprinkler system, structural fire protection system, fire 
detection system,  emergency  & exit lighting system,  fire rated compartments along with fire 





rated exits system up to exit discharge meeting all other components from the code & standard , 





The occupancy classification of the construction warehouse, per Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 (Section 
508.4) of the IBC, is a “Mixed Use–Separated Occupancy” consisting of both Factory ‘F-1’, 
Moderate Hazard Storage ‘S-1’, Business ‘B’ occupancies. 
 
1.6 Building Height and Area Limitations 
 
Table 504 from the IBC provides the allowable area and height for a 
building containing Business and Storage occupancy groups. 
 
 
1.7 Height Limitations 
Per IBC Section 508.4.3, each separated occupancy is required to comply with the building 
height limitations based on the type of construction of the building. 
Since the height of the warehouse from grade level to the last floor of the building roof is 
111 ft., and since the height restriction from Table 503 for Type I-A construction is 
unlimited, the MPB building is limited as a Type I-A structure by its height. 
 




Per IBC Table 508.4, a ‘B’ occupancy and ‘S-1’ occupancy do not require fire separation 
from one another. See Table 1. 
The construction warehouse is allowed by the IBC to house “Mixed” B and ‘S-1’ 
occupancy without separation. 
                Table# 2: Types of Construction based on occupancy and sprinkler system.  
 
 
1.9 Allowable Increases - Automatic Fire Suppression 
The construction warehouse is fitted with a supervised automatic fire sprinkler system in 
accordance with NFPA 13 Standard for Installation of Sprinkler Systems. 
According to IBC Section 504.2, 504.2 where a building is equipped throughout with an 
approved automatic sprinkler system, the value specified in Table 503 for maximum building 
height is increased by 20 feet (6096 mm) and the maximum number of stories is increased by 
one. 
Also, according to IBC Section 506.3, the warehouse building area limitation in Table 503 is 
permitted to be increased by an additional 200 percent (Ic = 2 [see equation 5 — 1 below]) for 
buildings with more than one story above grade plane. These increases are permitted in addition 





1.10 Allowable Increases - Frontage 
The frontage an all sides of the building is open and in excess of 30 feet. 
The allowable building area shown in Table 503 may be increased according to IBC Section 
506.2 According to the following equation: 
Aa = {At + [At x Iƒ] + [At x Ic]} (Equation 5-1) 
Where: Aa ≡ Allowable building area per story (ft
2) 
At ≡ Tabular building area per story in accordance with Table 503 (ft
2) 
 At–B = Unlimited,   
At–S1 = 48000 ft
2. 
For Type I-B construction Iƒ ≡ Area increase factor due to frontage as calculated 
according to: Iƒ = [F/P — 0.25] 
W/30 
Where: F ≡ Building perimeter that fronts on a public way or open space having 20 feet 
open minimum width (ft). 
F = 2 x building width + 2 x building 
length.  
F = 2 x 255ft + 2 x 325ft 
[F = 1160ft] 
                              P ≡ Perimeter of entire building (ft) [P = F = 1160ft] 
 
W ≡ Width of public way or open space (ft) in 
accordance with Section 506.2.1[W = 30 ft] 
Iƒ = [1160/1160 — 0.25] 
30/30   
   Iƒ = 0.75 
Ic ≡ Area increase factor due to sprinkler 





For a ‘B’ (Business occupancy): 
Aa–B = Unlimited area. 
For a ‘F’ (Factory occupancy): 
Aa–B = Unlimited area. 
For a ‘S-1’ (Moderate hazard storage occupancy): 
Aa–S1 = {48000ft
2 + [48000ft2 x 0.75] 
+[48000ft2x 2]}  
Aa–S1 = 180000 ft
2 
• Table#3 (IBC Table 601) lists the following rating requirements for this type of 
building. MPB Building meets these requirements. 3 hour exterior walls 
• 3 hour structural frame 
• 1-1/2  hour floor/ceiling/roof protection 
 










Occupancy Classification of MPB building is S1-Moderate Hazard Storage, Group-B Business 
and Factory F-1. Fire-resistance rating requirements for exterior walls based on fire separation 
distance are presented on Table #4. Here it states that based on MPB building occupancy 
classification there must be a 30 feet distance separation from other buildings in order to not 









Table# 4: Fire Resistance Requirements for Exterior Walls Based on Fire Separation Distance. 
 
The adjacent building is greater than 30 ft. which meets the above requirements. 
 
2.1 Prescriptive Analysis 
According to Section 4.4.2.1 of NFPA 101, a prescriptive-based life safety design must be in 
accordance with Chapters 1 - 4, Chapters 6 - 11, Chapter 38, 40 & 42, as well as, applicable 
occupancy Chapters. Since portions of the MPB building are classified as either Business 
Occupancy Group B or Industrial Group F-1 and Storage occupancy S-1 of NFPA 101 , 2018.  
The prescriptive approach in this project includes an analysis of the following issues/systems: 
 Fire Resistance; 




 Fire Detection, Alarm and Communication Systems; 
 Flammability; 
 Fire Suppression; and 
 Egress. 
 
2.2 Fire Resistance Requirements 
The construction of MPB building is Type I-A Construction. So, the building’s structural 
elements were required to meet a minimum fire resistance rating. However, specific portions of 
the building must be separated from adjacent areas by fire resistive materials. These areas 
include the following: 
 Stairwells (2 hour partition); 
 Elevator Shafts (2 hour partition); 
 Exit Passageways (2 hour Protection). 
 
The minimum fire resistive rating for the enclosure of floor openings shall be as follows (see 
7.1.3.2.1 for exit enclosure) of NFPA 101, 2018 (8.6.5*). 
1. Enclosures connecting four or more stories in new construction -2 hour fire rating. 
2. Other enclosures of new construction -1 hour fire rating. 
3. Existing enclosures of existing building -1/2 hour fire rating. 
The IBC considers both stairwells and elevator shafts to be shaft enclosures. In accordance with 
IBC Section 713.4, “Shaft enclosures shall have a fire-resistance rating of not less than 2 hours 
where connecting four stories or more and not less than 1 hour where connecting less than four 
stories.” Since the stairwells and elevator shafts in the MPB connect six stories, they were 
constructed as fire barriers with a fire resistance rating of 2 hours. 
Section 1022.1 of the IBC, prohibits the level of protection provided by an exit to be reduced 
until the point of exit discharge. Exit passageways with a 2-hour fire-resistance rating were 
installed in the MPB to facilitate a protected path of egress from any connected stairwell until 




2.3 Opening Protective: 
Every opening in a fire barrier shall be protected to control the spread of fire from the one side of the 
fire barrier to the other side according to Table#5 {NFPA 101, 2018 ( 8.3.3),Table 8.3.3.2.2 } 
prescribed the required fire rating. 
 
Table 5: Fire rating of opening protective (8.3.3.2.2). 
 
In the same way, openings in interior exit stairway enclosures shall be in compliance with IBC Section 
716. Table 6 (see Table 716.5) prescribes the required fire protection ratings for doors installed in 
interior exit stairways. So, stairwells and exit passageways in the MPB building are required to have a 
fire- resistance rating of 2 hours. However, the doors protecting these enclosures are only required to 









Table 6.  IBC Fire Protection Rating Requirements for Opening Protective. 
 
2.4 Prescriptive Structural Fire Protection.  
The prescriptive approach is the traditional and still most commonly used method for fire engineering 
design. It aims solely to provide adequate levels of life safety to meet the fire resistance requirements 
specified in the national building regulations. 
Structural fire resistance requirements are normally defined in terms of time periods during which a 
structure or structural member will perform adequately when assessed against the load bearing, 
insulation and integrity criteria. 
 
The requirements for fire resistance for multi-story buildings are generally specified with regard to 
the use and height of the building, as shown in Table 2. Typically, the fire resistance requirements for 
multi-story buildings range from 60 minutes (R60) to 180 minutes (R180), but some national 
regulations may require up to 4 hours fire resistance (shown in Table 7 and Table 8). If a building is 
fitted with a sprinkler system, the fire resistance period required for the structural elements by 
prescriptive regulations may be reduced by 1-hour rating by IBC and NFPA. However, there is no 







Table7: Fire Resistance Rating Requirements for Building (table 601, IBC) 
 









STRUCTURAL FIRE PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS  
The requirements for fire protection of the building structure and main elements are found in Table 
601 of the IBC. For Type I-A construction, the primary structural frame of the building, as well as the 
interior and exterior load-bearing walls, must have a fire resistance rating of 3 hours. Floor 
construction and secondary members must have a rating of 2 hours, the roof construction and 
secondary members must have a rating of 1-1/2 hours, and nonbearing interior walls and partitions are 
not required to have a rating. Where the primary structural frame and bearing walls support a roof 
only, their rating is permitted to be reduced from 3 hours to 2 hours. 
 
Qualification fire resistance testing in accordance with ASTM E119 is used extensively to satisfy 
building code requirements for fire resistance. In order to comply with fire resistance rating 
requirements, the architect or engineer usually selects suitable fire resistant designs from the UL 
Directory. Listed designs must be followed in every detail, in order to maintain the fire-resistance 
rating.  
W/D Ratios:  The rate of temperature rise in a structural steel member is a function of its thermal 
mass and the surface area exposed to heat. Therefore, the factor commonly us fire resistant design is 
the W/D ratio, where W is defined as the weight per foot of the steel member in pounds, and D is 
defined the heated perimeter of steel column in inches. Similar A/P ratios are used in the fire resistant 
design of tube column sections, where A is the section area in square inches and P is the section 
perimeter in inches (identical to D). Values of W/D and A/P ratios for various sections and 
configurations are tabulated in the AISC Steel Design Guide 19. The International Building Code and 
ASCE/SEI/SFPE 29 Standard Calculation Methods for Structural Fire Protection have many 
empirical correlations based on the W/D ratio to allow engineers to calculate the fire resistance of a 
particular steel section protected with different materials, including concrete, masonry, SFRM and 
gypsum board. The critical temperature of steel is often used as a benchmark for determining the 
failure of structural members exposed to fire. This ensures that the yield strength is not reduced to less 
than that of 50 % of ambient value. The critical temperature for various types of steels is given in 
Table#9 (reference SFPE Handbook Table 9.2)  
 






Floor and Roof Construction: Fire rated restrained floor and roof assemblies will usually be 
selected to satisfy the fire resistance requirements for floor and roof construction including beams and 
joists. The International Building Code contains fire rating requirements for beams or girders that 
frame directly into a column. This is intended to ensure that columns remain braced against buckling 
during a fire. Fire rated floor and roof assemblies are listed under the D series designation of the UL 
directory. Structural Steel Columns IBC Table 719.1(1) prescribes many older column fire rated 
designs using generic materials, such as concrete, masonry, plaster and gypsum wallboard. Also, IBC 
Section 720.5.1 contains several equations (with W/D variable) and relevant tables for the calculation 
of fire resistance of steel columns protected with generic materials. Further, IBC Equation 7-13 
allows the adjustment of thickness of proprietary SFRM materials based on the W/D ratio of the 
column section. ASCE/SEI/SFPE 29 standard contains very similar provisions for steel columns. In 
addition, the latter provides an equation for the determination of fire resistance of concrete filled 
tubular steel columns. Fire resistant steel column designs using proprietary materials, such as SFRM 
and intumescent coatings, are listed under the X and Y series designation of the UL directory.  
 
Steel Trusses: The inherently large size of truss assemblies does not allow their adequate fire 
resistance testing in standard furnaces. However, several conservative approaches have been 
developed over the years for truss fire protection. One common approach is to protect each truss 
element to the same level as a column of a similar or smaller section size. Another conservative 
approach, sometimes used for lighter trusses, is to apply proven fire resistant joist designs to heavier 
trusses. Both approaches are based on the rationale that larger/heavier truss elements would heat up 
slower than smaller column sections or lighter joists under similar fire exposures. Individual 
Protection IBC section 713.2.1 requires that fire-rated columns, beams, girders, trusses and other 
structural members “shall be individually protected on all sides for the full length” where the 
structural element supports:   
1. More than two floors or  
2. More than one floor and one roof, or 
3. A loadbearing wall, or  
4. A non-loadbearing wall that is more than two stories high.  
The requirement applies to most columns in multi-story buildings, and effectively prohibits protecting 
more than one column in a single fire protection enclosure. This individual protection requirement 
also prohibits the protection of “critical” beams, girders and trusses by fire rated ceilings. However, 
ceiling protection can be used for regular beam, girder or truss systems supporting one floor or 








SFRM Thickness Adjustment: 
 The UL design will indicate the SFRM thickness that is required for a given fire rating. This 
thickness is valid only for the beam size that was tested. For instance, UL D739 was based on a 
W8x28 steel beam. Unless all of the beams on a project are W8x28s, the SFRM thickness will need to 
be adjusted for each beam size used. There is a simple formula that is used to calculate the required 
SFRM thickness based on the W/D or A/P ratio of the steel section. 
 
The project specifications should require the fireproofing contractor to submit W/D calculations for 
approval along with a schedule of fireproofing thickness for each beam and column size on the 
project.  
 
Column fire protection:  
 The UL design will indicate the SFRM thickness that is required for a given fire rating. This 
thickness is valid only for the column size that was tested by UL X772 and UL X771 (from UL online 
certifications directory design no: X772 & X771, see Fig#5 & Fig#6).  
 
h= R/((1.05(W/D)+0.61) 
Where: h = Spray Applied Fire Resistive Materials thickness in the range 0.253.875 in.  
R = Fire resistance rating in hours (1  4 h)  
D = Heated perimeter of steel column in inches 
 W = Weight of steel column in lbs per foot 





Fig5: Spray –Applied Fire Resistive Materials to UL design method X772 
 
 
UL X771 TEST Method,  
The hourly rating of the structural member is dependent upon the ratio of A/P and the thickness of 
SprayApplied Fire Resistive Materials, where A is the cross sectional area of the pipe or tube and P is 
the heated perimeter. The A/P ratio of a circular pipe is determined by:  
 
Where: 
 d = the outer diameter of the pipe (in.) 
 t = the wall thickness of the pipe (in.)  
The A/P ratio of a rectangular or square tube is determined by:  
 
Where: a = the outer width of the tube (in.)  
b = the outer length of the tube (in.)  
t = the wall thickness of the tube (in.)  




steel pipe or tube can be determined by the equation:  
 
Where: R = the hourly rating (hrs). 
 h = the thickness of SprayApplied Fire Resistive Materials, minimum 1/4 in., maximum 37/8 in. 
 
 




















COLUMN CEMENTITIOUS FIRE PROTECTION: 
 
Beam fire protection by UL N782 Method:  
UL N782 for a W8x28 beam coated with W. R. Grace Type MK-6 material. 
 A 3-hour restrained fire-rating is required. Therefore, a 1x in. (30.2 mm) thickness applied to the 
W8x28 test beam (W/D = 0.82) supporting all fluted floor units with lightweight concrete will be 
chosen.  
 
W14x22, W/D = 0.53 
Thickness of MK-6 materials applied to W14X22 beam is 1.49 inch shown below.  
 






Steel Column Concrete Encashment:  
Steel Fire protection can be accomplished by concrete encasement according to IBC. The capacity of 
concrete to absorb heat is influenced by the moisture content of the concrete. Therefore, the fire 
resistance can be determined by equations in two steps. First, the fire endurance with zero moisture 
content is determined, and then that fire endurance is increased as a function of the actual moisture. 




R0 = Fire endurance rating at zero moisture content (min.)  
W = Weight of steel column (lbs/ft)  
D = Inside perimeter of the fire protection (in.)  
h = Thickness of concrete cover (in.)  
kc = Ambient temperature thermal conductivity of concrete (Btu/hr ft °F) 
 H = Ambient temperature thermal capacity of the steel column = 0.11 W  (Btu/ft °F)  
ρc = Concrete density (pcf)  
Cc = Ambient temperature specific heat of concrete (Btu/lb °F)  
L = Interior dimension of one side of a square concrete box protection (in.) 
 
Moreover, three more issues are required to be taken into account; they are described below (see 
Fig#7).  
• When the inside perimeter of the concrete protection is not square, L shall be taken as the average of 
L1 and L2.  
• When the thickness of the concrete cover is not uniform, h shall be taken as the average of h1 and 
h2. 
 • When the space between the flange tips and web is filled with concrete (i.e. full encasement), the 







bf = Steel column flange width (in.)  
d = Steel column depth (in.) 
 As = Steel column area (sq. in.)  
The fire endurance increases as the moisture content of the concrete increases. Therefore, the fire 
endurance at zero moisture is increased as follows 
 
Where  
R = Fire endurance rating at the actual moisture condition (min.) 
m = Actual moisture content of concrete by volume (percent) 
 
Fig# 7: Structural Steel Columns with Concrete Protection. 
 
Example:  
Determine if 3-hour fire endurance is provided by a W14x90 column encased with normal weight 
concrete, creating an 18 in. x 18 in. (457.2 mm x 457.2 mm) enclosure. 
W = 90 lb/ft  
D = 84.6 in.  
W/D = 1.06  
As = 26.5 in2. 
h = (h1 + h2) / 2 = (2+1.75) / 2 = 1.88 in.  
kc = 0.95 Btu/hr ft °F  
ρc = 145 pcf 
 cc = 0.20 Btu/lb °F  
L = (L1 + L2) / 2 = (14+14.5) / 2 = 14.25 in. 
Ro=172 min.  
 
Intumescent Coatings:  
 Intumescent coatings are thin chemical films that include a mixture of binders, resins, ceramics and 
refractory fillers. These films expand under high temperatures and form a durable, adherent, fire 




from1/ 8 in. to 5/8  in. and fire resistance ratings up to 3 hours are possible. 
 
A minimum column size is always specified for each test. Only columns of the same configuration 
with the same or larger W/D (or A/P) ratios and the same thickness of coating as that tested can be 
used. For example, if the test report indicated a minimum W10x49 (W/D = 0.840) column section, the 
test would be an appropriate reference for a W8x40 (W/D = 0.849) column section. 
 
UL X649 Method:  
 
Fig#8: Column with intumescent coating. 
1. Steel Column — Wide flange steel columns with the minimum sizes shown in the tables 
below. Columns shall be free of dirt, loose scale and oil. Columns shall be primed with a 
phenolic modified alkyd resin primer, a metal alkyd primer, an acrylic primer or an epoxy 
primer at a nominal thickness of 2 mil.  
2. 2. Mastic and Intumescent Coatings* — Coating spray, brush or trowel applied directly from 
containers to desired thickness (see Fig#8). See Tables#10 below for appropriate final dry 












Table#10: Dry thickness and fire rating for fire rated intumescent coating.  
 
 
The Prescriptive Method by EUROCODE: 
Like the W/D ratio, Euro code use section factor to determine the fire resistance time. For a given 
product, the thickness of fire protection depends on the required fire resistance and on the section 
factor of the steel members. The section factor varies with the choice of fire protection and with the 
type and size of steel member. The critical temperature and the section factor calculation, based on the 
configuration of fire protection and the geometric properties of the steel section by euro code, shown 
in below Table#11 and Fig#9.  
Table11: Critical Temperatures based on EUROCODE. 




Load ratio Load ratio 





3 sided  635 620 605    
4 sided 570 555 540 560 540 525 
Storage 
building  
3 sided 635 620 605    








Fig#9: Protection configuration and section factor 
 
The required fire resistance period is determined by the national building regulations in each 
country. Based on datasheets of the manufacturers, the thickness of protection materials can be 
easily defined. 
Datasheets are usually published by manufacturers. In some countries manufacturers’ datasheets 
have been consolidated into reference documents published by the relevant body and agreed move 
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(2) – 4 sides box protection 




Section factor Am/V 
An important parameter in the rate at which the temperature of a member increases is the ratio Am/V 
of the member, commonly known as the section factor. The section factor is defined as the ratio of 
the exposed surface area of a member to its volume per unit length. 
 
Based on the section factor, fire protection materials thickness is determined for protected and 
unprotected. A larger section factor leads to a faster heating of the member. For example, after 15 
minutes of fire exposure, the temperature of an unprotected member with a section factor of Am/V = 
200 increases to about 5800C, while that of the unprotected member with Am/V = 100 only reaches 
3800C. 
This difference is due to the fact that a large value of the section factor represents a large exposed 
surface area compared with its volume, and therefore, the member receives more heat than that 
with a low section factor, which represents a small exposed surface area.  
This is illustrated in Fig#10. 
 
Fig#10: Definition of section factor Am/V of a member in fire 
 
2.5 Partially Encased Beams and Columns 
Partially encased beams and columns are constructed by filling the space between the flanges of I-





Compared with the unprotected I-sections, which only have about 15 minutes fire resistance, 
partially encased sections can achieve over 60 minutes, which normally meets the fire resistance 
requirements of many multi-stored buildings. The increase in fire resistance period is due to the 
coverage of most parts of the surface area of the steelwork using concrete, which has a low thermal 
conductivity. Longer periods of fire resistance can also be achieved by increasing the amount of 
reinforcement embedded within the concrete, to compensate the loss of the strength of the 
steelwork in fire. 
 
Fig#11: Partially Encased Beam 
 
EN 1994-1-2 offers relatively simple rules and established datasheets in Clauses §4.2.2 and §4.2.3 
for fire design of composite beams and columns, including partially encased steel sections. These 
rules relate the fire resistance of composite members to their load level (the load level is denoted as 
fi,t  and is described in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 of this guide), the h/b ratio, the member type and 
the area of reinforcement As. 
Generally, an increase of the fire resistance or the load level requires larger cross-sections and 
additional reinforcement for partially encased sections. The datasheets can be used to determine the 
minimum cross-sectional dimensions (such as the section width bmin) and reinforcement ratio As,min 





Af = b x ef 
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Fig#12: Partially Encased Column. 
 
Table12. show a datasheet taken from EN 1994-1-2 for the fire design of partially encased sections. 
When using this type of design data, the load level ηfi,t may be calculated as follows: 
 
Rfi,,d,,t =fi,t . Rd 
 
where: 
Rfi,d,t is the design resistance of the member in fire conditions at time, t.  
Rd is the design resistance of the member for room temperature design. 
When calculating the load level, EN 1994-1-2 recommends that the design resistance for room 












         Table 12: Typical datasheets for fire design of partially encased sections 
 
For a fire resistance period of 60 minutes (R60): 
 The width should not be less than 100 mm, which leads to 
h > 3b = 300 mm. So the minimum cross-sectional area is 100 × 300 mm 
 No reinforcement is required, As = 0. 
To achieve a fire resistance period of 120 minutes (R120): 
 The  width  should  not  be  less  than  200 mm.  Therefore  the  height   h > 3b = 600 
mm and  therefore  the  minimum  cross-sectional  area  is  200 × 600 mm 
 The reinforcement area, As, should not be less than 0,3% of the encased concrete 
area Ac, i.e., As ≥ 0,003Ac. 
To achieve a fire resistance period of 180 minutes (R180): 
 The width should not be less than 250 mm.  Therefore  the  height  h > 3b = 750 mm 
and  therefore  the  minimum  cross-sectional  area  is  250 × 750 mm 
 The reinforcement area, As, should not be less than 0, 3% of the encased concrete 






SFRM System based on A/Vm: MPB building’s beam fire protection calculation by Isolatek 
CP2 is shown in Table 13.  
Table 13: Beam fire protections are provided by Isolatek CP2.  
  
Section Summary - Structure Design & Construction Materials. 
In most of the countries in the world, the IBC is used as their prefered fire code for structural fire 
protection. However, in Bangladesh, fire resistive requirements for structural components are 
selected based on Bangladesh National Building Code which is the toughest code. So, even if I 
have discussed the NFPA and IBC, required structural fire protections are completed by BNBC 
based on Type-1 construction.  
 
Due to MPB’s Type- IA construction and separation distance, the building’s structural elements 
were required to meet a minimum fire resistance rating. The MPB’s number of stories, floor area 
and construction type are all within the requirements prescribed in the IBC. 
In an effort to protect this structure, a fire detection/ alarm and communication system was 




























3.1 Fire Detection, Alarm and Communication Systems 
Fire Detection system is an active life safety system for any building occupancy.  Life safety 
systems aren’t installed just as precautionary measures; either building codes dictate that every 
business must contain a functioning fire system to remain operational. 
 
Fire alarm system equipment within the building includes: 
 
 A Fire Alarm Control Panel 
 NAC extended Power supply. 
 Manual pull stations 
 Photoelectric smoke detectors placed in locations specified by NFPA 72 
 Fire alarm input/output device  
 Horn/strobe units and strobes for audible and visual occupant notification 
 Fire sprinkler system water flow switches 
 Valve tamper switches 
 
The warehouse and mixed occupancy fire alarm system is classified as a Protected Premise Fire 
Alarm System that also serves as a Building Fire Alarm System in accordance with NFPA 72. As 
such, the fire alarm system serves the general fire protection needs of the building; provides for 
automatic fire department notification and initiation of emergency response organizations in the 
event of fire; and provides for occupant notification, supervisory and trouble signals to a Remote 
Supervisory Station serving the construction site and surrounding areas. 
The primary objective of the fire detection, alarm and communication systems installed at the 
BPB building is to protect occupants. To achieve this goal, a prescriptive-based design approach 
was utilized. Listed components were installed in compliance with applicable provisions of NFPA 
70, National Electrical Code, NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm Code, as well as, additional 
recognized standards, local codes and ordinances. 




communicating with devices and performing process management tasks such as unlocking doors, 
recalling elevators, etc. The system was also designed to provide emergency voice/alarm 
communications and to be continuously monitored by an off premise monitoring company. 
 
3.2 Initiating Devices 
The term initiating device refers to all forms of signal input sensors and devices, such as smoke 
detectors, pull stations, sprinkler alarm valve in zone control etc., that supply an incoming signal 
to the fire alarm control unit (FACU). These devices respond to environmental changes produced 
by a fire called “fire signatures”. Heat, smoke (aerosol particulates) and radiant energy (IR, UV 
or visible) are among the most frequently used fire signatures for the basis of detection. 
 
NFPA 72 Chapter 17 Section 17.6.3.1.1 requires that option one or two are met (1) The distance 
between detectors shall not exceed their listed spacing, and there shall be detectors within a 
distance of one half the listed spacing, measured at right angles from all walls or partitions 
extending upward to within the 15 percent of the ceiling height. (2) All points on the ceiling shall 
have a detector within a distance equal to or less than 0.7 times the listed spacing (0.7S) 
 
The Photoelectric or ionization smoke sensor (smoke detector) is installed in compliance with 
NFPA 72.  Ground has three smoke detectors installed in electrical room and two elevator 
lobbies. Apart from ground floor, two smoke detectors installed in two lobbies on each floor.  
All signaling line circuits are wired in conformance with Class A standards. One advantage of 
Class A circuits is any detector’s malfunction will not affect other devices on the circuit.  One 












Fig13A: Difference between Class A and Class B Circuit. 
 
3.3 Sprinkler  
Sprinklers acting as heat detectors are the most numerous style of initiating device found in the 
BPB building. This is largely due to the fire water suppression system installed in the building. 
Sprinkler heads are a portion of the fire water suppression system intended to sense heat 
produced by a fire and react by discharging water to the fire area. The majority of sprinkler heads 
at BPB building is produced by TYCO and is expected to activate at 155-160°F. These sprinkler 
heads are considered initiating devices because once water begins to flow through a sprinkler 
head, a flow switch from the zone control valve near the each sprinkler riser initiates an alarm 
sequence at the FACU on each floor. To have a quick alarm signal, three zone control valves are 








Fig14: Sprinkle Floor Control Assembly. 
 






Fig14B: Cooper Monitor Module for Alarm Valve. 
 
Smoke Detectors 
In most applications, smoke detectors are expected to detect a fire significantly faster than heat 
detectors. Cooper spot-type photoelectric smoke detectors are installed in the two elevator lobbies 
on each floor, one smoke detector in the electric room on the ground floor, one smoke detector 
on each lift machine room. These devices have a listed spacing of 30 feet and are installed at the 
facility on the ceiling or on a sidewall within 12 inches of the ceiling. These devices are all 
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3.4 Pull Stations 
Manually activated alarm-initiating devices, commonly referred to as “pull stations”, were 
installed in MPB building to allow building occupants to manually initiate the fire signaling 
system. Double action Cooper addressable pull stations can be found within 5 feet of each exit 
doorway, as well as, in close proximity to the entry of all stairways. The devices are securely 
mounted between 3.5 – 4 feet above the finished floor. 
All devices are red in color and clearly identifiable from a distance. Access to these locations is 
free and unobstructed. As occupants evacuate the BPB building, they should be able to easily 
locate and, if warranted, activate these devices (see Fig#16 & 16A).  
 








                      Fig16: Circuit Diagram of MCP Class A Circuit.  
 
 
























3.5 Fire Alarm Control Panel (FACP): 
At the heart of any fire alarm or mass notification system is the head-end, or the brain. Modern 
systems use a central processing unit (CPU) housed in what is referred to as a fire alarm control 
unit (FACU) in NFPA 72. The FACU is a specialized panel that provides system status, system 
control, and battery backup and receives signals from initiation devices and then outputs signals 
to notification and auxiliary devices (see Fig#17). 
A small building is likely to have one FACU, to which all devices connect. A large building or 
campus will have many FACUs, extender panels, or expansion panels. Expansion panels, 
sometimes called transponder panels, do not contain the CPU but offer the same connectivity as 
a FACU. Large systems require connectivity between panels to facilitate communication of 
alarm events and status. 
It is important for communication to be maintained at all times, so a loop-based topology is 
important to strive for. The benefit of a communication loop is that a wiring failure (due to 
physical damage of wiring) can be identified without loss of communication. This reliability is 
especially important for voice notification and mass notification systems. 
Eaton’s CF3000 is a high specification intelligent addressable control panel which is available in 
various loop configurations. These panels combine sophisticated functionality with simple 
operation and an aesthetically pleasing design.  
The large capacity, ability to support complex cause and effect programming and wide range of 
user controllable functions make the system suitable for a diverse range of projects from 
sheltered housing to large office developments. The CF3000 uses soft addressing to minimize 
installation time and remove the potential for error associated with manual addressing. It can 
operate as a stand-alone panel or as part of a networked system. They have powerful 
programming options that allow configurable control over whether messages from specific 
panels are transmitted around the network or remain local. An extensive range of compatible 
intelligent addressable systems ancillaries are available to work with the CF3000 all of which 





Fig#17: Cooper fire alarm Panel. 
For example, if the FACP receives an alarm signal from a manual pull station, the FACP initiates 
the following responses: 
 Actuate Common Alarm Signal; 
 Actuate Audible Alarm Signal; 
 Actuate General Alarm Indicator; 
 Actuate Building Evacuation Signals o throughout  the building; 
 Display/ Print Change of Status; 
 Transmit Fire Alarm Signal to Supervising Station; 
 Release Magnetically Held Smoke Doors; 
 Unlock Exits; and, 
 Annunciate at Remote Annunciator. 
The design and installation of the FACP was not identified to violate the intent of any pertinent 
building codes and fire safety standards. Cooper Audible sounders (FX -horn) with 110 dB are 
installed throughout storage occupancy of 3rd, 4th and 5th floors. Cooper HSR Horn- Strobes are 
installed throughout the factory/industry occupancy of Ground, 1st & 2nd floors due to higher 






2.3.1 Notification Devices 
A fire alarm notification appliance is an active fire protection component of a fire alarm system. 
A notification appliance may use audible, visible, or other stimuli to alert the occupants of 
a fire or other emergency condition requiring action (see Fig#18 & 18A). 
The FACU processes signals received from initiating devices and responds appropriately. In 
many cases, this response will include the activation of notification devices. Notification devices 
are intended to alert occupants of a potential emergency situation, convey pertinent information 
and encourage occupants to initiate appropriate response actions. Audible and visible notification 
devices were installed in the MPB building. See Appendix 2 for notification device location 
details. All notification appliance circuits are wired in conformance with Class “B” Style “Y” 
standards. This general purpose surface FX sounder has been specifically designed to work with 
intelligent addressable sounder. Volume is adjustable via the internal volume control and 32 
different alarm tone selections are provided. Depending on the selected tone, sound levels of up 
to 110dB (A) can be achieved. 
 
Fig#18: Cooper FX Horn, wall mounted. 
 
The HSR-Horn Strobe range of notification devices are designed to exceed your expectations 
and offer the most polished, feature rich and cost effective solution. 
•80% reduction in SKUs - Up to 9 models now in 1 appliance. 
• 3 audible settings.  






Fig#18A: Cooper HSR-Horn strobe, wall mounted.  
No code violations or deficiencies related to the design or installation of notification devices 
were identified. Voltage drop calculation has been provided for notification devices in Table 14.  
 














































 1.61 760 2.94 3.60 16.79 Yes 
 
Audible Notification: 




sound pressure level (SPL). However, these devices are required to produce a SPL at least 15 dB 
above the average ambient sound level (NFPA 72 18.4.3.1). For business occupancies, the 
average ambient sound level is anticipated to be approximately 55 dBA and storage occupancy of 
30 dBA (See Table 15).  As a result, a SPL of 70 dBA is required throughout business occupancy 
of the  BPB Building and at least 45 dBA for storage occupancy ( See Fig#19 ). For Factory 
occupancy, the average ambient sound level is anticipated to be approximately 80 dBA. So, at 
least 95 dBA is required to be provided. That is why visual notification (strobe) are provided on 
the Ground, 1st and 2nd floors of the building.  To ensure signals were clearly broadcasted from 
these devices, each device was set at a  specific  sound output level based on the device’s 
environment and relative location to other audible notification devices. 
 
The sound output of these devices can be adjusted by modifying the device’s wattage setting. 
Most devices installed throughout MPB are set to sound pressure of 105 dBA.  
 






Fig#19: Calculation of dBA Based on Ambient Sound to NFPA. 
A horn/strobe device was also installed on the outside of BPB building near the fire pump room 
to assist arriving response personnel in locating this area. 
  Another important audibility requirement to be adopted by the NFPA is the Temporal Code (see 
Fig#20). This code was developed to establish a universal evacuation signal to lessen confusion 
as to whether an alarm represents an emergency requiring complete evacuation of the building. 
 
 





The visual feature (strobe) of the notification devices can also be adjusted to provide a range of 
candela (cd) intensities. The visual notification devices installed in BPB Building have standard 
field selectable candela settings of 110 and 185. The higher the cd setting, the larger room size 
one device can adequately cover (see Table 16). 
 












When determining where to place these devices, efforts were made to place them in the 
anticipated viewing path of the target audience (See Fig#21 & 21A). Wall-mounted devices were 
usually installed on the wall that the majority of occupants are expected to face.  
 The appliance itself is not required to be visible from any location in a space. If the device is not 
visible, the operating effects (illumination of the surrounding area) must be able to be seen by the 
intended viewers (NFPA 72 18.5.1). 
 
3.6 Emergency Communication Systems (ECS) 
The emergency public address system is required throughout the facility in accordance with 
NFPA 72. The system may be used for general public address. Public address system shall be 
provided for an emergency audio distribution network, and shall include microphones, compact 
disk player, AM (and FM) radio tuner, (MD player) amplifiers, control for each input, output 
selector switches, wiring, loudspeaker, and all necessary accessories required to control and 
reproduce audio signals from any input source to any output location. In addition to sounding an 
alarm tone, the audible notification speakers can be used to transmit specific communications for 
different emergencies (hurricane, tornado, hazmat incident, etc.). Authorized MPB personnel can 
use the FACU to initiate pre-recorded voice messages or use the microphone to provide live 
instructions. While assessing MPB’s ECS, it was identified that posted instructions for how to 




NFPA has specific requirements for speech intelligibility, which may be measured as speech 
transmission index, rapid speech transmission index, speech intelligibility index, articulation 
index, or common intelligibility scale. These systems provide a single number score, with higher 
scores indicating higher intelligibility performance. To ensure messages are intelligible, audible 
notification devices with high fidelity speakers and low distortion were selected. 
Intelligibility could be increased in areas with lower ceilings by decreasing the space between 
speakers. This would ensure that the intended listener is always located in a direct field of a 
single speaker. Message intelligibility usually decreases if a person is in the direct field of more 





Horns and strobes can alert employees to immediate fire dangers, but the frequent occurrence of 
fire drills and false alarms can create “alarm fatigue,” dulling the sense of urgency typically 
associated with such events. Additionally, simply blaring alarms through a large facility can lead 
to a chaotic evacuation. Voice evacuation systems were created to alleviate these problems. As 
an enhancement of a traditional fire alarm system, a voice evacuation system broadcasts pre-
recorded messages throughout a building to guide occupants out of the building through the 
safest route using coherent direction. The systems are extremely versatile, as recordings can be 
made for various life safety situations, including fires, severe weather, gas leaks, active shooters, 
and more. 
A more organized evacuation procedure can equate to less risk to a building’s occupants, and the 
ability to record customized messages for different emergency scenarios gives a voice evacuation 
system a distinct edge over the standard “same alarm for every situation” horns and strobes 
solution. Voice evacuation systems work so well that Bangladesh requires them in high-
occupancy assembly, educational, and high-rise facilities. Some industry experts believe voice 
evacuation systems will eventually completely replace standard horn/strobe systems as 
technology becomes streamlined and code compliance changes. 
3.8 Two-way Communication Systems 
A two-way in-building ECS was installed in BPB to ensure there was a reliable way for 
emergency response personnel to communicate during an emergency. Multiple emergency 
telephone handsets or “fire fighters’ telephones” are provided near the FACP. These are often 
provided because a firefighter’s handheld radio may be ineffective in a building with a large 
amount of steel or when there is a great deal of radio traffic. Telephone jacks are provided on all 
floors outside elevator entrances. 
3.9 Secondary Power Supply 
According to NFPA 72, a secondary power supply is required for the fire alarm system that has 
“sufficient capacity to operate the system under quiescent load for a minimum of 24 hours and, 
at the end of that period, shall be capable of operating all notification appliances for 5 minutes 





Secondary power for the FACP and all the initiation devices is provided via two 12-volt 26 amp-
hour batteries wired in series located in the FACP. The required battery capacity was calculated 
to be 6 amp-hours (see Table 17). In conclusion, adequate secondary power is provided for these 
devices. 
Table 17. Battery Calculations for the FACP and All Initiating Devices 
 
One Remote Power Supply Cabinets provide secondary power for groups of notification devices. 
These cabinets contain two 12 volt 7 amp-hour batteries wired in series. The cabinet with the 
largest power draw (Remote Power Supply 1A) was calculated to require 2 amp-hours (see Table 










Analysis of Fire Detector Response: 
In this section, a fire scenario is identified and justified. The expected response characteristics of 
the fire detection devices (sprinkler as fire initiating device) installed in the storage building are 
calculated and the fire size and the time of detector for the scenario is also calculated. The 
sprinkler heads in the BPB Building will activate at 155 ◦F. Based on how the fire started and 
how it is traveling, we will assume it copies the behavior of a fast fire. The fire grows as a fast t-
squared fire with a fire growth coefficient of α = 0.047 kW/s2 (this is the fire growth coefficient 
value for a fast fire, LSC 2018). The response time for a typical sprinkler head located in the 5th 
floor was determined by utilizing the DETACT implementation spreadsheet as seen below in 
Table #19. The ceiling height input parameter represents the height above the fire. For this 
scenario, the ceiling height is 16 feet. The radial distance represents the horizontal distance from 
the fire to the sprinkler. In this case the nearest sprinkler head is about 6 feet from the fire. The 
ambient temperature is assumed to be 32◦C and from the sprinkler cut sheet it was determined 
that the actuation temperature is 68◦C. The specific RTI was not provided on the sprinkler cut 




response sprinklers have a thermal element with an RTI of 80 (m-s)1/2 or more. 
 















HRR (KW) Gas Temp  Gas Velocity  Det. Temp dT/dt 
206 1995 940 C 2.12 m/s 68.81 0 C 0.4490 
Fig#22, DETACT result of sprinkler response time. 
 
The DETACT model is also shown graphically in Figure # 22 above. Based on the results 
presented above, a sprinkler will operate in approximately 206 seconds (3.4 minutes) with an 
approximate HRR of 1995 kW. 
Sequence of Fire Alarm Matrix: 
The following are indicative of the required operational functionality of the fire alarm 
system per NFPA 72 in the event of an alarm condition ( See Fig# 23B): 
1. The system alarm LED shall flash. 
2. The local signal in the FACP shall sound. 
3. Activation of alarm notification appliances throughout the building. 




5. The LCD display on the FACP and remote annunciator shall indicate all information 
associated with the fire alarm condition, including the type of alarm point and its location within 
the protected premises. 
6. History data logging shall log the information associated with each new fire alarm control 
panel condition, along with time and date of occurrence. 
7. All system output programs assigned via control-by-event equations to be activated by the 
particular point in alarm, shall be executed and the associated system outputs (alarm notification 
appliances and/or relays) activated. System outputs could include: 
i. Firefighter's communications enabled. 
ii. Elevator capture/recall enabled. 
iii. Elevator power shunt trip enabled. 
iv. Smoke control/fan shutdown enabled. 
v. Public address system shutdown enabled. 
vi. House lights in Public spaces raised to full-on levels. 
vii. Door release/release locks on normally locked egress doors. 
A. The following are indicative of the required operational functionality of the fire alarm system 
per NFPA 72 in the event of a supervisory condition: 
1. The system supervisory LED shall flash. 
2. A pulsing alarm tone in the control unit shall sound. 
3. The display shall indicate all information associated with the supervisory condition, including 
device, its location within the protected premises, and the time and date of that activation. 
4. If more supervisory signals are in the system, the operator shall be able to scroll the display to 
view new signals. 
5. All system output programs assigned via control-by-event equations to be activated by the 
particular point monitored shall be executed, and the associated system outputs (Supervisory 
Notification Appliances and/or relays) shall be activated. 
B. The following are indicative of the required operational functionality of the fire alarm system 
per NFPA 72 in the event of a trouble condition: 
1. The system trouble LED shall flash. 
2. A tone in the control unit shall sound. 




of trouble point, its location within the protected premises, and the time and date of that 
activation. 
4. All system output programs assigned via control-by-event equations to be activated by the 
particular point in trouble shall be executed, and the associated System Outputs (Trouble 
Notification Appliances and/or relays) shall be activated. 
Smoke control:  
There are various uses to which smoke control systems can be put in the case of a fire in 
warehouses and factory building.  
1. To facilitate escape by providing smoke free escape routes. 
2. To reduce the likelihood of damage or loss to production or stock. 
3. To enable the fire-fighters to better see the fire and therefore to extinguish it more 
speedily and effectively.  
4. To permit greater travel distances to exits to be designed in, without the need for 
compartmentation, resulting in a larger or more open building plan. Where travel 
distances cannot be achieved under Building Regulations, Smoke control can be 
introduced as a compensatory feature. 
In this building, travel distance meets the code. So, natural ventilation system is used. No duct 
detector is used and fire rated doors shall be automatic-closing by actuation of a smoke detector. 
Smoke proof enclosures using natural ventilation shall comply with relevant section of NFPA 
101 (7.2.3.3 of NFPA101). 
Inspection and Maintenance Requirements: 
NFPA 72 requires all new systems to be inspected and tested. This initial inspection/ test is 
commonly referred to as an “acceptance test”. An acceptance test, in accordance with Chapter 14 
of NFPA 72, was conducted on MPB’s fire detection system shortly after it was installed. This 
initial inspection was completed to ensure the correct equipment was installed in a manner that 
complied with the approved design documents. In addition, all functions of the system were 
tested to verify they operated properly. 
 
After the acceptance test, the fire alarm system must be continuously inspected, tested, and 
maintained in order to ensure operational readiness and proper performance. Chapter 14 of 
NFPA 72 requires the building/ system owner, or the owner’s designated representative, to have 
an inspection, testing and maintenance program that satisfies the manufacturer’s published 




    
Fire alarm input/output matrix and BPB Building’s layout are shown in Fig#23 & Fig#23A-M 
and Fire alarm Catalog is shown in Appendix -9.  Fire Alarm Layout for MPB Building is shown 

















































































                                          
 
Section Summary - Fire Detection, Alarm and Communication Systems:  
The panel is the “hub” of the fire alarm system. This is where the system can be programmed 
according to the users’ requirements, monitors device operation, indicates if there is a problem 
and identifies where the fire alarm system has been activated. This system is capable of 
communicating with devices and performing process management tasks such as shutting down 
the HVAC system, unlocking doors, recalling elevators, etc. The locations of initiating devices 
and notification devices were evaluated and found to comply with pertinent codes. Several 
measures were taken to ensure the system could provide intelligible emergency voice/alarm 



































4.1 Interior Finish and Flammability Assessment 
Building codes control the flammability of interior finishes (interior linings) to limit early fire 
development, where occupants may be impacted during their egress. By controlling flammability 
and smoke development of finishes, fire growth can be slowed, and building occupants can take 
longer to evacuate in tenable conditions. NFPA has three primary documents that address 
interior finishes, including NFPA 101®, Life Safety Code®, NFPA 1, Fire Code, and NFPA 
5000®, Building Construction and Safety Code®. Although the International Building Code 
(IBC) and the International Fire Code (IFC) of the International Code Council (ICC) approach 
the subject differently, the requirements end up being similar and, in many cases, identical. 
Ensuring that the MPB building is well designed and safe can be easily diminished if attention is 
not given to details like interior finishes.  Flammability of interior finish materials must be taken 
into consideration when selecting what will be used to avoid using products that can generate 
excessive amount of toxicity, smoke and heat in a fire scenario. In this section the prescriptive 
code requirements for interior finishes along with the tests behind there regulations will be 
discussed.   Interior wall and ceiling finish materials must be classified for fire performance and 
smoke development in accordance with ASTM E84 or UL 723. These materials are grouped into 
one of three classes based on the material’s flame spread and smoke- development indexes. 
Permitted materials are based upon the occupancy classification, as well as the location where 
the material is to be installed. For example, materials with a lower flame spread index may be 
required for exit stairways than would be required for ordinary rooms. 
The classifications of interior finishes are based on flame spread and smoke development indices 
which are shown below (Table 20).  
Table 20: Wall & Ceiling Finishes Classifications 
Finish Class   Flame spread /smoke development  Index  
  
A  
Flame spread index  0-25 
smoke development index 0-450 
B Flame spread index 26-75 
smoke development index 0-450 
C Flame spread index 76-200 






The MPB building is sprinklered, Table 803.9 of the IBC (see Table 21) permits enclosure 
spaces to have a wall & ceiling finish classification of A, B or C. Interior exit stairways/ ramps, 
exit passageways, corridors and enclosures for exit access stairways/ ramps must be Class A or 
B. All of the wall and ceiling finishes within the MPB meet these requirements. 
 




4.2 Summary of Flammability:  
Looking at the interior finishes in MPB, the building is very simplistic. The floors are concrete 
and the walls are Brick wall board. Looking at the flame spread rating for these materials; the 
interior finishes based on ASTM 84 must meet Class B and C. 
 
Flammability restrictions, as required by the LSC, on interior wall and ceiling finish materials 
were evaluated.  No deficiencies related to fire resistance were identified. 
In addition to limiting the flammability of finishing materials, a fire suppression system was also 























5.1 Fire Suppression Systems 
Fire Suppression system is essential to saving lives and protecting property. Fire sprinkler 
systems often serve as the first line of defense against smoke and fires preventing the spread of 
the fire beyond the immediate area of origin until the fire can be extinguished. The fire can be 
extinguished by either the sprinkler system alone or with intervention from firefighting 
personnel. This section will review the fire sprinkler system design requirements for the MPB 
building. 
    Fire Suppression system applicable codes include: 
 2018 International Building Code; 
 2018 International Fire Code; 
 2019 Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems (NFPA 13); and, 
 2019 Standard for the Installation of Standpipe and Hose Systems (NFPA 14). 
 
Automatic Fire Sprinkler System 
Automatic sprinkler systems have sustained an enviable record of protecting life and 
property for over 100 years. An automatic sprinkler system is designed to detect a fire and 
extinguish it with water in its early stages or hold the fire in check so that it can be 
extinguished by other means. A sprinkler system consists of a water supply (or supplies) and 
one or more sprinkler installation. Each installation consists of a set of valves and a pipe array 
fitted with sprinkler heads.  This section will review the fire sprinkler system design 
requirements for the MPB building. 
 
Code Requirements for Automatic Sprinkler in these New Buildings: 
The main occupancy of this MPB building is factory occupancy F-1, moderate hazard storage. 
Per IBC section 903.2.4, an automatic sprinkler system shall be provided throughout the 
building where “A Group F-1 area is located more than three stories above grade plane” or fire 
area exceeds more than 13000 square feet (1115 SM) or fire area is located more than three 







An automatic sprinkler system shall be provided throughout all building containing group S-1 
occupancy where one of the following condition exists (IBC 903.2.9): if fire area exceeds 12000 
square feet (1115 m2) or located more than three stories above grade plane or fire area on all 
floors exceeds 24000 square feet ( 2230 m2).  
 
NFPA 13 defines an automatic sprinkler as “A fire suppression or control device that operates 
automatically when its heat-activated element is heated above its thermal rating, allowing water 
to discharge over a specific area. A wet pipe fire sprinkler system is designed for the MPB 
building. A wet pipe sprinkler system is defined as “A sprinkler system employing automatic 
sprinklers attached to a piping system containing water and connected to a water supply so that 
water discharges immediately from sprinklers activated by heat from a fire.” The water source 
used  in this design comes from a fire pump and dedicated water tank for the fire pump. 
 
Hazard classification: 
NFPA 13 provides the requirements for the design of fire sprinkler systems. The basic outline 
for fire sprinkler design is as follows: 
• Section 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2: Identify the occupancy/ hazard group for the most hazardous 
conditions expected. This occupancy/hazard classification will be applied to the fire sprinkler 
system design only. 
• Determine the water demand based on section 19.2.4.1 which provides three different options 
• Provide hydraulic calculations demonstrating that the available water supply is adequate 
based on Chapter 27. 
 
MPB building will contain light hazard occupancy, ordinary hazard (group 2) and class III 
category hazards.However, light hazard occupancy size is very small, so we provide Ordinary 
Hazard -2 calculation.  
 
• 4.3.4 Ordinary (Group 2) occupancies shall be defined as occupancies or portions of other 
occupancies where quantity and combustibility of contents are moderate to high, stockpiles 
of contents with moderate rates of heat release do not exceed 12ft (3.66 m), and stockpiles 




• MPB building has 11 ft. cotton or polyester rack storage in third, fourth and fifth floors. As 
per NFPA 13 Table A.20.4 (b), this is class III commodity (See Table#22 and Fig#24). 
 






Fig#24: Storage workflow for Class I-IV Commodities. 
 
The 12 ft (3.7 m) high warehouse storage is considered a Class III commodity and needs to be 






Fig#25: Density /Area Curve (reference 19.3.3.1.1 of NFPA 13). 
 
Selection of density /area:  Based on OH-2, 0.20 gpm/ft2 is required for most remote/demanding 
of 1500sft.   For densities of 0.20 gpm/ft2, standard response sprinkler with Factor = 8 is 
selected.  
 





Where the system is a combined sprinkler/standpipe system (Class I or Class III) and the 
building is fully sprinklered in accordance with NFPA 13, no inside hose demand shall be 
required at any of the standpipe outlets (Table#23 , 19.2.6.3.1 of NFPA 13). 
19.2.6.4 * When hose valves for fire department use are attached to wet pipe sprinkler system 
risers in accordance with 16.15.2, the following shall apply: 
(1)The sprinkler system demand shall not be required to be added to standpipe demand as 
determined from NFPA 14. 
(2)Where the combined sprinkler system demand and hose stream allowance of Table 
19.3.3.1.2 exceeds the requirements of NFPA 14, this higher demand shall be used. 
(3)For partially sprinklered buildings, the sprinkler demand, not including hose stream 
allowance, as indicated in Figure 19.3.3.1.1 shall be added to the requirements given 
in NFPA 14. 
For a completely sprinklered building using a combined sprinkler and standpipe riser, the 
pressure and flow demand for the standpipe system, in most cases, exceeds the demand of the 
sprinkler system. In such cases, the total water demand for hydraulically calculating the size of 
the combined riser(s) is determined based on NFPA 14, Standard for the Installation of 
Standpipe and Hose Systems, only. The overall sprinkler system, however, is still calculated as 
determined by NFPA 13. In instances where the sprinkler system demand is greater than the 
standpipe demand, the sprinkler system demand must be used. It is important to note, however, 
that NPFA 14 requires both systems to be calculated simultaneously in buildings that are not 
fully sprinklered. 
If a building is only partially sprinklered, which is strongly discouraged by 9.1.1 but is allowed 
for specific conditions by the building code, the sprinkler demand from NFPA 13 and hose 
demand from NFPA 14 must be added together to determine the discharge criteria for the 
combined system. This combined demand is necessary because fires can originate in the 
nonsprinklered area and grow to the point that they activate nearby sprinklers while still 
requiring full standpipe water supplies to be available for manual suppression in the unprotected 
portions of the building. 
NFPA14. 7.10.1.1.5 The maximum flow rate shall be 1000 gpm (3785 L/min) for buildings that 
are sprinklered throughout, in accordance with NFPA 13, and 1250 gpm (4731 L/min) for 





The minimum water supply shall be available for the minimum duration specified in Table#24 
(reference 19.3.3.1.2, NFPA13).  
 
Table#24: Hose Stream Allowance and Water Duration Requirements for Hydraulically 
Calculated Systems.  
 
The lower duration values in Table 19.3.3.1.2 shall be permitted where the sprinkler system 
water flow alarm device(s) and supervisory device(s) are electrically supervised and such 
supervision is monitored at an approved, constantly attended location. 
 
5.2 Water Supply Analysis:  
Water supplies for sprinkler systems shall be one of the following or any combination (5.2.1, 
NFPA13) : 
(1)A connection to an approved public or private waterworks system in accordance with 5.2.2 
(2)A connection including a fire pump in accordance with 5.2.3 
(3)A connection to a water storage tank at grade or below grade installed in accordance 
with NFPA 22 and filled from an approved source 
(4)A connection to a pressure tank in accordance with 5.2.4 and filled from an approved source 
(5)A connection to a gravity tank in accordance with 5.2.5 and filled from an approved source 
(6)A penstock, flume, river, lake, pond, or reservoir in accordance with 5.2.6 
(7)*A source of recycled or reclaimed water where the building owner (or their agent) has 
analyzed the source of the water and the treatment process (if any) that the water undergoes 
before being made available to the sprinkler system and determined that any materials, 




sprinkler system it comes in contact with 
 
Water will be supplied to the sprinkler system by a fire pump meeting one of the options listed in 
NFPA 13 Section 5.2.1.  
 
“Water supplies for fire sprinkler system shall be combination from a connection of a fire pump 
(2) and a water storage tank (3).   MPB building has one Fire Department connection located on 
the ground floor in the pump room towards the back of the building.  To ensure the suppression 
system has an adequate amount of water pressure and water flows from the fire pump. The MPB 
has a listed diesel driven fire pump (1000 gpm@175 psi) capable of providing the required 
system pressure during the residual conditions. In addition, a smaller jockey pump maintains 
system pressure during static conditions. Total water storage tank capacity = 60 min x 1000 
gpm=60000 gallons. 
 
Water from the fire pump flows from downstream to system risers/ standpipes. A system riser is 
a section of vertical piping that contains a control valve, a drain, pressure gauge and a water-flow 
alarm and supplies water to the sprinkler system.  
The maximum floor area on any one floor to be protected by sprinklers supplied by any one 
sprinkler system riser or combined system riser shall be as follows ( 4.5.1, NFPA13, 2019): 
1. (1)Light hazard — 52,000 ft2 (4830 m2) 
2. (2)Ordinary hazard — 52,000 ft2 (4830 m2) 
3. (3)Extra hazard — Hydraulically calculated — 40,000 ft2 (3720 m2) 
4. (4)High-piled Storage — High-piled storage (as defined in 3.3.95) and storage covered 
by other NFPA standards — 40,000 ft2 (3720 m2) 
5. (5)In-rack Storage — 40,000 ft2 (3720 m2) 
 
So, a single sprinkler system riser can protect a maximum floor area of 52,000 ft2. Since the 
MPB’s floor area exceeds this limitation, more than one system riser was required. The last 
component of the suppression system is the sprinkler head itself. Various styles of sprinklers 
(upright with k-factor of 11.2, 8 & 5.6) were installed throughout the MPB building to satisfy 
different design challenges present at specific locations. Sprinkler types are shown below (see 















UPRIGHT BRASS 155°F 
(68°C) 






ELO 2nd, 3rd, 4th 
& 5th floors.  
 UPRIGHT BRASS 155°F 
(68°C) 








 UPRIGHT BRASS 155°F 
(68°C) 






FRB 1st floor & 
Cargo lift 
lobbies of all 
floors.  
 
5.3 Hydraulic Calculations:  
Hydraulic calculations were performed to determine the water demand (pressure and gpm) 
required at the discharge of the fire pump. According to Section 19.3.3.2.2.1 of NFPA 13, the 
minimum design area shall correspond with the hazard or the area protected by 13 sprinklers, 
whichever is greater. To ensure compliance with this requirement, three remote areas of the 























Remote Area #1 is 1500 ft2 consisting of thirteen sprinkler of 11.2 K-factor heads. Remote Area 
#2 & 3 are same as Area#1 but in located in different riser; however, Remote Area-4 & 5 are in 
First and ground floor having K factor of 5.6 and 8. Hand calculations were performed to 
determine the water demand.  
In addition, Standpipe Hydraulic calculation also provided. NFPA14 governs the design and 
installation of standpipe system. A summary of standpipe system requirements set forth in NFPA 
14 was are in Table 26. 
        Table26: of Standpipe System Requirements.  
Standpipe Specifications Reference  
Size Class I At least 4 in. 14:7.6.1 
Flow 500 gpm 2 most remote 
connections  
14:7.6.3, &.10.1.1.1 




100 psi residual  All other standpipe  14:7.8.1 
                       
 
The inputs/ results for these calculations are shown in Table 27 & Table#28.  
Remote Area #1 proved to have the largest system demand. This demand was graphed on 
hydraulic graph paper along with the water supply curves and the pump curve (see Fig#27 & 
27A). This graph shows that as no city water supply is available in Bangladesh. So, this demand 
will easily meet by listed fire pump. A larger demand of 1000 gpm @ 172 psig is required for the 
standpipe system Hydraulic calculations are provided in Appendix-8 (see Appendix 8 for all 












Tabe27: Minimum K factor is provided in below table as per NFPA13. 
 
Table 28. Summary of Hand Hydraulic Calculations for MPB’s Fire Suppression System 
 Remote Area 
#1 






OH-2 OH-2 OH-2 OH-2 OH-2 
Density 0.2gpm/ft2 0.2gpm/ft2 0.2gpm/ft2 0.2gpm/ft2 0.2gpm/ft2 
Sprinkler Type Upright  Upright  Upright  Upright  Upright  
K-Factor 11.2 11.2 11.2 5.6 8 
Minimum Sprinkler 
Flow 
29.63 gpm 29.63  gpm 29.63 gpm 24 gpm 24 gpm 
Minimum Sprinkler 
Pressure 









13        13 
Hose  250 gpm  250 gpm 250 gpm 250 gpm 250 gpm 
Hand calculation 
Demand 
781  gpm @ 
102 
Psi 





















Fig#27A: Sprinkler system demand curve compared to fire pump curve. 
 
Earthquake Bracing (Sway Bracing) and Hangers: 
The installation of sway bracing and hangers is addressed in Chapter 18 of NFPA 13. 
The specific paragraphs that address hanger and bracing requirements are reproduced 
below. 
Hangers 
Hangers are included in the sprinkler system design according to the requirements of Chapter 17 
of NFPA 13. 
These basic requirements include: 
 Hangers are required to be designed to support five times the weight of the water-filled 
pipe plus 250 lb. (114 kg) at each point of piping support. 




 The maximum spacing between hangers is indicated in NFPA 13 Tables 17.4.2.1(a) or 
Table 17.4.2.1(b) – provided for reference below (See Table 29 & 29A). 
 
Table 29 – Maximum Distance between Hangers 
 
 




 Hanger components are required to be ferrous unless specifically permitted to be not listed as 
addressed by NFPA 13. 
 Components of hanger assemblies that directly attach to the pipe or to the building structure 
shall be listed unless specifically permitted to be not listed by NFPA 13. 
 Mild steel hangers formed from rods shall be permitted to be not listed. 
 Fasteners shall be listed unless specifically permitted to be not listed as addressed by NFPA 
13 for concrete, steel, and wood. 




application that are listed for a specific purpose and that are in compliance with the other 
requirements of NFPA 13. 
 Holes through solid structural members are permitted to serve as hangers for the support of 
system piping provided such holes are permitted by applicable building codes and the spacing 
and support provisions for hangers of NFPA 13 are satisfied. 
 A hanger is required on each section of branch line pipe. Starter lengths of branch line pipe 
less than 6 ft. in length do not require a hanger. Where sprinklers are spaced less than 6 ft. 
apart hangers spaced up to a maximum of 12 ft. is permitted on branch lines. 
 A hanger is required on mains between every branch line connection, or on every section of 
pipe, unless hangers in these locations are permitted to be omitted due to other prescriptive 
hanger arrangements. 
 
5.4 Earthquake Protection 
The warehouse sprinkler system is protected from damage caused by an earthquake according to 
NFPA 13. Fire sprinkler systems are protected against earthquake damage by: 
 Use of flexible joints and clearances in and around piping to minimize stresses that would 
develop due to differential building movement 
 Use of bracing to ensure that sprinkler piping is maintained fairly rigid when supported by 
building elements so that the piping and building will move as a unit. 
The following basic requirements for earthquake protection include: 
 Listed flexible couplings are used in the design of sprinkler systems for flexibility during 
earthquakes. Systems having more flexible couplings than prescribed are required to have 
additional sway bracing installed. 
 The use of flexible couplings for drops are prescribed by NFPA 13 regardless of pipe size. 
 Seismic separation is required for fire sprinkler piping that crosses building seismic 
separation joints. 
 Clearance is required to be provided around piping that extends through walls, floors, 
platforms, and foundations according to the prescriptive requirements of NFPA 13 




line piping 2 ½” and larger. 
 Lateral sway bracing is provided at a maximum interval of 40 ft. 
 The distance between the last sway brace on a main is provided within 6 ft of the end of 
the pipe. The last length of pipe at the end of a feed or cross main is provided with a 
lateral sway brace. 
 Longitudinal sway bracing is provided at a maximum interval of 80 ft. 
 The distance between the last longitudinal sway brace and the end of the pipe does not 
exceed 40 ft. 
 
5.5 Testing and Maintenance Requirements 
Inspection, Testing and Maintenance Requirements: 
A sprinkler system installed in accordance with this standard shall be properly inspected, tested, 
and maintained by the property owner or their authorized representative in accordance 
with NFPA 25 to provide at least the same level of performance and protection as designed 
according to 31.1, NFPA13,2019. A hydrostatic test will be required for the wet pipe system in 
MPB Building. Routine inspection and maintenance requirements are detailed in NFPA 25. 
Table 30 provides a summary of the system components that must be inspected, the frequency of 
inspection, and a reference to specific inspection requirements. The requirements are also shown 
in Table 31.  






















Table 31. Inspection, Testing and Maintenance Frequencies for Fire Suppression System 
Components 
 





ASTM A135, Type E Grade 
A (schedule 10) ASTM A795, 










Fittings ANVIL Couplings, Tees, 
Elbows & Drain 
Caps 




Tyco  Standard Coverage 
Tyco Upriright  
Tyco Upright  
 
Annually 
At 20 years 




Backflow Preventer Colt C200 (8") Weekly/ 
Monthly 
Annually As Required 






Control Valves: Mueller R-
2360-6 
Butterfly Valves: Gruvlok 














Hangers ANVIL C-Clip & Swivel 
Ring 
Annually N/A As Required 
Fire Pump Fairbanks Nijhuis Model 1800 
Electric, Horizontal Split Case 
See NFPA 25 See NFPA 
25 
See NFPA 25 
 
Section Summary – Fire Suppression Systems: 
The MPB building is fully equipped with a wet-pipe automatic sprinkler system primarily 
comprised of upright standard sprinklers. The sprinklers are appropriately located and water is 
supplied to this system via six standpipes located in each of the building’s stairwells. A listed 
diesel driven firewater pump rated for 1000 gpm at 175 psi was installed to help meet the 
hydraulic demands of the sprinkler and standpipe system in accordance with NFPA 13 & NFPA 
14. No deficiencies related to the fire suppression system were identified. 
A properly designed fire suppression system should limit a fire’s growth. However, occupants 
rely upon a building’s egress system to remove themselves from potentially dangerous situations 


























6.1 Occupant Load and Exit Capacity Calculations:  
The following section presents a summary of the key design features and system components 
related to egress analysis and design for this MPB building. 
The first thing that can be observed when analyzing the egress design of this building is the 
identification of the exits.  
 
The building has six stairways each with a door leading to the exterior. Stairway  number-1 and 
stair number-2 are toward the front of the building near the  electric room area and stairway 
number two is toward the opposite side of the building, leading to an exit discharge . There are 
two more exits, exit stair number-3 and exit stair-4 in the middle of the building opposite to each 
other.  Exit stair number-5 and exit stair number-6 are rear side of the building, Exit stair 
number-5 is near by the shaft of the four elevators   and stair number-6 is opposite to stair 
number five. All exit stairs must be remotely located. Dead end, common path and travel path 
also must meet the LSC and IBC.  
All utility spaces (e.g., mechanical and electrical rooms) with in warehouse building are 
industrial use areas and are incidental to the predominant occupancy in the area in which they are 
located. 
Common areas, such as restrooms, elevators, and stairwells are shared by all occupancies in the 
mixed occupancy warehouse building. 
The following calculations are performed to verify one of the basic prescriptive requirements of 
egress systems: Exit Capacity > Occupant Load. For each floor of this storage building, the 
following requirements will be analyzed: 
 
• The occupant load of each floor/space 
• The exit capacity from each floor/space 
• Verify that the exit capacities are adequate for each floor/space 




Occupant Load:  
One of the first steps in evaluating the adequacy of a building’s egress system is determining the 
building’s occupant load by dividing a space’s area by an occupant load factor. IBC defines 
occupant load as the number of persons for which the means of egress of a building or portion 
thereof is designed. Occupant load has been calculated in MPB building and occupant load 
factor has been provided both from IBC, 2018 and NFPA 101, 2018.Calculating occupant load 
can be thought of in three steps: 
 Select an occupant load factor 
 Determine the size of the room 
 Apply the occupant load factor to the space 
 
The occupant load in any building or portion thereof shall be not less than the number of persons 
determined by dividing the floor area assigned to that use by the occupant load factor for that use 
as specified in Table 7.3.1.2, Figure 7.3.1.2(a), and Figure 7.3.1.2(b). Where both gross and net 
area figures are given for the same occupancy, calculations shall be made by applying the gross 
area figure to the gross area of the portion of the building devoted to the use for which the gross 
area figure is specified and by applying the net area figure to the net area of the portion of the 
building devoted to the use for which the net area figure is specified (7.3.1.2, NFPA101, 2018, 
















Table 32: Occupant Load Factor. 
 
 
As like NFPA, design of occupant load is calculated based on section 
1004 of IBC, 2018. The number of occupant shall be computed at the 






Occupancy plan of 5th floor are shown in Fig#28.  
 
 
                                                                 





Table 33: MPB’s Occupant Loads 
Level Function of 
Space 










Business 1850 100 
gross 
19 713 
Factory 68750 100 
gross 
688 













































































Table 33 shows the different uses/ space functions found on each level as well as their combined 
areas. These areas were divided by the occupant load factors prescribed by Section 1004 of the 
LSC to determine each space’s occupant load. The occupant loads of each space were combined 
to determine each level’s total occupant load. Ground floor has the highest total occupant load 
because of the large factory space located on this level. 
 
6.2 Egress Capacity. 
When a fire occurs within a building, it is vital that the occupants have an easily accessible 
egress point. These exits are strictly regulated, in every aspect, by the building code. The 
location, size and fire protection of the exit is vital to assuring people are able to get out of the 
building to safety. Calculating the capacity of a current exit is done by measuring its width and 
doing a calculation to understand how many occupants it can serve. 
The method used by NFPA 101-the Life Safety Code to calculate egress capacity is the same, but 
egress capacity factor vary slightly from those of IBC. 
As described by Section 7.3.1.1.1 of the LSC, the total capacity of the means of egress for any 
story, balcony, tier or other occupied space shall be sufficient for the occupant load thereof. 
Capacity is calculated by dividing the widths of means of egress elements by an appropriate 
capacity factor.  The capacity of a means of egress is based on the capacity of its least efficient 
element. Since occupants are expected to transverse stairways at a slower speed than level 
components, stairways typically have a larger capacity factor (0.3”/ occupant) than level 
components (0.2”/ occupant). 
However, the IBC allows the capacity factor for stairways to be reduced to (0.2”/ occupant) in 
buildings protected throughout by an approved sprinkler system and an emergency voice/ alarm 
communication system (Section 1005.3.1). The MPB meets both of these requirements. 
 
6.3 Calculation of the exit capacity from each floor / space 
 
7.3.3.1 Egress capacity for approved components of means of egress shall be based on the 






7.3.3.2* For stairways wider than 44 in. (1120 mm) and subject to the 0.3 in. (7.6 mm) width per 
person capacity factor, the capacity shall be permitted to be increased using equation 7.3.3.2. 
 















The IBC requires the means of egress system for every story of a building to provide enough 
exits based on the aggregate occupant load of that floor. Table 35 summarizes the total capacity 
and total occupant load for each level of the MPB building. As this table displays, the total 
capacity of the Ground, first, second, third fourth & fifth floor exceed the occupant load. Ground 











Table #35: MPB Egress Capacity vs. Occupant Load Capacity. 
 














Ground 0.2 0.3 713 1653 1181 
1 0.2 0.3 712 1653 1181 
2 0.2 0.3 712 1653 1181 
3 0.2 0.3 242 1653 1181 
4 0.2 0.3 242 1653 1181 
5 0.2 0.3 242 1653 1181 
 
6.4 Number and Arrangement of Exits: 
The building is classified as a mixed occupancy by the LSC. It is primarily classified as storage 
occupancy as three floors occupancy with storage.  
The number of means of egress from any balcony, mezzanine, story, or portion thereof shall be 
not less than two, except under one of the following conditions from NFPA 101, section 7.4.1 :  
(1)A single means of egress shall be permitted where permitted in Chapters 11 through 43 and  
(2)A single means of egress shall be permitted for a mezzanine or balcony where the common 
path of travel limitations of Chapters 11 through 43 are met.  
The number of means of egress from any story or portion thereof, other than for existing 
buildings as permitted in Chapters 11 through 43, shall be as follows (7.4.1.2): 
1. (1)Occupant load more than 500 but not more than 1000 — not less than 3 
2. (2)Occupant load more than 1000 — not less than 4 
The IBC requires a minimum number of exits from spaces (Section 1006.2) as well as from stories 
(1006.3). These requirements are summarized in Table 1006.3.1 of the IBC (see Table 36). 




MPB’s exits fails, it still meets the 50 percent capacity requirement. The numbers of exits based 
on occupant load are shown in Table 36.  
Table32. Minimum Number of Exits Required Per Story 
OCCUPANT PER STORY MINIMUM NUMBER OF 
EXITS OR ACCESS TO 
EXITS FROM STORY 
1-500 2 
501-1000 3 
More than 1000 4 
 
6.5 Exit Remoteness 
The corresponding LSC requirements for remoteness of exits are reproduced in accordance 
with 7.5.1.3.1 through 7.5.1.3.7. 
Since the building is fitted with a supervised automatic sprinkler system exits must be separated 
by a distance of one-third of the maximum overall diagonal dimension of the building. The 
overall diagonal dimension of the building is approximately 448 ft. which translates to a 
minimum distance required of 117 ft. between exits to meet the LSC remoteness criteria. The test 
for remoteness of exits is met on all floors of the building. Where more than one exit, exit access, 
or exit discharge is required from a building or portion thereof, such exits, exit accesses, or exit 
discharges shall be remotely located from each other and be arranged to minimize the possibility 
that more than one has the potential to be blocked by any one fire or other emergency condition. 
Section 1007 of the IBC places restrictions on how close together two exits can be. Where two 
exits are required, Section 1007.1.1 requires exits in a building equipped with an automatic 
sprinkler system to be placed a distance apart not less than one-third the length of the maximum 
overall diagonal dimension of the building or area to be served measured in a straight line 
between them. 
 
Common Path of Travel:  




Common path of travel limitations for both a business, factory and storage occupancies is 100 ft 
with sprinkler. There are no areas or corridors within the construction warehouse with a common 
path of travel in excess of 100 ft. 
The LSC criterion for common path of travel is met for the building. Maximum common path of 
travel is 75 ft.  
Travel Distance to Exits:  
The corresponding LSC requirements for travel distance to exits are reproduced in Table 37 
below to NFPA101. 
Since the warehouse is a mixed occupancy, the most restrictive requirements apply. The building 
is protected by a supervised automatic fire sprinkler system throughout. For storage occupancy 
an exit must be capable of being reached within 400 ft. and for business occupancy an exit must 
be capable of being reached within 300 ft. The most restrictive travel distance is 300 ft. 
At least one exit is within 300 ft. of every point within the building. The construction warehouse 
meets the LSC travel distance requirements. 
Dead End Corridors: 
The corresponding LSC requirements for dead end corridors are reproduced in Table 37 below to 
NFPA101.The length of this dead end corridor is less than LSC criteria of 50 ft. and it is 
compliant with the LSC. 
The IBC typically limits corridor’s dead end lengths to 20 feet. However, an exception for 
buildings equipped throughout with an approved sprinkler system allows this distance to be 
increased to 50 feet for specific occupancies (Section 1020.4). This dead end distance comes 
close, but does not exceed the dead end distance permitted by the IBC. 
Example: maximum dead end is 32 ft. The requirement of means of egress is shown on Table 37.   
Moreover, Common path, Dead-end, Exit remoteness, signage and barrier of 5th floor 



















Remoteness of Exits* 
(42.2.1.1) Each required 
means of egress is required 
to be in accordance with the 
applicable portions of 
Chapter 7. 
 
(39.2.1.1) All means of egress 
is required to be in accordance 
with Chapter 7. 
(40.2.1) Each required 
means of egress shall be 
in accordance with the 
applicable portions of 
Chapter 7. 
(7.5.1.3.3) Minimum 
separation distance between 
two exits shall not be less than 
1/3 the length of the maximum 
overall diagonal dimension of 
the building for buildings 
equipped throughout by a 
supervised automatic sprinkler 
system. 
Common Path of Travel 
(42.2.5, Table-42.2.5) 100 
ft. 
when protected throughout 
by an approved, supervised, 
automatic sprinkler system. 
(39.2.5.3.1) 100 ft. on a story 
protected throughout by an 
approved automatic sprinkler 
system. 
(40.2.5.1 100 ft. on a 
story protected throughout 






Travel Distance to Exits* 
 
(42.2.6, Table-42.2.6) 400 
ft. 
when protected throughout 
by an approved, supervised 
automatic sprinkler system. 
 
(39.2.6.3) 300 ft. when 
protected throughout by an 
approved, supervised 
automatic sprinkler system. 
(40.2.6.1) 400 ft. when 
protected throughout by 






Dead End Travel 
(42.2.5, Table-42.2.5) 100 
ft. 
when protected throughout 
by an approved, supervised, 
automatic sprinkler system. 
(39.2.5.2) Dead-end corridors 
shall not exceed 50 ft 
(40.2.5.1 )50 ft.when 
protected throughout by 
an approved, supervised, 
automatic sprinkler 
system 
(7.5.1.5) No dead end 
corridors unless permitted by 
occupancy chapter. 




Other Requirements for Egress Systems 
 
6.6 Horizontal Exits 
There are no horizontal exits in the warehouse building. 
Elevator:  
The construction warehouse elevator is not a designated means of egress. 
 
6.7 Door swing and arrangement:   
A door in a means of egress should be side-hinged or pivoted-swinging. Doors must swing in the 
direction of exit travel when:  
1. Serving a room or area with an occupant load of 50 or more.  
2. Used in an exit enclosure or where serving a high hazard area. 
 Again, there are exceptions depending upon the NFPA 101 occupancy classification. During its 
swing, the door should leave at least one-half the required width of an aisle, corridor, or landing 
available for use. For existing buildings, the minimum available space while the door is swinging 
is 22 inches. The door should not project more than 7 inches into the required width of an aisle or 
landing when fully opened. Both LSC (7.2.1.4.3) and IBC (1024.5) have the same requirements 
described above.  
 
6.8 Locks: 
 Doors must be arranged to be readily opened from the exit side whenever the building is 
occupied. Also, a latch or other fastening device on a door must be provided with a knob, panic 
bar, or other simple type of releasing device having an obvious method of operation under all 
lighting conditions. Panic hardware and fire exit hardware consist of bars that must extend across 
not less than one-half the width of the door leaf, not less than 30 inches or more than 44 inches 
above the floor. An applied force not to exceed 15 pounds will cause the door latch to release. 
There are specific requirements for electronically controlled egress doors. Only approved fire 






6.9 Marking means of egress:  
All exits and access ways must be marked by an approved sign readily visible from any direction 
of exit access. Every sign must be so located and of such size, distinctive color, and design as to 
be readily visible and must provide contrast with decorations, interior finish, or other signs. 
Every sign must be suitably illuminated by a reliable light source. Externally and internally 
illuminated signs must be visible in both normal and emergency lighting mode. 
 
6.10 Emergency lighting:  
In buildings where artificial lighting is provided for normal use and occupancy, exit lighting and 
the illumination of the means of egress is required to ensure occupants can quickly evacuate the 
building. Emergency lighting (1-foot candle average; 0.01-foot candle minimum) must be 
provided for a period of 1.5 hours in the event of failure of normal lighting. The emergency 
lighting system must be arranged to provide the required illumination automatically in the event 
of any interruption (10 seconds) of normal lighting, such as any failure of public utility or other 
outside electrical power supply or opening of a circuit breaker or fuse. Either the emergency 
lighting system must be continuously in operation or capable of repeated automatic operation 
without manual intervention. All emergency lighting must be installed and tested in accordance 
with NFPA 111 (Full 1.5 hour test annually and 30-second test every 30 days.). 
 
See Appendix -4 for building occupancy, Appendix-5 for Exit Location & Sizes and Appendix -



















Fig#30B: Fire Rated Barriers & Exit Signage (5th Floor) 






Section Summary – Egress 
In short, a building’s egress system is essentially the path occupants may use to exit a building 
safely. The majority of the building’s egress system was found to comply with the LSC. A 
sufficient number of exits are provided. These exits are appropriately separated to reduce the 
probability of a single event rendering multiple exits unusable. No issues related to common path 
of travel or dead end distances were identified. However, the second floor’s actual occupant load 
of 1000 persons exceed for this floor’s total occupant load capacity of 712 persons. This issue 
can be solved reducing 1000 persons to 712 persons to meet floor’s total occupant load capacity. 
 
6.13 Emergency Planning and Preparedness 
A Fire Safety Management Plan has been developed to inform occupants of their roles and actions 
to take in the event of a fire to ensure the safety of building occupants (see Appendix 11). The 
primary objective of this plan is to prevent injuries to its employees, contractors and visitors. It is 
the duty of all employees, contractors and occupants to review this plan and understand their 
roles and actions to take during an emergency. 
In addition, the Fire Safety Management Plan outlines the following training requirements: 
 All building occupants must be provided a copy and trained annually on the building Fire 
Safety Management Plan. New occupants must receive this information within 14 days of 
occupying the building. 
 Floor Wardens must receive training at least annually. New Floor Wardens must receive 
training shortly after being appointed. 
 Building occupants must attend regularly scheduled meetings/drills to ensure their 
proficiency during an emergency. This should include training on Floor Warden Procedures 



















7.1 Performance-Based Analysis 
This analysis is a performance-based evaluation of the fire protection features of the MPB 
Building. The objective of this analysis is to determine whether building occupants are exposed 
to an unreasonable level of risk in the event of a fire. This report will outline two design fire 
scenarios that are based on two of the fire scenarios suggested in NFPA 101. The selected design 
fire scenarios represent two scenarios that will present a significant challenge to the life safety 
features of the building. 
Specific performance criteria related to visibility, temperature and carbon monoxide were set to 
determine if a specific fire scenario might create conditions that could adversely affect an 
occupant’s ability to evacuate safely. An evaluation of the Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) 
versus the Required Safe Egress Time (RSET) or escape time was conducted for two different 
fire performance scenarios to determine if the performance objectives could be achieved (See 
Fig#31, FIGURE 3.11.4 of fire protection handbook). 
 




7.2 Required Safe Egress Time (RSET) Analysis 
The Required Safe Egress Time is the predicted time necessary to evacuate a 
building or component. The RSET can be subdivided into a number of discrete time 
intervals, the sum of which constitute the total RSET (SFPE Handbook, 2008, 
Section 3): 
Where, 
Δtd = time from fire ignition to detection (detection phase.) 
Δta = time from detection to notification of occupants of a fire emergency (notification 
phase). 
Δtpre = time from notification (or cue reception) until evacuation commences (pre-evacuation 
phase). 
Δ evac = time from the start of purposive evacuation movement until safety is reached 
(evacuation phase). 
Δtesc=RSET, the required safe egress time is the time from ignition until the building or location 
of interest has been evacuated. 
 
7.3 Detection and Notification Phase 
The detection phase (Δtd) is the time from the fire ignition to detection of the fire. The notification 
phase (Δta) is the time from ignition to the time occupants become aware of the fire and the 
necessity to evacuate. Detection is assumed to occur once occupants become visually aware of 
smoke/ fire or when smoke detectors, sprinklers, or manual alarms activate the building’s fire 
alarm. Occupants in close proximity to the fire can also be alerted by additional fire-induced 
conditions, such as smells and heat. 
 
7.4 Pre-evacuation Phase 
The pre-evacuation Phase (Δtpre) or pre-movement time indicate the time after a fire is 
discovered or an alarm is activated until occupants begin to evacuate. It is essentially the time 
occupants apply engaging in activities after they have been notified prior to actually evacuating 




safeguarding critical materials, alerting others, etc. A wide variety of factors such as the 
occupant characteristics as well as how one becomes aware of a situation and how the threat is 
perceived will affect pre-movement times. 
Based on the information of Table#38  (reference  Table 3.3  of C/VM2 Verification Method: 
Framework for fire safety design | Amendment 4 ) and Fig#32 ( Reference Figure 4.2.1 of Fire 
Protection Handbook), it is assumed the pre-movement time for the MPB building is between 
thirty seconds to one minute (depending on specific event scenario). 







Fig#32: Experimental and Theoretical Premovement Times in a Department Store Evacuation. 
7.5 Occupant Characteristics 
The amount of time it takes occupants to safely exit a building will be affected by the 
characteristics of those occupants. The designer must consider the characteristics of a population 
that accurately reflects the expected user population.  Characteristics such as an occupant’s age, 
mobility, familiarity with the space, cognitive ability, etc. can have significant impacts on 
evacuation times. The MPB has three uses, warehouse/storage, factory /industrial, and business 
occupancy. Based on these uses, general assumptions relating to occupancy characteristics can be 
made. 
For example, occupants using a space in a business capacity are likely to be familiar with the 
surroundings. Offices will typically have a low occupant density like the warehouse or storage 
occupancy. On the other hand, occupants using a space as a motel are less likely to be familiar 
with the surroundings.  Average walking speed varies based on characteristics of the occupant 








Table 39: Average walking speed based on occupant charterstics. 
 
 
Some of the following assumptions have been made regarding the MPB’s occupants: 
 Majority of occupants are between 19 – 55 years old; 
 Majority of occupants are fully mobile; 
 Majority of occupants are familiar with the building; 
 Majority of occupants are trained in evacuating the building (regular drills conducted); 
 Majority of occupants will follow the instructions of trained floor wardens; 
 Occupants are conscious and unimpaired; and, 
 Occupants will not resist instructions to evacuate the building (short delay time). 
 
7.8 Evacuation Phase 
The evacuation phase (Δtevac) or movement time is the time from the start of evacuation until 
occupants reach a safe location. Movement time is based upon the widths of stairs/ exit doors, the 
number of occupants using each exit, travel distance to exits, and occupant movement speed. 
Flow calculations described in the SFPE Handbook were used to determine the movement time 




applicable, the following assumptions were made: 
 A relatively equal amount of occupants will use each stairwell; 
 First floor occupants do not exit through the stairway; 
 None of the occupants have disabilities that would significantly reduce their rate of 
travel; 
 Occupants on lower floors will not be able to enter stairwells until upper levels have 
cleared; 
 Maximum Specific Flow (Fsm) for stairwells = 18.5 persons/min/ ft. of effective 
width; 
 Maximum Specific Flow (Fsm) for doors = 24.0 persons/min/ ft. of effective width; 
and, 
 Average unimpeded travel speed = 265 feet/ min. 
 Industrial buildings = 25–30 m/min (0.42–0.56 m/sec) max 2.33 m/sec 
 
Travel speed based on density and occupancy has been provided in below table of Fire 





Table# 40: Travel Speeds Based on Different Categories 
 
 
7.9 Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) Analysis 
The evaluation of the Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) is essential for organizing people 
evacuation in case of fire in industrial premises, buildings or generic enclosures. The Available 
Safe Egress Time (ASET) is the amount of time that elapses between fire ignition and the 
development of untenable conditions. ASET is determined by applying empirical correlations 
or fire modeling. First, a design fire (heat release rate history) is established by considering the 




monoxide). Next, this design fire is provided as input to a calculation tool such as a fire model to 
determine the time after ignition at which space through which occupants must pass becomes 
untenable due to the presence of smoke or heat. The time at which conditions become untenable 
(ASET) is the time at which the amount of smoke or heat, as calculated by a fire model or similar 
tool, first exceeds pre-established tenability criteria. 
 
7.10 Tenability Criteria 
In the event of a building fire, the occupants may be exposed to the fire and smoke. Statistical 
evidence shows that most fire deaths are not caused by direct contact with the fire, but by smoke 
inhalation. While a fire may be confined to a localized area in a building, the smoke produced 
will rise, forming a hot upper layer and may spread rapidly through the building. Exposure to 
toxic gases or heat may cause incapacitation (loss of consciousness); and severe exposure may 
cause death.  
Tenability criteria defines specific parameters which if exceeded may expose occupants to 
untenable conditions. A number of different tenability criteria can be used in a performance 
design. However, this analysis will focus on visibility, temperature and carbon monoxide 
(thermal heat flux was also evaluated for one test scenario). These tenability limits will be 
evaluated at a height six feet above the finished floor level. The tenability limits discussed below 
are summarized in Table 41. 






Visibility  10 meters  SFPE 
Handbook (pg-
2-187) 












As suggested in the SFPE Handbook for large enclosures, a visibility limit of 10 meters will be 
set for the MPB building. Visibility/ smoke obscuration can prevent or reduce the speed with 
which an occupant moves. Occupants typically will not use an escape route if the visibility is less 
than 3 meters. At a visibility of 5 meters, people often move as if in darkness. 
Temperature can also pose tenability issues. The moisture released as a byproduct of combustion 
can reach temperatures in excess of 100°C. At this point, the steam/ saturated air will release 
large amounts of heat to an occupant’s skin or if inhaled. Occupants can only breathe saturated 
air above 60°C for a few minutes before thermal burns will occur to an occupant’s respiratory 
tract [8]. A temperature limit of 60°C will be set for the MPB building. 
The majority of fire deaths are caused by carbon monoxide poisoning. Carbon monoxide is the 
most common toxic gas released in building fires. It can prevent evacuation by causing 
disorientation and loss of consciousness. The LSC discusses a tenability limit of 30,000 ppm*min 
for carbon monoxide in areas of refuge (A.7.2.12.3.2). A carbon monoxide limit of 30,000 
ppm*min (integrated dose of 1,000 ppm for 30 minutes) will be set for the MPB building. 
 
7.11 Life Safety Code Design Fire Scenarios 
The Life Safety Code (NFPA 101) provides eight design fire (DF) scenarios that should be 
considered in the development of a performance-based design. Briefly, these design fire 
scenarios are as follows:  
1. An occupancy-specific design fire scenario that is representative of a typical fire for the 
occupancy. 
2. An ultrafast-developing fire in the primary means of egress, with interior doors open at the 
start of the fire (for a discussion of fire development, see Section 2, Chapter 4, “Dynamics of 
Compartment Fire Growth”). 
3. A fire that starts in a normally unoccupied room that may endanger large numbers of 
occupants. 
4. A fire that originates in a concealed wall or ceiling space adjacent to a large occupied room. 





6. The most severe fire resulting from the largest possible fuel load characteristic of the normal 
operation of the building. 
7. An outside exposure fire. 
8. A fire originating in ordinary combustibles with each passive or active fire protection system 
individually rendered ineffective; this scenario is not required where it can be shown that the 
level of reliability and the design performance in the absence of the system are acceptable to the 
authority having jurisdiction (AHJ). Although only eight scenarios are listed in the LSC DF, one 
performance test deriving from LSC DF Scenario 6 and 8 was evaluated. This fire scenario 6 was 
selected because MPB building has rack storage on three floors and it can result in a fast 
developing fire. LSC DF Scenario 6 is selected because 3rd, 4th and 5th floor have rack storage 
throughout the floors. So, Fig#33 shows HRR of rack storage of cotton made men’s suits.  
 
On the other hand, this fire scenario 8 was selected because MPB building has an office room 
near the front elevator on the 1st floor and it can result in a medium developing fire. It was 
analyzed assuming detection system and passive fire protection system had failed.  
 
7.12 Performance Test Scenarios:  
Three different performance test scenarios were evaluated. All performance test scenarios used 
the same Heat Release Rate (HRR) curve. Data for the HRR curve was based on results, 
published in the SFPE Handbook, from a Japanese tests result on HRR of racks of men’s suits 
where rack is 1.8 m long. Three tests were conducted.  The HRR of worst-case scenarios is close 






Fig#33: HRR of rack storage of cotton made suits. 
 
It is assumed that real fires are rarely 2-D in shape. Items like upholstered furniture, wardrobes, 
workstations, and rack storage are clearly not 2-D fires, which are 3-D fire.  
Engineers typically assume that a fire is simply a 2-D rectangular surface. This greatly simplifies 
the analysis and is often considered a reasonable assumption given all of the other uncertainties 
that exist with fire modeling. Combustion product yields from cotton fire are assumed to be 
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, acrolein & formaldehyde. Cotton fabric with formula 
(C6H8O4) is used in FDS.  
 
From New Zealand, guidance for HRRPUA is currently given within C/VM2 Verification 
Method: 
 
Non-storage occupancies 500 kW/m2 <= HRRPUA >=1000 kW/m2  
Storage occupancies 1000 kW/m2 <= HRRPUA >=2500 kW/m2. 
 
Other than in storage-type occupancies, it is assumed that a fire will grow horizontally and the 
HRRPUA will be more 2-D in nature than 3-D. This assumption is consistent with the widely 
used αt2 that assumes that a fire grows in a circular shape at constant flame spread rate which 




represents a pragmatic lower limit.  
 
 
Most accidental fires in buildings are considered to be buoyancy-driven fires, and therefore 





In occupancies other than storage occupancies, the fire is expected to be relatively small, while 
the occupants are escaping; therefore, an HRRPUA <=1000 kW/m2 was chosen. For storage 
facilities a larger value was selected to prevent the footprint of the fire becoming impractical 
once the fire becomes large; thus, the HRRPUA <=2500 kW/m2 was chosen at the upper limit. 
 
Performance Test Scenario #1 
Performance Test Scenario #1 evaluates the ability to evacuate the fifth floor   based on the 
largest travel distance which is near the rear side of the front elevator. The travel distance is 160 
ft., area is approximately 108X127 square feet, and total occupant load is 24 persons.  The 
occupants are occupying the space randomly. The fire’s smoke plume will travel up through the 
open roof. In this scenario, all the occupants do not have a direct view of the fire due to rack 
storage. However, they would have a clear view of the smoke plume as it rises and occupies the 
roof area of 108X127 sft.  As a result, occupants are expected to detect and notify each other of 
the fire immediately (within 40 seconds). Pre- evacuation is assumed to take only 30 seconds. 
Occupants are expect to gather their things and begin to evacuate promptly if they can visually 
validate an imminent danger. Using the methods and assumptions presented in above, a 
movement time of 22.5 seconds was calculated for 24 occupants to pass through a 44-inch exit 
door, traveling maximum 160 feet distance within 35 seconds. 



















Table #42. RSET for Performance Test Scenario #1 
RSET= Detection 







RSET 40 seconds 10 seconds  30 seconds  70.2 seconds  
RSET= 150 seconds.  
 
7.13 Performance Test Scenario #2 
Performance Test Scenario #2 evaluates the ability to evacuate the entire building. For this 
scenario, the building has six exits stair in each floor and exit stairs are 2-hour fire rated with 1.5 
hour fire rated doors with standard locking system according to NFPA 101. The Fire occurs on 
the 5th floor and all occupants are required to evacuate from the building. Occupants in this 
scenario will not have a direct view of the fire and therefore it is assumed that notification will not 
occur until the fire alarm is activated. Fire alarm activation initiated by water discharging from a 
fire sprinkler head has been determined to occur approximately 43.2 seconds (1st sprinkler 
activation time in FDS, ECOTEX1) after the fire starts. The pre-evacuation time for this scenario 
has been increased to 60 seconds. Occupants are expected to take longer to begin evacuating 
since they cannot visually validate an imminent danger. Table 43 & 43A summarizes the values 
used to calculate the total movement time associated with evacuation of the entire building. The 





As stated above in Section 4.1, this analysis assumes occupants on the lower floors will not 
evacuate until after occupants on the upper levels have cleared the stairwells. This represents a 
worst-case scenario. The total movement time, including a 10% safety margin, was calculated to 
be 1075 seconds (see Figure 51). 
 
Table 43: Total Evacuation Time. 






















0 713 26.16 20 480 170 105 3.10 
1 712 26.16 20 480 180 105 3.19 
2 712 26.16 20 480 175 105 3.15 
3 242 26.16 20 480 160 105 2.02 
4 242 26.16 20 480 160 105 2.02 
5 242 26.16 20 480 160 105 2.02 
Total Movement Time 15.5 
 
Table 43A: RSET for Performance Test Scenario #2. 
 















Performance Test Scenario #3 
Performance Test Scenario #3 evaluates the ability to evacuate the 1st floor based on largest 
travel distance from the inspection room to stair number-3. The travel distance is 180 ft., area of 
inspection room is approximately 3400 sft, and total occupant load is 34 people.  The occupants 
are occupying the inspection room and as a result, occupants are expected to detect and notify 
each other of the fire immediately (within 10 seconds). Pre- evacuation is assumed to take only 30 
seconds. Occupants are expect to gather their things and begin to evacuate promptly if they can 
visually validate an imminent danger. Using the methods and assumptions presented in above, a 
movement time of seconds was calculated for 34 occupants to pass through a 36-inch inspection 
room door is 42 seconds, traveling maximum 180 feet distance within 40.2 seconds and time to pass 
48 inch exit door is 30 seconds. This analysis is made when active and a passive fire protection has 
failed as per LSC DF 8.  
 














7.14 Performance Test Results 
The FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) is one kind of fire simulation software developed by 
America’s national bureau of building Fire research lab record, FDS is a extensively applied in 
the field of fire safety engineering for performance-based evaluation utilized computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) modeling software, used to demonstrate the tenability of the environment for 
which occupants would be required to evacuate. FDS solves numerically a form of the Navier-
Stokes equations appropriate for low-speed, thermally driven flow with an emphasis on smoke 
and heat transport from fires. A separate visualization program, Smokeview was utilized to 
display the results of the FDS simulation. Fig#36 below illustrates how the MPB racks storage 
was recreated within the FDS software.  










For Performance Test Scenario #1-Results 
Visibility, temperature and carbon monoxide levels were all evaluated at six feet above the grade 
on 5th floor. Visibility is expected to drop below 10 meters in 147 seconds (see Fig#37).The 
temperature performance  criteria  of  60°C was  never exceeded at 6 ft. ( Fig#38.). Carbon 
monoxide levels reached a maximum concentration of only 730ppm (Fig#38A).   
 
Table 44. Results of Test Scenario #1 
Performance criteria 
 Visibility Temperature CO 
ASET 147 seconds NA NA 
RSET 150 seconds 150 seconds 150 
seconds 
Conclusion Fail Pass Pass 
 
 
A maximum heat flux of 2kW/m2 was predicted and Heat flux exposures below 2.5kW/m2 can be 
tolerated for several minutes (Fig#38B). As a result, radiant heat flux not anticipated to adversely 
affect egress. In conclusion, this scenario passes all performance criteria tests except visibility. 

























Fig#38B: Heat Flux (KW/m2) of MPB building Warehouse at 150 seconds. 
 
7.15 Performance Test Scenario #3 – Results 
Visibility, temperature and carbon monoxide levels were all evaluated at six feet above the 1st 
floor in Performance Test Scenario #3. Visibility is expected to drop below 10 meters in small 
area in 42 seconds (see Fig#39) and whole inspection room in 1st floor after 135 seconds (see 
Fig#39A). The temperature performance criterion of 60°C is less than in 135 seconds (see 
Fig#39C). Carbon monoxide levels reached a maximum concentration of only 170 ppm (see 
Fig#39D). Heat flux exposures below 2.5kW/m2 are shown (See Fig#39E). 
Table 45. Results of Test Scenario #3. 
Performance criteria  
 Visibility  Temperature  CO 
ASET 144 seconds  NA NA 
RSET 135 seconds 135 seconds 135 seconds 
Conclusion Pass  Pass Pass 
In conclusion, these scenarios pass the performance criteria tests for visibility and temperature. 











































7.16 Performance Based Structural Fire protections: 
Typically, the performance requirements related to fire safety contained in performance-based 
standards are:  
1. To ensure that a fire once started will not spread beyond the room of origin  
2. To ensure that occupants will be given early warning of a fire occurrence to enable rapid evacuation 
from the building.  
3. To ensure that the structure will remain standing long enough to allow occupants to escape;  
4. To ensure that the structure will remain standing long enough for emergency personnel to perform 
their duties; and  
5. To ensure the burning building will not fall down upon, or ignite the neighboring properties. 
Similarly, for structural safety, the requirement is to reduce the probability of structural failure, and 
design the structure in a way that will ensure that the entire structural system will remain stable when a 
localized collapse occurs. The current prescriptive building codes specify the required FRR for floor 
and wall assemblies, and structural members based on occupancy, building height, and building 
construction. Typically these start at a minimum 45 min FRR, followed by 1 hr, 1-1/2 hr, 2 hr and 4 hr 
ratings, and are applied throughout the building regardless of whether or not the rating is adequate 
based on actual fire load, risk etc.. 
 
To offer a justifiable alternative to this approach that will satisfy the objectives stated above, a 
performance based design should be based on the following:  
1. A fire scenario must be characterized by predicting fire load, fire size, fire severity and fire duration, 
and a time-temperature relationship for the fire scenario must be calculated;  
2. The fire must be modeled in a location that represents a worst-case design for the building. That is, 
consideration must be given to both structural and fuel load to ensure the modeled compartment is 
representative of the building. To do this, multiple compartments should be assessed since the worst 
case fire location is not necessarily a structurally critical region in the building; 
 
 3. The time-temperature relationship of the fire exposed steel must be calculated and the thermal 
response determined relative to the known failure criteria of the member under consideration. Failure 





3. Use of the “inherent” or implied safety of the prescriptive code as the minimum level of safety 
to achieve. This can be done by utilizing the fire resistant ratings defined by the prescriptive 
code as a benchmark for the performance-based code. 
 
7.17 Critical Temperature of Fire-exposed Structural Steel: 
During a fire, steel, whether in the form of a column, beam, or truss, will be exposed to hot gases from 
the fire. Given the high thermal conductivity of steel it is usually assumed that steel will be heated 
uniformly (Lie, 1992) resulting in a uniform temperature increase throughout the steel member. As a 
fire within a compartment intensifies, the mechanical properties, such as tensile and yield strength, and 
modulus of elasticity will decrease. If the yield stress decreases to the working stress (about 50% of 
initial strength), the element will fail. The steel temperature at this moment is usually taken as the 
critical temperature. The critical temperature of steel is often taken as 5400 C (see Table 46), but varies 
depending upon the type and size of the steel member.  
 
 
Table 46. Critical temperatures for various types of steel 
Steel  Standard/Reference  Temperature  
Structural Steel  ASTM 5380 C 
Reinforcing steel ASTM 5930 C  
Reinforcing steel ASTM 4260 C 
Reinforcing steel Euro code 3 3500 C 
 
 
By maintaining the steel temperature below the critical temperature it is possible to ensure that the yield 
strength is not reduced to below 50% of the ambient value (Kodur, 2001). From a design perspective 








Time –Temperature Curve : 
Current building code requirements for determining the fire resistance of structural systems are based 
on the reaction of specimens to a standard fire exposure such as defined by test standards ASTM E119, 
ISO 834, and NFPA 251. 
They are based on a specified time-temperature exposure that is not consistent with the characteristics 
of a real fire. 
It is also worth noting that ASTM E-119 states the following:  
This standard should be used to measure and describe the response of materials, products, or assemblies 
to heat and flame under controlled conditions and should not be used to describe or appraise the fire-
hazard or fire-risk of materials, products, or assemblies under actual fire conditions. However, results of 
the test may be used as elements of a fire-hazard assessment or a fire-risk assessment which takes into 
account all of the factors which are pertinent to an assessment of the fire hazard or fire risk of a 
particular end use (Fig#40) 
 
I will analyze this fire based on standard time temperature curve which is shows below.  Where T = 
Temperature (0C), th = Time (hours), To = Initial /ambient temperature. 
T=750[1-e-3.79553√th]+170.41√th+To.    
 





Based on above curve, a fire we will be analyzed. The typical column strength in unprotected (not 
insulated) stage and insulated stage if the steel temperature is less than 5380C. 
 
Unprotected steel member:  
There are methods available to account for the potential storage of heat in insulating materials with 
higher heat capacity. However, it is more conservative to assume that all heat energy is transferred to 
the steel by ignoring this possibility. The thermal conductivity of materials (ki) typically used for the 
protection of structural steel. An incremental method will have to be used to solve these equations (See 
Table#47, CALPOLY FPE S524 course sheet). The accuracy of the resulting answer will increase with 
smaller values for the time interval. Use of a spreadsheet will permit use of small time steps, typically 
1/10th of the total fire duration and will yield acceptable results (Pattersson, 1978). 
 
Table#47: LHCA Calculation Framework. 
 
 
Input Data:  
Emissivity, ε= 0.7 . (See Table #48, Reference SFPE Handbook Table 53.7)  
Specific heat of steel, Cs=  600 J/kg-K. 
Density of steel, = 7850 kg/m3  
∆Ts= steel temp. Change during time step, ∆t (C). 




∆t =time step, (s)= 10.00 seconds.  
ht =total heat transfer coefficient (radiation and convection) (W/m²-K). 
V =volume of steel (m3 ). 
A= exposed steel surface area to heated environment (m²). 
W= weight per unit length (kg/m). 
D= heated perimeter (m). 
Stefan’s constant, σ= 5.67 × 10–8 W m–2 K–4. 
 
Table#48: Effective emissivity. 
 
 





Seconds Time Ts (°C) Tf (°C) 
Tf-Ts 
(°C) 
ht ΔTs (°C) 
↘ 0 20 20.00 0.00 25 0 
 
10 20.00 164.96 144.96 33.0703 0.598109 
 
20 20.60 217.51 196.91 35.1882 0.864486 
 
30 21.46 255.18 233.72 36.96 1.077744 
 
40 22.54 285.26 262.72 38.5436 1.263426 
1 Min. 50 23.80 310.57 286.77 40.0021 1.431238 
 
60 25.24 332.53 307.30 41.3689 1.586086 












70 26.82 351.98 325.16 42.6643 1.730857 
 
80 28.55 369.48 340.92 43.9022 1.867415 
 
90 30.42 385.39 354.97 45.0924 1.997052 
 
100 32.42 399.99 367.57 46.2423 2.120706 
 
110 34.54 413.49 378.95 47.3576 2.239089 
 
120 36.78 426.04 389.27 48.4429 2.352751 
 
130 39.13 437.78 398.65 49.5021 2.462138 
 
140 41.59 448.79 407.20 50.5383 2.567608 
 
150 44.16 459.17 415.02 51.5541 2.669464 
 
160 46.83 468.99 422.16 52.5519 2.767958 
 
170 49.60 478.29 428.69 53.5336 2.863307 
 
180 52.46 487.13 434.67 54.501 2.955698 
 
190 55.42 495.55 440.14 55.4556 3.045296 
 
200 58.46 503.59 445.13 56.3988 3.132244 
 
1150 522.32 778.53 256.21 152.562 4.87688 
 
   
 
 
1160 527.20 779.76 252.57 153.747 4.844835 
 
   
 
 
1170 532.04 780.98 248.94 154.933 4.812079 
 
   
 
 
1180 536.85 782.19 245.33 156.117 4.778632 
 
   
 
 





min  50 
 seconds  
 
1200 546.38 784.56 238.18 158.485 4.709746 
 
   
 
 
1210 551.09 785.73 234.64 159.667 4.67435 
 
   
 
 
1220 555.76 786.89 231.13 160.848 4.638346 
 
   
 
 
1230 560.40 788.04 227.64 162.027 4.601758 
 
   
 
 
1240 565.00 789.17 224.17 163.204 4.564607 
 
   
 
 






Within 19 min 50 seconds, unprotected steel column reached 540 0C. 
 
 
Protected Steel Column:  




rating. I will analyze 4-hour fire rating with the applied insulation thickness of MK-6/HY( see 






Properties of insulation materials  
K=0.116W/m-K. 
C=1825 J/kg-K 
Density = 240 kg/m3. 
Moisture content =48 kg/m3. 
Convective coefficient (hot) =25 W/m2K. 
Convective coefficient (cold) =5 W/m2K. 
Emissivity =0.7.  
Applied thickness, hi= 34 mm=1.34 inch=0.034036 meter.  
W= weight per unit length (kg/m). 
D= heated perimeter (m) 
W/D=2.28 





































By applying above equation for protracted steel column:  






↘ 0 20.00 20.00 0.00 3.41 0.00 
 
10 20.00 164.96 144.96 3.41 0.06 
 
20 20.06 217.51 197.45 3.41 0.08 
 
30 20.13 255.18 235.04 3.41 0.09 
 
40 20.22 285.26 265.04 3.41 0.10 
 
50 20.33 310.57 290.24 3.41 0.11 
 
60 20.44 332.53 312.09 3.41 0.12 
 
70 20.56 351.98 331.42 3.41 0.13 
 
80 20.69 369.48 348.78 3.41 0.14 
 
90 20.83 385.39 364.56 3.41 0.14 
 
100 20.97 399.99 379.02 3.41 0.15 
 
110 21.12 413.49 392.37 3.41 0.15 
 
120 21.27 426.04 404.78 3.41 0.16 
 
130 21.43 437.78 416.35 3.41 0.16 
 
140 21.59 448.79 427.21 3.41 0.17 
 
150 21.75 459.17 437.42 3.41 0.17 
 
160 21.92 468.99 447.06 3.41 0.17 
 
170 22.10 478.29 456.19 3.41 0.18 
 
180 22.28 487.13 464.85 3.41 0.18 
 
14350 434.27 1109.84 675.58 3.41 0.26 
 
14360 434.53 1109.96 675.43 3.41 0.26 
 
14370 434.79 1110.08 675.29 3.41 0.26 
 
14380 435.06 1110.20 675.15 3.41 0.26 
 
14390 435.32 1110.32 675.00 3.41 0.26 
4 Hour 14400 435.58 1110.44 674.86 3.41 0.26 
 





Appendix-12: Structural Fire Protection Assessment. Appendix-11: Structural Fire Protection Catalog. 
Appendix-9: Fire Alarm catalog. Appendix-10: Sprinkler Catalog. 
 
7.18 Conclusion/ Recommendations 
The prescriptive based analysis revealed that the MPB’s structural design, fire alarm and fire 
suppression systems meet respective codes requirements. The construction type, number of stories, 
floor area and fire resistance all comply with International Building Code requirements. Fire initiating 
devices are correctly spaced throughout the building and initiate prudent corrective actions. Emergency 
communication is available and messages distributed throughout the building are intelligible. Fire 
sprinklers and hose connections are adequately provided. An assessment of the water demand 
demonstrated that the water supply is sufficient for the most remote locations of the building. 
The majority of the building’s egress system was found to be in compliance. A sufficient number of 
exits are provided. These exits are appropriately separated to reduce the probability of a single event 
rendering multiple exits unusable. No issues related to common path of travel or dead end distances 
were identified.  
A performance-based analysis was also conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of these fire, life safety 
systems and structural fire protection.  The Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) and Required Safe 
Egress Time (RSET) were different for each test as they were based on parameters unique to each 
scenario. The RSET (visibility) exceeded slightly the ASET in Performance Test Scenario #1 because 
of assuming worst case HRRPUA (2500 kW/m2) in the fire model (ECOTEX1) which may be less in 
actual fire in rack storage on 5th floor. Furthermore, steel column fire protection was analyzed using 
MONOKOTE MK-6/HY insulation materials to check the steel column maximum temperature of 
4360C after 4 –hour which is less than 5400C and which meet the building code and standard.  
 
One recommendation made is to reduce 2nd floor existing occupant load to 712 persons as 
present occupant found 1000 persons at actual and maximum 2nd floor capacity is 712 


















A Fire Safety Management Plan has been developed to inform occupants of their roles and actions 
to take in the event of a fire to ensure the safety of building occupants. The primary objective of 
this plan is to prevent injuries to its employees, contractors and visitors. It is the duty of all 
employees, contractors and occupants to review this plan and understand their roles and actions 
to take during an emergency. 
 
8.2 Building Information 
The BPB is a six story building located in Chandra, Gazipur , Bangladesh. This facility was 
designed to provide over 210000 square feet of factory space to approximately 2127 employees 
capacity in 1st three floor where actual capacity of 1000 occupants shall be cut down to 712and 
other three floors have 726 storage occupants . Additional building details are provided below: 
 Address = EchoTex Ltd. 
Polli Biddut, Chandura, 
Kaliakoir,Gazipur, 
Banglaesh 
 Building Height = 111’-5” 
 Number of Stories = 6 
 
 
8.3 Occupancy Classification 
In accordance with the International Building Code (IBC), the intended use of each portion of the 
building was individually assessed and assigned an occupancy classification. The majority of the 
building is used for  factory and storage occupancy and considered a mix Group Occupancy. 








Figure 1 provides an illustration of how different spaces on the 1st floor of the BPB building are 
used/ classified. Illustrations for the remaining floors can be found in Appendix 1. 
  
 
Figure 1. MBP Area Uses (Ground floor). 
 
8.4 Construction Type 
The BPB was constructed of protected non-combustible materials in accordance with Type IA-B 
building specifications. 
 
8.5 Occupant Load 
A building’s occupant load is determined by dividing a space’s area by an occupant load factor 
specified for that space. Since spaces used for different purposes will have different occupant 
densities, the occupant load factor is based on the actual use of a space and not the occupancy 




Table 1 shows the different uses/ space functions found on each level as well as their 
combined areas. These areas were divided by the occupant load factors prescribed by the 
Life Safety Code to determine each space’s occupant load. Ground has the highest total 
occupant load due to the densely populated factory areas located on this level. 


















Business 1850  100 
gross 
19 713 
Factory  68750 100 
gross 
688 









Factory 64900 100 
gross 
672 










712 Factory 64900 100 
gross 
672 











Utility 1700 300 
gross 
6 
4 storage 70600 300 
gross 
236      242 
 


















8.6 Fire Resistance 
Due to MPB Building’s Type I-A/1-B construction and separation distance, the building’s 
structural elements were required to meet a minimum 3/2-hour fire resistance rating. 
Furthermore, specific portions of the building were required to be separated from adjacent 
areas by fire resistive materials. These areas include the following: 
 Stairwells (2-hour fire-resistance rating); 
 Elevator Shafts (2-hour fire-resistance rating); 
 Exit Passageways (2-hour fire-resistance rating); and, 
 Business occupancy to storage occupancy (1-hour fire-resistance rating). 
 
CODE COMPLIANCE ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL FIRE PROTECTION :  
All of the MPB building elements studied, both structural and non-structural, appears to comply 
with the IBC requirements for Type I-B construction, suitable for Group F-2 occupancy. The 
SFRM-protected steel columns fall under CEN. (European Committee of standardization). All 
the different type of fire protection is provided as per CEN.  
 
Systems of Fire Protection: 
 
Sprinkler System:  
• Designing, installation, inspection and maintenance according to accredited codes and 
regulation includingNFPA13. 
• Required fire pumps shall be installed and maintained according to accredited codes and 
standards. 
• Entire building should be protected by sprinkler system. 
 •A sprinkler system exists throughout the entire building and with zone control valve are 
connected with FACP to initiate fire alarm throughout the building 
 
Detection and Alarm System: 
• Designing, installation, inspection and maintenance according to accredited codes and 




• Entire building should be protected by detection and alarm system. 
•Smoke detectors are located at elevator lobby, machine room and electrical room separated 
by 2-hour rating from other occupancy of the building and are connected to a fire alarm 
control panel located in the ground floor of security room. 
Structural Fire Protection: 
• Installation, inspection and maintenance to Fire Barriers shall be according to accredited 
Codes and regulation. 
      • All penetrations of walls, floors and ceilings to be sealed on both sides with rated fire 
stopping   materials and acoustical sealant in order to maintain the integrity of the wall and avoid 
transmission of sound. 
       • Implementation of structural fire protection calculation is followed to SFPE Handbook.   
Means of Egress: 
• Installation, inspection, maintenance and design for means of egress shall comply with 
NFPA 101, IBC & BNBC (Bangladesh National building code). 
•All stairwells in the building are equipped with emergency lighting. 
 
 Badge Access - Stairwell Doors and Lobby Doors unlock automatically when a 
Fire Alarm is activated. Elevator badge requirements unlock automatically when a 
Fire Alarm is activated, but should not be used for evacuation unless otherwise 
notified. 
 Emergency Power - An emergency generator or battery will supply power to 
emergency lighting and exit signs to provide adequate lighting for evacuation 
purposes for prescribed time.  
 Suppression Equipment - Fire extinguishers are located in recessed boxes on 
each floor. Fire extinguishers are not to be used by Company employees unless 




8.7 Fire Procedures 
In the event of a fire, all employees, contractors and visitors shall follow the instructions described 
below. 
Instructions for the individual who discovers Fire or Smoke: 
 Remove anyone from immediate danger. 
 Do not attempt to fight the fire unless you have been trained and have assistance. 
 Confine the fire or smoke by closing doors if possible as you evacuate the area. 
 Immediately notify individuals near the area of the fire. 
 Pull the Fire Alarm located at each stairwell exit. 
 If safety is not in jeopardy, call fire service and police  and provide the following information: 
Building name: MPB Building. 
Building address: EchoTex Ltd.     
Polli Biddut, Chandura, 
Kaliakoir,Gazipur,Bangladesh 
Nearest cross street: Dhaka-
Chandra   high way  
Location (Floor, room, etc.) of fire, 
Your call back number: (XXX) 
XXX-XXXX 
DO NOT HANG UP UNTIL THE OPERATOR DOES SO FIRST 
 Evacuate the building using a stairwell located at around the floors of the building to the 
nearest Mustering Point (see Appendix A for Mustering Points). 
 
Instructions for building occupants in the event of a fire alarm: 
 Pay attention to the Floor Warden’s instructions. 
 Evacuate the building using a stairwell located at the ends of each hall and exit the building 







8.8 Emergency Evacuation Procedures:   
•  Pull the nearest pull station  
•  Determine extent of the fire  
•  Call the fire department  
•  Attempt to extinguish the fire  
•  Ensure evacuation, personnel assembly, fire assembly point  
•  Account for all personnel on site  
•  Evacuation plan must be available and posted throughout construction site at all time. 
 Remain calm 
 Be quiet during drills and evacuations so that emergency instructions can be heard and 
clearly understood. 
 Only take your essential personal possessions, wallet, purse and/or keys. Do not take your 
laptop or other work related material as this could compromise your safety during an 
evacuation. There will be no re-entry into the building during an emergency. 
 Give priority to the movement of nervous or emotional individuals. 
 When using the stairwells, high-heeled shoes should be removed in order to reduce risk of 
injury to yourself or others. 
 Always go down the inside of the stairwell, as there is a continuous handrail. 
 Elevator are not means of escape .  
 
 Once you have exited the building, proceed immediately to your designated muster point. 
Remain in the designated muster point so you may be accounted for and await further 
instructions. Primary building entryways and adjacent driveways should be clear for first 
responders. Review Appendix 2 for Exit Routes & Mustering Points. 
 
8.9 Mobility-Impaired 
 Complete Appendix 3 and send to the MPB building Security Manager. All information will 
be kept confidential and used for evacuation purposes only. The Security Manager will 
confidentially notify the area Floor Warden. 





 If an individual cannot use the stairwells, they must remain on the stairwell landing and the 
Floor Warden will notify the first responders of the situation. 
 If an individual stays behind after the floor has been evacuated, they must move into a 
stairwell landing and close the door. They must not block the stairs. 
 
8.10 Training 
 All building occupants must be provided a copy and trained annually on the building Fire 
Safety Management Plan. New occupants must receive this information within 14 days of 
occupying the building. 
 Floor Wardens must receive training at least annually. New Floor Wardens must receive 
training shortly after being appointed. 
 Building occupants must attend regularly scheduled meetings/drills to ensure their 
proficiency during an emergency. This should include training on Floor Warden Procedures 
to enable them to assist occupants in the event that Floor Wardens are not available during 
an emergency. 
 
8.11 Building Owner Responsibilities 
The building owner is responsible for preparing a Fire Management Plan and ensuring the 
building complies with the Fire Code (NFPA 1). The following responsibilities are prescribed in 
NFPA 1 for the owner, operator, or occupant: 
 They must notify the AHJ prior to a change of occupancy as specified in 4.5.7 and 10.3.4 of 
NFPA 1. 
 The AHJ is be permitted to require the owner, operator, or occupant to provide tests 
or test reports, without expense to the AHJ, as proof of compliance with the intent of 
this Code. 
The owner, operator, or occupant of a building that is deemed unsafe by the AHJ must abate, 
through corrective action approved by the AHJ, the condition causing the building to be unsafe 
either by repair, rehabilitation, demolition, or other corrective action approved by the AHJ. 




inspections, and testing of fire protection systems, fire alarm systems, smoke control systems, 
emergency evacuation and relocation drills, emergency action plans, emergency power, 
elevators, and other equipment as required by the AHJ. 
All records required to be kept are to be maintained until their useful life has been served, as 
required by law, or as required by the AHJ. 
8.12 Maintenance Plan 
In addition to the aforementioned responsibilities, the building owner, operator, or occupant must 
ensure the building’s fire safety equipment is properly maintained. All inspections, tests, and 
maintenance shall be documented in a written record. 
 
8.13 Portable Fire Extinguishers 
Note: Supplementary information for inspection, maintenance and testing of portable 





8.14 Fire Sprinkler System 
Note: Supplementary information for inspection, maintenance and testing of fire 





8.15 Fire Pumps 
Note: Supplementary information for inspection, maintenance and testing of fire pumps 
can be found in NFPA 72. 
Smoke Detectors 





8.16 MPB Area Uses 
 
 
Fig: 4th floor occupancy area. 
 





Fig: 5th floor occupancy. 
 











8.17 Exits & Muster Points. 
 
.  





Fig: 3rd  floor exits plan. 
 
 













8.18 Exits signs. 
 




























Employees evacuating the building through the front three exits will muster at Muster Point A 
at the south side of the open field. 
 
Employees evacuating the building through the Backside three exits will muster at Muster Point C 
at the north side before the public high way of B.  
 
Employees evacuating from all six exits can reach public way and ultimately public high way 







8.19 Confidential Form 
 
 
































































































































































































&MESH ID='MESH',  IJK=400,80,25, XB=0.00,80.00,0.00,32.00,0.00,5.00 / 




/ See SFPE Handbook 3rd Edition Tables C.3 and 3-4.14 / 








&REAC FUEL = 'Polyester' 
SOOT_YIELD  = 0.091 
CO_YIELD = 0.070 
C   = 10 
H  =8 














&SURF ID='BURNER', HRRPUA=2500., COLOR='RASPBERRY', RAMP_Q='fireramp' / 
&RAMP ID='fireramp', T=0, F=0 / 
&RAMP ID='fireramp', T=100, F=0.2 / 
&RAMP ID='fireramp', T=200, F=1 / 
&RAMP ID='fireramp', T=300, F=0.8 / 
&RAMP ID='fireramp', T=400, F=0.2 / 
 




&MATL ID='EXT WALL', 
 SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.70, 
 CONDUCTIVITY=0.038, 
 DENSITY=24.00 / Glass Wool; SFPE Handbook 4th Edition Table B.7 
&MATL ID='INT WALL', 
 SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.84, 
 CONDUCTIVITY=0.48, 




 DENSITY=2300.00 / SFPE Handbook 4th Edition Table B.7 








&OBST XB=3.0,5.4, 1.5, 16, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 1, Level a 
&OBST XB=3.0,5.4, 1.5, 16, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel' / rack 1,lEVEL B 
&OBST XB=8.9,11.3, 1.5, 16, 0.0,1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel' / rack 2 
&OBST XB=8.9,11.3, 1.5, 16, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 2 
 
&OBST XB=25,27.4, 1.5, 16, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 3 
&OBST XB=25,27.4, 1.5, 16, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 3 
&OBST XB=30.9,33.3, 1.5, 16, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 4 
&OBST XB=30.9,33.3, 1.5, 16, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 4 
&OBST XB=35.3,37.7, 1.5, 16, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 5 
&OBST XB=35.3,37.7, 1.5, 16, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 5 
&OBST XB=39.8,42.2, 1.5,16, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 6 
&OBST XB=39.8,42.2, 1.5,16, 2.0,3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 6 
 
&OBST XB=44.8,47.2, 1.5,16, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel' / rack 7 
&OBST XB=44.8,47.2, 1.5,16, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel' / rack 7 
&OBST XB=50.6,53, 1.5, 16, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 8 
&OBST XB=50.6,53, 1.5, 16, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 8 
&OBST XB=55.6,58, 1.5, 16, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 9 
&OBST XB=55.6,58, 1.5, 16, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 9 
&OBST XB=61.4,63.8,1.5, 16,0,1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 10 
&OBST XB=61.4,63.8,1.5,16,2.0,3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 10 
&OBST XB=66,68.5,1.5,16,0,1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 11 
&OBST XB=66,68.5, 1.5, 16, 2.0,3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 11 
 
&OBST XB=3.0, 73.5, 19.2, 21.6, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 12 




&OBST XB=3.0, 73.5, 24.9, 27.3, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 13 
&OBST XB=3.0, 73.5, 24.9, 27.3, 2, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 13 
 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 30.9, 33.3, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 14 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 30.9, 33.3, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 14 
 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 35.5, 37.9, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 15 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 35.5, 37.9, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 15 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 42.3, 44.7, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 16 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 42.3, 44.7, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 16 
 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 46.5, 48.9, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 17 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 46.5, 48.9, 2.0, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 17 
 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 53.2, 55.6, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 18 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 53.2, 55.6, 2, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 18 
 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 58.7, 61.1, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 19 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 58.7, 61.1, 2, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 19 
 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 64.4, 66.8, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 20 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 64.4, 66.8, 2, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 20 
 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 70.5, 72.9, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 21 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 70.5, 72.9, 2, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 21 
 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 76.3, 78.7, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 22 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 76.3, 78.7, 2, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 22 
 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 81.6, 84, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 23 





&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 87, 89.4, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel' / rack 24 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 87, 89.4, 2, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel' / rack 24 
 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 92.5, 94.9, 0, 1.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 25 
&OBST XB=3.0, 47.8, 92.5, 94.9, 2, 3.5, SURF_IDS='Polyester_fuel'/ rack 25 
 
&SURF ID='Exterior Wall', MATL_ID='EXT WALL', THICKNESS=0.20, 
COLOR='INVISIBLE' / 
&SURF ID='Ceiling', MATL_ID='CONCRETE', THICKNESS=0.20, COLOR='INVISIBLE' / 
&SURF ID='Second Floor', MATL_ID='CONCRETE', THICKNESS=0.20, 
COLOR='INVISIBLE' / 
 
&SURF ID='Main Floor', MATL_ID='CONCRETE', THICKNESS=0.20, COLOR='WHITE' / 
&SURF ID='Interior Wall', MATL_ID='INT WALL', THICKNESS=0.20, COLOR='PINK' / 
 
&OBST XB=0.00,80.00,0.00,0.20,0.00,5.00, SURF_ID='Exterior Wall'/ Front wall 
&OBST XB=0.00,0.20,0.00,100.0,0.00,5.00, SURF_ID='Exterior Wall'/ left side wall 
&OBST XB=0.00,51.00,99.80,100.00,0.00,5.00, SURF_ID='Exterior Wall'/ back wall 
 
&OBST XB=79.80,80.00,0.00,32.00,0.00,5.00, SURF_ID='Exterior Wall'/ right Wall-1 
&OBST XB=51.00,80.00,31.80,32.00,0.00,5.00, SURF_ID='Exterior Wall'/ right Wall-2 
&OBST XB=50.80,51.00,32.00,100.00,0.00,5.00, SURF_ID='Exterior Wall'/ right Wall-3 
 
&OBST XB=0.00,80.00,0.00,32.00,4.80,5.00, SURF_ID='Ceiling'/ Ceiling, -1 
Floor 
&OBST XB=0.00,51.00,32.00,100.00,4.80,5.00, SURF_ID='Ceiling'/ Ceiling, -2 
 
 
&OBST XB=0.00,80.00,00.00,32.0,0.00,0.2, SURF_ID='Main Floor'/ floor-1 






&VENT ID='window1', SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=37.00,39.00,0.0,0.0,1.0,4.00 / Hole-1-f 
 
&VENT ID='window2', SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=41.00,43.00,0.0,0.0,1.0,4.00 / Hole-2-f 
 





&VENT ID='window4', SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=49.00,51.00,0.0,0.0,1.0,4.00 / Hole-4-f 
 
&VENT ID='window5', SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=53.00,55.00,0.0,0.0,1.0,4.00 / Hole-5-f 
 
&VENT ID='window6', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=57.00,59.00,00.0,00.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-6-f 
 
 
&VENT ID='window7', SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=61.00,63.00,0.0,0.0,1.0,4.00 / Hole-7-f 
 
&VENT ID='window8', SURF_ID='OPEN', XB=65.00,67.00,0.0,0.0,1.0,4.00 / Hole-8-f 
 
&VENT ID='window9', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=69.00,71.00,00.0,00.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-9-f 
 
 
&VENT ID='window10', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=00.00,00.00,13.0,15.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-10-L 
&VENT ID='window11', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=00.00,00.00,19.0,22.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-11-L 
&VENT ID='window12', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=00.00,00.00,26.0,29.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-12-L 
&VENT ID='window13', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=00.00,00.00,33.0,36.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-13-L 
&VENT ID='window14', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=00.00,00.00,40.0,43.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-14-L 




&VENT ID='window16', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=00.00,00.00,54.0,57.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-16-L 
&VENT ID='window17', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=00.00,00.00,61.0,64.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-17-L 
&VENT ID='window18', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=00.00,00.00,68.0,71.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-18-L 
&VENT ID='window19', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=00.00,00.00,75.0,78.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-19-L 
 
&VENT ID='window20', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=8.00,10.00,100.0,100.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-20-b 
&VENT ID='window21', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=18.00,20.00,100.0,100.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-21-b 
&VENT ID='window22', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=28.00,30.00,100.0,100.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-22-b 
&VENT ID='window23', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=38.00,40.00,100.0,100.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-23-b 
&VENT ID='window24', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=48.00,50.00,100.0,100.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-24-b 
 
 
&VENT ID='window25', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=51.00,51.00,37.0,40.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-25-r 
&VENT ID='window26', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=51.00,51.00,47.0,50.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-26-r 
&VENT ID='window27', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=51.00,51.00,57.0,60.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-27-r 
&VENT ID='window28', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=51.00,51.00,67.0,70.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-28-r 
&VENT ID='window29', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=51.00,51.00,77.0,80.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-29-r 
&VENT ID='window30', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=51.00,51.00,87.0,90.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-30-r 
 
&VENT ID='window31', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=55.00,57.00,32.0,32.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-31-r 
&VENT ID='window32', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=65.00,67.00,32.0,32.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-32-r 
&VENT ID='window33', SURF_ID='OPEN',XB=75.00,77.00,32.0,32.0,1.0,4.00/  Hole-33-r 
 
 
&SPEC ID='WATER VAPOR'/ 
&PART ID='water drops', SPEC_ID='WATER VAPOR', AGE=4.00, 
DIAMETER=1000,COLOR='BLUE' / 
&PROP ID='SPK', QUANTITY='SPRINKLER LINK TEMPERATURE', RTI=80., 








&DEVC ID='SPR_1_1', XYZ=1,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_2', XYZ=4,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_3', XYZ=7,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_4', XYZ=10,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_5', XYZ=13,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_6', XYZ=16,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_7', XYZ=19,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_8', XYZ=22,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_9', XYZ=25,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' / L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_10', XYZ=28,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_11', XYZ=31,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_12', XYZ=34,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_13', XYZ=37,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1  
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_14', XYZ=40,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_15', XYZ=43,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_16', XYZ=46,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_17', XYZ=49,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' / L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_18', XYZ=52,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_19', XYZ=55,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_20', XYZ=58,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_21', XYZ=61,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1  
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_22', XYZ=64,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_23', XYZ=67,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_24', XYZ=70,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_25', XYZ=73,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1  
&DEVC ID='SPR_1_26', XYZ=76,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-1 






&DEVC ID='SPR_2_1', XYZ=1,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_2', XYZ=4,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_3', XYZ=7,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_4', XYZ=10,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_5', XYZ=13,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_6', XYZ=16,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_7', XYZ=19,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_8', XYZ=22,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_9', XYZ=25,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' / L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_10', XYZ=28,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_11', XYZ=31,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_12', XYZ=34,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_13', XYZ=37,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2  
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_14', XYZ=40,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_15', XYZ=43,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_16', XYZ=46,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_17', XYZ=49,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_18', XYZ=52,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_19', XYZ=55,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_20', XYZ=58,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_21', XYZ=61,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2  
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_22', XYZ=64,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_23', XYZ=67,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_24', XYZ=70,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_25', XYZ=73,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2  
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_26', XYZ=76,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
&DEVC ID='SPR_2_27', XYZ=79,5,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-2 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_1', XYZ=1,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_2', XYZ=4,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 




&DEVC ID='SPR_3_4', XYZ=10,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_5', XYZ=13,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_6', XYZ=16,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_7', XYZ=19,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_8', XYZ=22,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_9', XYZ=25,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_10', XYZ=28,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_11', XYZ=31,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_12', XYZ=34,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_13', XYZ=37,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3  
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_14', XYZ=40,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_15', XYZ=43,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_16', XYZ=46,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_17', XYZ=49,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_18', XYZ=52,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_19', XYZ=55,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_20', XYZ=58,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_21', XYZ=61,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3  
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_22', XYZ=64,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_23', XYZ=67,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_24', XYZ=70,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_25', XYZ=73,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3  
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_26', XYZ=76,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
&DEVC ID='SPR_3_27', XYZ=79,8,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-3 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_1', XYZ=1,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_2', XYZ=4,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_3', XYZ=7,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_4', XYZ=10,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_5', XYZ=13,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 




&DEVC ID='SPR_4_7', XYZ=19,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_8', XYZ=22,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_9', XYZ=25,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_10', XYZ=28,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_11', XYZ=31,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_12', XYZ=34,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_13', XYZ=37,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4  
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_14', XYZ=40,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_15', XYZ=43,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_16', XYZ=46,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_17', XYZ=49,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_18', XYZ=52,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_19', XYZ=55,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_20', XYZ=58,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_21', XYZ=61,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4  
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_22', XYZ=64,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_23', XYZ=67,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_24', XYZ=70,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_25', XYZ=73,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4  
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_26', XYZ=76,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
&DEVC ID='SPR_4_27', XYZ=79,11,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-4 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_1', XYZ=1,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_2', XYZ=4,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_3', XYZ=7,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_4', XYZ=10,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_5', XYZ=13,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_6', XYZ=16,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_7', XYZ=19,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_8', XYZ=22,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 




&DEVC ID='SPR_5_10', XYZ=28,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_11', XYZ=31,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_12', XYZ=34,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_13', XYZ=37,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5  
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_14', XYZ=40,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_15', XYZ=43,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_16', XYZ=46,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_17', XYZ=49,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_18', XYZ=52,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_19', XYZ=55,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_20', XYZ=58,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_21', XYZ=61,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5  
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_22', XYZ=64,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_23', XYZ=67,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_24', XYZ=70,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_25', XYZ=73,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5  
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_26', XYZ=76,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
&DEVC ID='SPR_5_27', XYZ=79,14,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-5 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_1', XYZ=1,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_2', XYZ=4,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_3', XYZ=7,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_4', XYZ=10,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_5', XYZ=13,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_6', XYZ=16,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_7', XYZ=19,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_8', XYZ=22,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_9', XYZ=25,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_10', XYZ=28,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_11', XYZ=31,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 




&DEVC ID='SPR_6_13', XYZ=37,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6  
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_14', XYZ=40,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_15', XYZ=43,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_16', XYZ=46,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_17', XYZ=49,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_18', XYZ=52,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_19', XYZ=55,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_20', XYZ=58,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_21', XYZ=61,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6  
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_22', XYZ=64,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_23', XYZ=67,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_24', XYZ=70,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_25', XYZ=73,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6  
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_26', XYZ=76,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
&DEVC ID='SPR_6_27', XYZ=79,17,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-6 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_1', XYZ=1,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_2', XYZ=4,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_3', XYZ=7,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_4', XYZ=10,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_5', XYZ=13,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_6', XYZ=16,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_7', XYZ=19,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_8', XYZ=22,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_9', XYZ=25,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_10', XYZ=28,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_11', XYZ=31,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_12', XYZ=34,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_13', XYZ=37,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7  
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_14', XYZ=40,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 




&DEVC ID='SPR_7_16', XYZ=46,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_17', XYZ=49,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_18', XYZ=52,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_19', XYZ=55,2,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_20', XYZ=58,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_21', XYZ=61,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7  
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_22', XYZ=64,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_23', XYZ=67,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_24', XYZ=70,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_25', XYZ=73,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7  
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_26', XYZ=76,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
&DEVC ID='SPR_7_27', XYZ=79,20,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-7 
 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_1', XYZ=1,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_2', XYZ=4,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_3', XYZ=7,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_4', XYZ=10,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_5', XYZ=13,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_6', XYZ=16,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_7', XYZ=19,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_8', XYZ=22,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_9', XYZ=25,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_10', XYZ=28,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_11', XYZ=31,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_12', XYZ=34,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_13', XYZ=37,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8  
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_14', XYZ=40,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_15', XYZ=43,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_16', XYZ=46,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 




&DEVC ID='SPR_8_18', XYZ=52,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_19', XYZ=55,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_20', XYZ=58,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_21', XYZ=61,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8  
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_22', XYZ=64,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_23', XYZ=67,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_24', XYZ=70,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_25', XYZ=73,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8  
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_26', XYZ=76,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
&DEVC ID='SPR_8_27', XYZ=79,23,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-8 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_1', XYZ=1,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_2', XYZ=4,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_3', XYZ=7,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_4', XYZ=10,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_5', XYZ=13,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_6', XYZ=16,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_7', XYZ=19,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_8', XYZ=22,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_9', XYZ=25,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_10', XYZ=28,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_11', XYZ=31,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_12', XYZ=34,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_13', XYZ=37,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9  
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_14', XYZ=40,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_15', XYZ=43,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_16', XYZ=46,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_17', XYZ=49,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_18', XYZ=52,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_19', XYZ=55,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 




&DEVC ID='SPR_9_21', XYZ=61,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9  
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_22', XYZ=64,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_23', XYZ=67,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_24', XYZ=70,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_25', XYZ=73,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9  
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_26', XYZ=76,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
&DEVC ID='SPR_9_27', XYZ=79,26,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-9 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_1', XYZ=1,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_2', XYZ=4,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_3', XYZ=7,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_4', XYZ=10,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_5', XYZ=13,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_6', XYZ=16,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_7', XYZ=19,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_8', XYZ=22,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_9', XYZ=25,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_10', XYZ=28,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_11', XYZ=31,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_12', XYZ=34,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_13', XYZ=37,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10  
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_14', XYZ=40,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_15', XYZ=43,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_16', XYZ=46,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_17', XYZ=49,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_18', XYZ=52,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_19', XYZ=55,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_20', XYZ=58,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_21', XYZ=61,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10  
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_22', XYZ=64,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 




&DEVC ID='SPR_10_24', XYZ=70,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_25', XYZ=73,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10  
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_26', XYZ=76,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
&DEVC ID='SPR_10_27', XYZ=79,29,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-10 
 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_1', XYZ=1,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_2', XYZ=4,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_3', XYZ=7,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_4', XYZ=10,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_5', XYZ=13,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_6', XYZ=16,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_7', XYZ=19,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_8', XYZ=22,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_9', XYZ=25,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_10', XYZ=28,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_11', XYZ=31,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_12', XYZ=34,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_13', XYZ=37,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11  
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_14', XYZ=40,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_15', XYZ=43,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_16', XYZ=46,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_17', XYZ=49,32,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_18', XYZ=52,31,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_19', XYZ=55,31,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_20', XYZ=58,31,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_21', XYZ=61,31,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11  
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_22', XYZ=64,31,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_23', XYZ=67,31,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 
&DEVC ID='SPR_11_24', XYZ=70,31,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 




&DEVC ID='SPR_11_26', XYZ=76,31,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-11 




&DEVC ID='SPR_12_1', XYZ=1,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_2', XYZ=4,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_3', XYZ=7,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_4', XYZ=10,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_5', XYZ=13,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_6', XYZ=16,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_7', XYZ=19,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_8', XYZ=22,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_9', XYZ=25,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_10', XYZ=28,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_11', XYZ=31,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_12', XYZ=34,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_13', XYZ=37,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12  
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_14', XYZ=40,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_15', XYZ=43,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_16', XYZ=46,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
&DEVC ID='SPR_12_17', XYZ=49,35,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-12 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_1', XYZ=1,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_2', XYZ=4,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_3', XYZ=7,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_4', XYZ=10,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_5', XYZ=13,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_6', XYZ=16,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_7', XYZ=19,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 




&DEVC ID='SPR_13_9', XYZ=25,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_10', XYZ=28,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_11', XYZ=31,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_12', XYZ=34,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_13', XYZ=37,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13  
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_14', XYZ=40,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_15', XYZ=43,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_16', XYZ=46,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
&DEVC ID='SPR_13_17', XYZ=49,38,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-13 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_1', XYZ=1,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_2', XYZ=4,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_3', XYZ=7,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_4', XYZ=10,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_5', XYZ=13,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_6', XYZ=16,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_7', XYZ=19,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_8', XYZ=22,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_9', XYZ=25,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_10', XYZ=28,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_11', XYZ=31,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_12', XYZ=34,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_13', XYZ=37,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14  
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_14', XYZ=40,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_15', XYZ=43,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_16', XYZ=46,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
&DEVC ID='SPR_14_17', XYZ=49,41,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-14 
 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_1', XYZ=1,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 




&DEVC ID='SPR_15_3', XYZ=7,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_4', XYZ=10,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_5', XYZ=13,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_6', XYZ=16,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_7', XYZ=19,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_8', XYZ=22,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_9', XYZ=25,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_10', XYZ=28,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_11', XYZ=31,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_12', XYZ=34,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_13', XYZ=37,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15  
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_14', XYZ=40,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_15', XYZ=43,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_16', XYZ=46,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
&DEVC ID='SPR_15_17', XYZ=49,44,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-15 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_1', XYZ=1,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_2', XYZ=4,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_3', XYZ=7,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_4', XYZ=10,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_5', XYZ=13,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_6', XYZ=16,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_7', XYZ=19,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_8', XYZ=22,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_9', XYZ=25,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_10', XYZ=28,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_11', XYZ=31,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_12', XYZ=34,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_13', XYZ=37,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_14', XYZ=40,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 




&DEVC ID='SPR_16_16', XYZ=46,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
&DEVC ID='SPR_16_17', XYZ=49,47,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-16 
 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_1', XYZ=1,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_2', XYZ=4,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_3', XYZ=7,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_4', XYZ=10,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_5', XYZ=13,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_6', XYZ=16,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_7', XYZ=19,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_8', XYZ=22,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_9', XYZ=25,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_10', XYZ=28,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_11', XYZ=31,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_12', XYZ=34,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_13', XYZ=37,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17  
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_14', XYZ=40,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_15', XYZ=43,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_16', XYZ=46,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
&DEVC ID='SPR_17_17', XYZ=49,50,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-17 
 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_1', XYZ=1,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_2', XYZ=4,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_3', XYZ=7,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_4', XYZ=10,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_5', XYZ=13,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_6', XYZ=16,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_7', XYZ=19,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 




&DEVC ID='SPR_18_9', XYZ=25,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_10', XYZ=28,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_11', XYZ=31,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_12', XYZ=34,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_13', XYZ=37,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18  
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_14', XYZ=40,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_15', XYZ=43,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_16', XYZ=46,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
&DEVC ID='SPR_18_17', XYZ=49,53,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-18 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_1', XYZ=1,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_2', XYZ=4,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_3', XYZ=7,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_4', XYZ=10,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_5', XYZ=13,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_6', XYZ=16,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_7', XYZ=19,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_8', XYZ=22,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_9', XYZ=25,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_10', XYZ=28,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_11', XYZ=31,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_12', XYZ=34,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_13', XYZ=37,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19  
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_14', XYZ=40,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_15', XYZ=43,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 
&DEVC ID='SPR_19_16', XYZ=46,56,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-19 








&DEVC ID='SPR_20_2', XYZ=4,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_3', XYZ=7,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_4', XYZ=10,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_5', XYZ=13,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_6', XYZ=16,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_7', XYZ=19,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_8', XYZ=22,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_9', XYZ=25,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_10', XYZ=28,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_11', XYZ=31,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_12', XYZ=34,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_13', XYZ=37,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20  
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_14', XYZ=40,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_15', XYZ=43,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_16', XYZ=46,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
&DEVC ID='SPR_20_17', XYZ=49,59,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-20 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_1', XYZ=1,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_2', XYZ=4,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_3', XYZ=7,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_4', XYZ=10,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_5', XYZ=13,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_6', XYZ=16,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_7', XYZ=19,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_8', XYZ=22,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_9', XYZ=25,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_10', XYZ=28,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_11', XYZ=31,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_12', XYZ=34,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_13', XYZ=37,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 




&DEVC ID='SPR_21_15', XYZ=43,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_16', XYZ=46,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
&DEVC ID='SPR_21_17', XYZ=49,62,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-21 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_1', XYZ=1,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_2', XYZ=4,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_3', XYZ=7,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_4', XYZ=10,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_5', XYZ=13,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_6', XYZ=16,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_7', XYZ=19,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_8', XYZ=22,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_9', XYZ=25,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_10', XYZ=28,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_11', XYZ=31,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_12', XYZ=34,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_13', XYZ=37,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_14', XYZ=40,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_15', XYZ=43,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_16', XYZ=46,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
&DEVC ID='SPR_22_17', XYZ=49,65,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-22 
 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_1', XYZ=1,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_2', XYZ=4,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_3', XYZ=7,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_4', XYZ=10,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_5', XYZ=13,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_6', XYZ=16,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_7', XYZ=19,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 




&DEVC ID='SPR_23_9', XYZ=25,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_10', XYZ=28,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_11', XYZ=31,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_12', XYZ=34,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_13', XYZ=37,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23  
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_14', XYZ=40,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_15', XYZ=43,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_16', XYZ=46,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
&DEVC ID='SPR_23_17', XYZ=49,68,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-23 
 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_1', XYZ=1,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_2', XYZ=4,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_3', XYZ=7,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_4', XYZ=10,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_5', XYZ=13,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_6', XYZ=16,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_7', XYZ=19,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_8', XYZ=22,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_9', XYZ=25,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_10', XYZ=28,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_11', XYZ=31,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_12', XYZ=34,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_13', XYZ=37,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24  
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_14', XYZ=40,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_15', XYZ=43,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 
&DEVC ID='SPR_24_16', XYZ=46,71,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-24 







&DEVC ID='SPR_25_1', XYZ=1,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_2', XYZ=4,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_3', XYZ=7,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_4', XYZ=10,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_5', XYZ=13,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_6', XYZ=16,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_7', XYZ=19,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_8', XYZ=22,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_9', XYZ=25,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_10', XYZ=28,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_11', XYZ=31,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_12', XYZ=34,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_13', XYZ=37,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_14', XYZ=40,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_15', XYZ=43,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_16', XYZ=46,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
&DEVC ID='SPR_25_17', XYZ=49,74,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-25 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_1', XYZ=1,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_2', XYZ=4,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_3', XYZ=7,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_4', XYZ=10,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_5', XYZ=13,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_6', XYZ=16,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_7', XYZ=19,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_8', XYZ=22,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_9', XYZ=25,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_10', XYZ=28,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_11', XYZ=31,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 




&DEVC ID='SPR_26_13', XYZ=37,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_14', XYZ=40,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_15', XYZ=43,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_16', XYZ=46,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
&DEVC ID='SPR_26_17', XYZ=49,77,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-26 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_1', XYZ=1,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_2', XYZ=4,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_3', XYZ=7,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_4', XYZ=10,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_5', XYZ=13,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_6', XYZ=16,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_7', XYZ=19,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_8', XYZ=22,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_9', XYZ=25,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_10', XYZ=28,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_11', XYZ=31,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_12', XYZ=34,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_13', XYZ=37,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27  
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_14', XYZ=40,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_15', XYZ=43,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_16', XYZ=46,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
&DEVC ID='SPR_27_17', XYZ=49,80,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-27 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_1', XYZ=1,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_2', XYZ=4,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_3', XYZ=7,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_4', XYZ=10,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_5', XYZ=13,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_6', XYZ=16,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 




&DEVC ID='SPR_28_8', XYZ=22,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_9', XYZ=25,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_10', XYZ=28,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_11', XYZ=31,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_12', XYZ=34,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_13', XYZ=37,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28  
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_14', XYZ=40,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_15', XYZ=43,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_16', XYZ=46,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
&DEVC ID='SPR_28_17', XYZ=49,83,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-28 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_1', XYZ=1,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_2', XYZ=4,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_3', XYZ=7,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_4', XYZ=10,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_5', XYZ=13,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_6', XYZ=16,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_7', XYZ=19,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_8', XYZ=22,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_9', XYZ=25,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_10', XYZ=28,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_11', XYZ=31,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_12', XYZ=34,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_13', XYZ=37,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_14', XYZ=40,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_15', XYZ=43,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_16', XYZ=46,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
&DEVC ID='SPR_29_17', XYZ=49,86,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-29 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_1', XYZ=1,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 




&DEVC ID='SPR_30_3', XYZ=7,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_4', XYZ=10,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_5', XYZ=13,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_6', XYZ=16,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_7', XYZ=19,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_8', XYZ=22,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_9', XYZ=25,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_10', XYZ=28,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_11', XYZ=31,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_12', XYZ=34,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_13', XYZ=37,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_14', XYZ=40,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_15', XYZ=43,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_16', XYZ=46,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
&DEVC ID='SPR_30_17', XYZ=49,89,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-30 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_1', XYZ=1,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_2', XYZ=4,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_3', XYZ=7,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_4', XYZ=10,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_5', XYZ=13,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_6', XYZ=16,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_7', XYZ=19,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_8', XYZ=22,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_9', XYZ=25,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_10', XYZ=28,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_11', XYZ=31,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_12', XYZ=34,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_13', XYZ=37,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31  
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_14', XYZ=40,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 




&DEVC ID='SPR_31_16', XYZ=46,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
&DEVC ID='SPR_31_17', XYZ=49,92,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-31 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_1', XYZ=1,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_2', XYZ=4,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_3', XYZ=7,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_4', XYZ=10,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_5', XYZ=13,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_6', XYZ=16,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_7', XYZ=19,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_8', XYZ=22,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_9', XYZ=25,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_10', XYZ=28,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_11', XYZ=31,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_12', XYZ=34,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_13', XYZ=37,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32  
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_14', XYZ=40,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_15', XYZ=43,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_16', XYZ=46,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
&DEVC ID='SPR_32_17', XYZ=49,95,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-32 
 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_1', XYZ=1,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_2', XYZ=4,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_3', XYZ=7,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_4', XYZ=10,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_5', XYZ=13,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_6', XYZ=16,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_7', XYZ=19,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_8', XYZ=22,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_9', XYZ=25,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 




&DEVC ID='SPR_33_11', XYZ=31,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_12', XYZ=34,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_13', XYZ=37,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33  
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_14', XYZ=40,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_15', XYZ=43,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_16', XYZ=46,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
&DEVC ID='SPR_33_17', XYZ=49,98,4.7, PROP_ID='SPK' /L-33 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBX=15.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBX=30.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBX=45.0 / 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBX=60.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBX=75.0 / 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBY=15.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBY=30.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBY=45.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBY=65.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBY=80.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBY=95.0 / 
 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBZ=4.20 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBZ=1.82 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE',PBZ=1.20 /  
194 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBX=15.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBX=30.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBX=45.0 / 




&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBX=75.0 / 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBY=15.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBY=30.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBY=45.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBY=60.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBY=75.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBY=90.0 / 
 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBZ=4.20 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBZ=1.82 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY',PBZ=1.20 / 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBX=15.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBX=30.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBX=45.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBX=60.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBX=75.0 / 
 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBY=15.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBY=30.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBY=45.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBY=60.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBY=75.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBY=90.0 / 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBZ=4.20 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='MASS FRACTION',SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE',PBZ=2.02 / 






&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBX=15.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBX=30.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBX=45.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBX=60.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBX=75.0 / 
 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBY=15.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBY=30.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBY=45.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBY=60.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBY=75.0 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBY=90.0 / 
 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBZ=4.20 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBZ=1.82 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='DENSITY', SPEC_ID='SOOT', PBZ=1.20 / 
&SLCF QUANTITY='carbon monoxide', PBZ=1.82/ 6' above Level 1 (RESULTS IN PPM) 





















Appendix-8: Hydraulic Calculations: 























































































































































































































































































Appendix-12: Structural Fire Protection Assessment  
 
 












           
Input 
           
        
 
   








↘ 0 20.00 20.00 0.00 3.41 0.00 
 
    
 
10 20.00 164.96 144.96 3.41 0.06 
 
ki =  0.116 W/m·K 
  
 
20 20.06 217.51 197.45 3.41 0.08 
 
ci =  1825 J/Kg·K 
  
 
30 20.13 255.18 235.04 3.41 0.09 
 




40 20.22 285.26 265.04 3.41 0.10 
 
hi =  1.34 inches =  0.034036 meters 
 
50 20.33 310.57 290.24 3.41 0.11 
 





60 20.44 332.53 312.09 3.41 0.12 
 
cs =  600 
   
 
70 20.56 351.98 331.42 3.41 0.13 
 
Δt =  10 
   
 
80 20.69 369.48 348.78 3.41 0.14 
 
     
 
90 20.83 385.39 364.56 3.41 0.14 
 
 
   
 
 




    
 
110 21.12 413.49 392.37 3.41 0.15 
 
     
 
120 21.27 426.04 404.78 3.41 0.16 
 
     
 
130 21.43 437.78 416.35 3.41 0.16 
 
     
 
140 21.59 448.79 427.21 3.41 0.17 
 
     
 
150 21.75 459.17 437.42 3.41 0.17 
 
     
 
160 21.92 468.99 447.06 3.41 0.17 
 
 
    
 
170 22.10 478.29 456.19 3.41 0.18 
 
 
    
 
180 22.28 487.13 464.85 3.41 0.18 
 
 
    
 
190 22.46 495.55 473.10 3.41 0.18 
 
 
    
 
200 22.64 503.59 480.95 3.41 0.19 
 
 





210 22.83 511.28 488.46 3.41 0.19 
 
 
   
 
220 23.02 518.65 495.63 3.41 0.19 
 
 
   
 
230 23.21 525.72 502.51 3.41 0.20 
 
 
   
 
240 23.41 532.52 509.11 3.41 0.20 
 
 
   
 
250 23.60 539.06 515.45 3.41 0.20 
 
 
   
 
260 23.80 545.35 521.55 3.41 0.20 
 
 
   
 
270 24.01 551.43 527.42 3.41 0.21 
 
 
   
 
280 24.21 557.30 533.09 3.41 0.21 
 
 
   
 
290 24.42 562.97 538.55 3.41 0.21 
 
 
   5 Min. 300 24.63 568.46 543.83 3.41 0.21 
 
 
   
 
310 24.84 573.77 548.93 3.41 0.21 
 
 
   
 
320 25.05 578.92 553.87 3.41 0.22 
 
 
   
 
330 25.27 583.92 558.65 3.41 0.22 
 
 
   
 
340 25.49 588.76 563.28 3.41 0.22 
 
 
   
 
350 25.71 593.47 567.77 3.41 0.22 
 
 
   
 
360 25.93 598.05 572.12 3.41 0.22 
 
 
   
 
370 26.15 602.50 576.35 3.41 0.22 
 
 
   
 
380 26.37 606.83 580.46 3.41 0.23 
 
 
   
 
390 26.60 611.05 584.45 3.41 0.23 
 
 
   
 
400 26.83 615.16 588.33 3.41 0.23 
 
 
   
 
410 27.06 619.17 592.11 3.41 0.23 
 
 
   
 
420 27.29 623.07 595.79 3.41 0.23 
 
 
   
 
430 27.52 626.89 599.37 3.41 0.23 
 
 
   
 
440 27.75 630.61 602.86 3.41 0.23 
 
 
   
 
450 27.99 634.24 606.26 3.41 0.24 
 
 
   
 
460 28.22 637.79 609.57 3.41 0.24 
 
 
   
 
470 28.46 641.26 612.81 3.41 0.24 
 
 
   
 
480 28.70 644.66 615.96 3.41 0.24 
 
 
   
 
490 28.94 647.98 619.04 3.41 0.24 
 
 
   
 
500 29.18 651.22 622.05 3.41 0.24 
 
 
   
 
510 29.42 654.40 624.99 3.41 0.24 
 
 





520 29.66 657.52 627.86 3.41 0.24 
 
 
   
 
530 29.91 660.57 630.66 3.41 0.25 
 
 
   
 
540 30.15 663.56 633.40 3.41 0.25 
 
 
   
 
550 30.40 666.48 636.09 3.41 0.25 
 
 
   
 
560 30.65 669.36 638.71 3.41 0.25 
 
 
   
 
570 30.89 672.17 641.28 3.41 0.25 
 
 
   
 
580 31.14 674.94 643.79 3.41 0.25 
 
 
   
 
590 31.39 677.65 646.25 3.41 0.25 
 
 
   10 Min. 600 31.64 680.31 648.66 3.41 0.25 
 
 
   
 
610 31.90 682.92 651.02 3.41 0.25 
 
 
   
 
620 32.15 685.48 653.33 3.41 0.25 
 
 
   
 
630 32.40 688.00 655.60 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
640 32.66 690.48 657.82 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
650 32.92 692.91 660.00 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
660 33.17 695.30 662.13 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
670 33.43 697.65 664.22 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
680 33.69 699.97 666.28 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
690 33.95 702.24 668.29 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
700 34.21 704.48 670.27 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
710 34.47 706.68 672.21 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
720 34.73 708.84 674.11 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
730 34.99 710.97 675.98 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
740 35.25 713.07 677.82 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
750 35.52 715.14 679.62 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
760 35.78 717.17 681.39 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
770 36.05 719.18 683.13 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
780 36.31 721.15 684.84 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
790 36.58 723.10 686.52 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
800 36.85 725.02 688.17 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
810 37.11 726.91 689.79 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
820 37.38 728.77 691.39 3.41 0.27 
 
 





830 37.65 730.60 692.95 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
840 37.92 732.42 694.49 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
850 38.19 734.20 696.01 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
860 38.46 735.96 697.50 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
870 38.73 737.70 698.97 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
880 39.01 739.42 700.41 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
890 39.28 741.11 701.83 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   15 Min. 900 39.55 742.78 703.23 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
910 39.82 744.43 704.60 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
920 40.10 746.05 705.95 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
930 40.37 747.66 707.29 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
940 40.65 749.24 708.60 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
950 40.92 750.81 709.89 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
960 41.20 752.36 711.16 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
970 41.48 753.88 712.41 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
980 41.75 755.39 713.64 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
990 42.03 756.88 714.85 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1000 42.31 758.36 716.05 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1010 42.59 759.81 717.22 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1020 42.87 761.25 718.38 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1030 43.15 762.67 719.52 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1040 43.43 764.07 720.65 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1050 43.71 765.46 721.76 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1060 43.99 766.84 722.85 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1070 44.27 768.19 723.93 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1080 44.55 769.54 724.99 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1090 44.83 770.86 726.03 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1100 45.11 772.18 727.06 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1110 45.40 773.48 728.08 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1120 45.68 774.76 729.08 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1130 45.96 776.03 730.07 3.41 0.28 
 
 





1140 46.25 777.29 731.04 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1150 46.53 778.53 732.00 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
1160 46.82 779.76 732.95 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1170 47.10 780.98 733.88 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1180 47.39 782.19 734.80 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1190 47.67 783.38 735.71 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   20 Min. 1200 47.96 784.56 736.60 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1210 48.25 785.73 737.49 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1220 48.53 786.89 738.36 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1230 48.82 788.04 739.22 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1240 49.11 789.17 740.06 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1250 49.40 790.29 740.90 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1260 49.68 791.41 741.72 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1270 49.97 792.51 742.54 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1280 50.26 793.60 743.34 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1290 50.55 794.68 744.13 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1300 50.84 795.75 744.91 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1310 51.13 796.82 745.69 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1320 51.42 797.87 746.45 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1330 51.71 798.91 747.20 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1340 52.00 799.94 747.94 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1350 52.29 800.96 748.67 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1360 52.58 801.98 749.40 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1370 52.87 802.98 750.11 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1380 53.17 803.98 750.81 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1390 53.46 804.96 751.51 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1400 53.75 805.94 752.19 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1410 54.04 806.91 752.87 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1420 54.34 807.87 753.54 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1430 54.63 808.83 754.20 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1440 54.92 809.77 754.85 3.41 0.29 
 
 





1450 55.22 810.71 755.49 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1460 55.51 811.64 756.13 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1470 55.80 812.56 756.76 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1480 56.10 813.47 757.38 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
1490 56.39 814.38 757.99 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   25 Min. 1500 56.69 815.28 758.59 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1510 56.98 816.17 759.19 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1520 57.28 817.06 759.78 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1530 57.57 817.93 760.36 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1540 57.87 818.80 760.93 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1550 58.16 819.67 761.50 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1560 58.46 820.52 762.06 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1570 58.76 821.37 762.62 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1580 59.05 822.22 763.16 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1590 59.35 823.05 763.70 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1600 59.65 823.88 764.24 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1610 59.95 824.71 764.76 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1620 60.24 825.53 765.28 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1630 60.54 826.34 765.80 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1640 60.84 827.14 766.30 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1650 61.14 827.94 766.81 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1660 61.43 828.74 767.30 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1670 61.73 829.52 767.79 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1680 62.03 830.31 768.27 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1690 62.33 831.08 768.75 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1700 62.63 831.85 769.22 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1710 62.93 832.62 769.69 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1720 63.23 833.38 770.15 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1730 63.53 834.13 770.61 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1740 63.83 834.88 771.06 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1750 64.13 835.63 771.50 3.41 0.30 
 
 





1760 64.43 836.37 771.94 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1770 64.73 837.10 772.37 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1780 65.03 837.83 772.80 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1790 65.33 838.55 773.23 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   30 Min. 1800 65.63 839.27 773.64 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1810 65.93 839.99 774.06 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1820 66.23 840.70 774.46 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1830 66.53 841.40 774.87 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1840 66.83 842.10 775.27 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1850 67.14 842.80 775.66 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1860 67.44 843.49 776.05 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1870 67.74 844.17 776.43 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1880 68.04 844.86 776.81 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1890 68.34 845.53 777.19 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1900 68.65 846.21 777.56 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1910 68.95 846.88 777.93 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1920 69.25 847.54 778.29 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1930 69.55 848.20 778.65 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1940 69.86 848.86 779.00 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1950 70.16 849.51 779.35 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1960 70.46 850.16 779.70 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1970 70.77 850.80 780.04 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1980 71.07 851.44 780.37 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
1990 71.37 852.08 780.71 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
2000 71.68 852.71 781.04 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
2010 71.98 853.34 781.36 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
2020 72.28 853.97 781.68 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
2030 72.59 854.59 782.00 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
2040 72.89 855.21 782.31 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
2050 73.20 855.82 782.62 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
2060 73.50 856.43 782.93 3.41 0.30 
 
 





2070 73.81 857.04 783.23 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
2080 74.11 857.64 783.53 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
2090 74.42 858.24 783.83 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   35 Min. 2100 74.72 858.84 784.12 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2110 75.03 859.43 784.41 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2120 75.33 860.02 784.69 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2130 75.64 860.61 784.97 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2140 75.94 861.19 785.25 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2150 76.25 861.77 785.53 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2160 76.55 862.35 785.80 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2170 76.86 862.92 786.07 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2180 77.16 863.49 786.33 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2190 77.47 864.06 786.59 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2200 77.78 864.63 786.85 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2210 78.08 865.19 787.11 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2220 78.39 865.75 787.36 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2230 78.69 866.30 787.61 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2240 79.00 866.85 787.85 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2250 79.31 867.40 788.10 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2260 79.61 867.95 788.34 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2270 79.92 868.49 788.58 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2280 80.23 869.04 788.81 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2290 80.53 869.57 789.04 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2300 80.84 870.11 789.27 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2310 81.15 870.64 789.50 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2320 81.45 871.17 789.72 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2330 81.76 871.70 789.94 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2340 82.07 872.23 790.16 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2350 82.38 872.75 790.37 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2360 82.68 873.27 790.58 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2370 82.99 873.78 790.79 3.41 0.31 
 
 





2380 83.30 874.30 791.00 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2390 83.61 874.81 791.20 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   40 Min. 2400 83.91 875.32 791.41 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2410 84.22 875.83 791.60 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2420 84.53 876.33 791.80 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2430 84.84 876.83 792.00 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2440 85.15 877.33 792.19 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2450 85.45 877.83 792.38 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2460 85.76 878.33 792.56 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2470 86.07 878.82 792.75 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2480 86.38 879.31 792.93 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2490 86.69 879.80 793.11 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2500 87.00 880.28 793.29 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2510 87.30 880.77 793.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2520 87.61 881.25 793.63 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2530 87.92 881.73 793.81 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2540 88.23 882.20 793.97 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2550 88.54 882.68 794.14 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2560 88.85 883.15 794.30 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2570 89.16 883.62 794.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2580 89.47 884.09 794.62 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2590 89.78 884.56 794.78 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2600 90.08 885.02 794.94 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2610 90.39 885.48 795.09 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2620 90.70 885.94 795.24 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2630 91.01 886.40 795.39 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2640 91.32 886.86 795.54 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2650 91.63 887.31 795.68 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2660 91.94 887.77 795.82 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2670 92.25 888.22 795.97 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2680 92.56 888.66 796.10 3.41 0.31 
 
 





2690 92.87 889.11 796.24 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   45 Min. 2700 93.18 889.56 796.38 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2710 93.49 890.00 796.51 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2720 93.80 890.44 796.64 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2730 94.11 890.88 796.77 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2740 94.42 891.32 796.90 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2750 94.73 891.75 797.02 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2760 95.04 892.19 797.15 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2770 95.35 892.62 797.27 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2780 95.66 893.05 797.39 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2790 95.97 893.48 797.51 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2800 96.28 893.90 797.63 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2810 96.59 894.33 797.74 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2820 96.90 894.75 797.85 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2830 97.21 895.17 797.97 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2840 97.52 895.60 798.07 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2850 97.83 896.01 798.18 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2860 98.14 896.43 798.29 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2870 98.45 896.85 798.39 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2880 98.76 897.26 798.50 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2890 99.07 897.67 798.60 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2900 99.38 898.08 798.70 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2910 99.69 898.49 798.80 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2920 100.00 898.90 798.89 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2930 100.32 899.30 798.99 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2940 100.63 899.71 799.08 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2950 100.94 900.11 799.17 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2960 101.25 900.51 799.26 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2970 101.56 900.91 799.35 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2980 101.87 901.31 799.44 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
2990 102.18 901.71 799.53 3.41 0.31 
 
 




50 Min. 3000 102.49 902.10 799.61 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3010 102.80 902.50 799.69 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3020 103.11 902.89 799.78 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3030 103.42 903.28 799.86 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3040 103.74 903.67 799.94 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3050 104.05 904.06 800.01 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3060 104.36 904.45 800.09 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3070 104.67 904.83 800.16 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3080 104.98 905.22 800.24 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3090 105.29 905.60 800.31 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3100 105.60 905.98 800.38 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3110 105.91 906.36 800.45 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3120 106.23 906.74 800.51 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3130 106.54 907.12 800.58 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3140 106.85 907.49 800.65 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3150 107.16 907.87 800.71 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3160 107.47 908.24 800.77 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3170 107.78 908.62 800.83 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3180 108.09 908.99 800.89 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3190 108.41 909.36 800.95 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3200 108.72 909.73 801.01 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3210 109.03 910.09 801.06 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3220 109.34 910.46 801.12 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3230 109.65 910.82 801.17 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3240 109.96 911.19 801.22 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3250 110.28 911.55 801.27 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3260 110.59 911.91 801.32 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3270 110.90 912.27 801.37 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3280 111.21 912.63 801.42 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3290 111.52 912.99 801.47 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   55 Min. 3300 111.83 913.35 801.51 3.41 0.31 
 
 





3310 112.15 913.70 801.56 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3320 112.46 914.06 801.60 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3330 112.77 914.41 801.64 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3340 113.08 914.76 801.68 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3350 113.39 915.11 801.72 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3360 113.71 915.46 801.76 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3370 114.02 915.81 801.80 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3380 114.33 916.16 801.83 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3390 114.64 916.51 801.87 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3400 114.95 916.85 801.90 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3410 115.26 917.20 801.93 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3420 115.58 917.54 801.97 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3430 115.89 917.88 802.00 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3440 116.20 918.23 802.03 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3450 116.51 918.57 802.05 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3460 116.82 918.91 802.08 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3470 117.14 919.24 802.11 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3480 117.45 919.58 802.13 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3490 117.76 919.92 802.16 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3500 118.07 920.25 802.18 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3510 118.38 920.59 802.20 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3520 118.70 920.92 802.23 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3530 119.01 921.26 802.25 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3540 119.32 921.59 802.27 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3550 119.63 921.92 802.28 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3560 119.94 922.25 802.30 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3570 120.26 922.58 802.32 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3580 120.57 922.90 802.33 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3590 120.88 923.23 802.35 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   1 Hour 3600 121.19 923.56 802.36 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3610 121.51 923.88 802.38 3.41 0.31 
 
 





3620 121.82 924.21 802.39 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3630 122.13 924.53 802.40 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3640 122.44 924.85 802.41 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3650 122.75 925.17 802.42 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3660 123.07 925.49 802.43 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3670 123.38 925.81 802.44 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3680 123.69 926.13 802.44 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3690 124.00 926.45 802.45 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3700 124.31 926.77 802.45 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3710 124.63 927.08 802.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3720 124.94 927.40 802.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3730 125.25 927.71 802.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3740 125.56 928.03 802.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3750 125.88 928.34 802.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3760 126.19 928.65 802.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3770 126.50 928.96 802.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3780 126.81 929.27 802.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3790 127.12 929.58 802.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3800 127.44 929.89 802.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3810 127.75 930.20 802.45 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3820 128.06 930.51 802.45 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3830 128.37 930.81 802.44 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3840 128.68 931.12 802.43 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3850 129.00 931.42 802.43 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3860 129.31 931.73 802.42 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3870 129.62 932.03 802.41 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3880 129.93 932.33 802.40 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3890 130.24 932.63 802.39 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3900 130.56 932.93 802.38 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3910 130.87 933.23 802.37 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3920 131.18 933.53 802.35 3.41 0.31 
 
 





3930 131.49 933.83 802.34 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3940 131.81 934.13 802.33 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3950 132.12 934.43 802.31 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3960 132.43 934.72 802.29 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3970 132.74 935.02 802.28 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3980 133.05 935.31 802.26 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
3990 133.37 935.61 802.24 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4000 133.68 935.90 802.23 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4010 133.99 936.20 802.21 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4020 134.30 936.49 802.19 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4030 134.61 936.78 802.17 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4040 134.93 937.07 802.14 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4050 135.24 937.36 802.12 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4060 135.55 937.65 802.10 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4070 135.86 937.94 802.08 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4080 136.17 938.23 802.05 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4090 136.49 938.51 802.03 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4100 136.80 938.80 802.00 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4110 137.11 939.09 801.98 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4120 137.42 939.37 801.95 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4130 137.73 939.66 801.92 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4140 138.05 939.94 801.89 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4150 138.36 940.22 801.87 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4160 138.67 940.51 801.84 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4170 138.98 940.79 801.81 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4180 139.29 941.07 801.78 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4190 139.61 941.35 801.74 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4200 139.92 941.63 801.71 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4210 140.23 941.91 801.68 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4220 140.54 942.19 801.65 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4230 140.85 942.47 801.61 3.41 0.31 
 
 





4240 141.16 942.74 801.58 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4250 141.48 943.02 801.55 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4260 141.79 943.30 801.51 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4270 142.10 943.57 801.47 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4280 142.41 943.85 801.44 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4290 142.72 944.12 801.40 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4300 143.03 944.40 801.36 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4310 143.35 944.67 801.32 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4320 143.66 944.94 801.29 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4330 143.97 945.22 801.25 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4340 144.28 945.49 801.21 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4350 144.59 945.76 801.17 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4360 144.90 946.03 801.12 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4370 145.22 946.30 801.08 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4380 145.53 946.57 801.04 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4390 145.84 946.84 801.00 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4400 146.15 947.10 800.95 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4410 146.46 947.37 800.91 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4420 146.77 947.64 800.87 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4430 147.09 947.91 800.82 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4440 147.40 948.17 800.77 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4450 147.71 948.44 800.73 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4460 148.02 948.70 800.68 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4470 148.33 948.97 800.64 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4480 148.64 949.23 800.59 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4490 148.95 949.49 800.54 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4500 149.27 949.76 800.49 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4510 149.58 950.02 800.44 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4520 149.89 950.28 800.39 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4530 150.20 950.54 800.34 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4540 150.51 950.80 800.29 3.41 0.31 
 
 





4550 150.82 951.06 800.24 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4560 151.13 951.32 800.19 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4570 151.44 951.58 800.14 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4580 151.76 951.84 800.08 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4590 152.07 952.10 800.03 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4600 152.38 952.36 799.98 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4610 152.69 952.61 799.92 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4620 153.00 952.87 799.87 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4630 153.31 953.12 799.81 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4640 153.62 953.38 799.76 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4650 153.93 953.64 799.70 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4660 154.25 953.89 799.64 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4670 154.56 954.14 799.59 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4680 154.87 954.40 799.53 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4690 155.18 954.65 799.47 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4700 155.49 954.90 799.41 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4710 155.80 955.16 799.36 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4720 156.11 955.41 799.30 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4730 156.42 955.66 799.24 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4740 156.73 955.91 799.18 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4750 157.04 956.16 799.12 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4760 157.35 956.41 799.05 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4770 157.67 956.66 798.99 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4780 157.98 956.91 798.93 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4790 158.29 957.16 798.87 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4800 158.60 957.40 798.81 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4810 158.91 957.65 798.74 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4820 159.22 957.90 798.68 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4830 159.53 958.15 798.62 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4840 159.84 958.39 798.55 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4850 160.15 958.64 798.49 3.41 0.31 
 
 





4860 160.46 958.88 798.42 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4870 160.77 959.13 798.35 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4880 161.08 959.37 798.29 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4890 161.39 959.62 798.22 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4900 161.70 959.86 798.16 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4910 162.01 960.10 798.09 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4920 162.32 960.34 798.02 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4930 162.64 960.59 797.95 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4940 162.95 960.83 797.88 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4950 163.26 961.07 797.81 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4960 163.57 961.31 797.75 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4970 163.88 961.55 797.68 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4980 164.19 961.79 797.61 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
4990 164.50 962.03 797.53 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5000 164.81 962.27 797.46 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5010 165.12 962.51 797.39 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5020 165.43 962.75 797.32 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5030 165.74 962.99 797.25 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5040 166.05 963.22 797.18 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5050 166.36 963.46 797.10 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5060 166.67 963.70 797.03 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5070 166.98 963.93 796.96 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5080 167.29 964.17 796.88 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5090 167.60 964.41 796.81 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5100 167.91 964.64 796.73 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5110 168.22 964.88 796.66 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5120 168.53 965.11 796.58 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5130 168.84 965.35 796.51 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5140 169.15 965.58 796.43 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5150 169.46 965.81 796.36 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5160 169.77 966.05 796.28 3.41 0.31 
 
 





5170 170.08 966.28 796.20 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5180 170.39 966.51 796.12 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5190 170.70 966.74 796.05 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5200 171.01 966.97 795.97 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5210 171.32 967.20 795.89 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5220 171.62 967.44 795.81 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5230 171.93 967.67 795.73 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5240 172.24 967.90 795.65 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5250 172.55 968.13 795.57 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5260 172.86 968.35 795.49 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5270 173.17 968.58 795.41 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5280 173.48 968.81 795.33 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5290 173.79 969.04 795.25 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5300 174.10 969.27 795.17 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5310 174.41 969.50 795.09 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5320 174.72 969.72 795.00 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5330 175.03 969.95 794.92 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5340 175.34 970.18 794.84 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5350 175.65 970.40 794.76 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5360 175.96 970.63 794.67 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5370 176.26 970.85 794.59 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5380 176.57 971.08 794.50 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5390 176.88 971.30 794.42 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5400 177.19 971.53 794.34 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5410 177.50 971.75 794.25 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5420 177.81 971.97 794.17 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5430 178.12 972.20 794.08 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5440 178.43 972.42 793.99 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5450 178.74 972.64 793.91 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5460 179.05 972.87 793.82 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5470 179.35 973.09 793.73 3.41 0.31 
 
 





5480 179.66 973.31 793.65 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5490 179.97 973.53 793.56 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5500 180.28 973.75 793.47 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5510 180.59 973.97 793.38 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5520 180.90 974.19 793.30 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5530 181.21 974.41 793.21 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5540 181.51 974.63 793.12 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5550 181.82 974.85 793.03 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5560 182.13 975.07 792.94 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5570 182.44 975.29 792.85 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5580 182.75 975.51 792.76 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5590 183.06 975.73 792.67 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5600 183.36 975.94 792.58 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5610 183.67 976.16 792.49 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5620 183.98 976.38 792.40 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5630 184.29 976.60 792.31 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5640 184.60 976.81 792.21 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5650 184.91 977.03 792.12 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5660 185.21 977.24 792.03 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5670 185.52 977.46 791.94 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5680 185.83 977.68 791.85 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5690 186.14 977.89 791.75 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5700 186.45 978.11 791.66 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5710 186.75 978.32 791.57 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5720 187.06 978.53 791.47 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5730 187.37 978.75 791.38 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5740 187.68 978.96 791.28 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5750 187.99 979.17 791.19 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5760 188.29 979.39 791.09 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5770 188.60 979.60 791.00 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5780 188.91 979.81 790.90 3.41 0.31 
 
 





5790 189.22 980.02 790.81 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5800 189.52 980.24 790.71 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5810 189.83 980.45 790.62 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5820 190.14 980.66 790.52 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5830 190.45 980.87 790.42 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5840 190.75 981.08 790.33 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5850 191.06 981.29 790.23 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5860 191.37 981.50 790.13 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5870 191.68 981.71 790.03 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5880 191.98 981.92 789.94 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5890 192.29 982.13 789.84 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5900 192.60 982.34 789.74 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5910 192.91 982.55 789.64 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5920 193.21 982.76 789.54 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5930 193.52 982.96 789.44 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5940 193.83 983.17 789.35 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5950 194.13 983.38 789.25 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5960 194.44 983.59 789.15 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5970 194.75 983.79 789.05 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5980 195.05 984.00 788.95 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
5990 195.36 984.21 788.85 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6000 195.67 984.41 788.75 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6010 195.97 984.62 788.64 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6020 196.28 984.83 788.54 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6030 196.59 985.03 788.44 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6040 196.90 985.24 788.34 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6050 197.20 985.44 788.24 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6060 197.51 985.65 788.14 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6070 197.81 985.85 788.04 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6080 198.12 986.05 787.93 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6090 198.43 986.26 787.83 3.41 0.31 
 
 





6100 198.73 986.46 787.73 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6110 199.04 986.67 787.62 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6120 199.35 986.87 787.52 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6130 199.65 987.07 787.42 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6140 199.96 987.27 787.31 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6150 200.27 987.48 787.21 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6160 200.57 987.68 787.11 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6170 200.88 987.88 787.00 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6180 201.18 988.08 786.90 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6190 201.49 988.28 786.79 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6200 201.80 988.48 786.69 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6210 202.10 988.69 786.58 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6220 202.41 988.89 786.48 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6230 202.71 989.09 786.37 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6240 203.02 989.29 786.27 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6250 203.33 989.49 786.16 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6260 203.63 989.69 786.05 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6270 203.94 989.89 785.95 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6280 204.24 990.09 785.84 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6290 204.55 990.28 785.74 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6300 204.85 990.48 785.63 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6310 205.16 990.68 785.52 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6320 205.47 990.88 785.41 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6330 205.77 991.08 785.31 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6340 206.08 991.28 785.20 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6350 206.38 991.47 785.09 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6360 206.69 991.67 784.98 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6370 206.99 991.87 784.87 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6380 207.30 992.06 784.77 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6390 207.60 992.26 784.66 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6400 207.91 992.46 784.55 3.41 0.31 
 
 





6410 208.21 992.65 784.44 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6420 208.52 992.85 784.33 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6430 208.82 993.05 784.22 3.41 0.31 
 
 
   
 
6440 209.13 993.24 784.11 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6450 209.43 993.44 784.00 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6460 209.74 993.63 783.89 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6470 210.04 993.83 783.78 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6480 210.35 994.02 783.67 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6490 210.65 994.22 783.56 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6500 210.96 994.41 783.45 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6510 211.26 994.60 783.34 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6520 211.57 994.80 783.23 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6530 211.87 994.99 783.12 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6540 212.18 995.18 783.01 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6550 212.48 995.38 782.90 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6560 212.79 995.57 782.78 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6570 213.09 995.76 782.67 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6580 213.40 995.96 782.56 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6590 213.70 996.15 782.45 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6600 214.00 996.34 782.34 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6610 214.31 996.53 782.22 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6620 214.61 996.72 782.11 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6630 214.92 996.91 782.00 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6640 215.22 997.11 781.88 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6650 215.53 997.30 781.77 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6660 215.83 997.49 781.66 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6670 216.13 997.68 781.54 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6680 216.44 997.87 781.43 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6690 216.74 998.06 781.32 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6700 217.05 998.25 781.20 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6710 217.35 998.44 781.09 3.41 0.30 
 
 





6720 217.65 998.63 780.97 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6730 217.96 998.82 780.86 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6740 218.26 999.01 780.75 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6750 218.56 999.19 780.63 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6760 218.87 999.38 780.52 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6770 219.17 999.57 780.40 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6780 219.47 999.76 780.29 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6790 219.78 999.95 780.17 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6800 220.08 1000.14 780.05 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6810 220.39 1000.32 779.94 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6820 220.69 1000.51 779.82 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6830 220.99 1000.70 779.71 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6840 221.30 1000.89 779.59 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6850 221.60 1001.07 779.47 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6860 221.90 1001.26 779.36 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6870 222.20 1001.45 779.24 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6880 222.51 1001.63 779.12 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6890 222.81 1001.82 779.01 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6900 223.11 1002.00 778.89 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6910 223.42 1002.19 778.77 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6920 223.72 1002.38 778.66 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6930 224.02 1002.56 778.54 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6940 224.33 1002.75 778.42 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6950 224.63 1002.93 778.30 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6960 224.93 1003.12 778.19 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6970 225.23 1003.30 778.07 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6980 225.54 1003.49 777.95 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
6990 225.84 1003.67 777.83 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7000 226.14 1003.85 777.71 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7010 226.44 1004.04 777.59 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7020 226.75 1004.22 777.48 3.41 0.30 
 
 





7030 227.05 1004.41 777.36 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7040 227.35 1004.59 777.24 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7050 227.65 1004.77 777.12 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7060 227.96 1004.95 777.00 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7070 228.26 1005.14 776.88 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7080 228.56 1005.32 776.76 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7090 228.86 1005.50 776.64 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7100 229.16 1005.68 776.52 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7110 229.47 1005.87 776.40 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7120 229.77 1006.05 776.28 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7130 230.07 1006.23 776.16 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7140 230.37 1006.41 776.04 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7150 230.67 1006.59 775.92 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7160 230.98 1006.77 775.80 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7170 231.28 1006.96 775.68 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7180 231.58 1007.14 775.56 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7190 231.88 1007.32 775.44 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   2 Hour 7200 232.18 1007.50 775.31 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7210 232.48 1007.68 775.19 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7220 232.79 1007.86 775.07 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7230 233.09 1008.04 774.95 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7240 233.39 1008.22 774.83 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7250 233.69 1008.40 774.71 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7260 233.99 1008.58 774.59 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7270 234.29 1008.76 774.46 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7280 234.59 1008.94 774.34 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7290 234.90 1009.11 774.22 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7300 235.20 1009.29 774.10 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7310 235.50 1009.47 773.97 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7320 235.80 1009.65 773.85 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7330 236.10 1009.83 773.73 3.41 0.30 
 
 





7340 236.40 1010.01 773.61 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7350 236.70 1010.18 773.48 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7360 237.00 1010.36 773.36 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7370 237.30 1010.54 773.24 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7380 237.60 1010.72 773.11 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7390 237.90 1010.89 772.99 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7400 238.21 1011.07 772.87 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7410 238.51 1011.25 772.74 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7420 238.81 1011.43 772.62 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7430 239.11 1011.60 772.49 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7440 239.41 1011.78 772.37 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7450 239.71 1011.95 772.25 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7460 240.01 1012.13 772.12 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7470 240.31 1012.31 772.00 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7480 240.61 1012.48 771.87 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7490 240.91 1012.66 771.75 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7500 241.21 1012.83 771.62 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7510 241.51 1013.01 771.50 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7520 241.81 1013.18 771.37 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7530 242.11 1013.36 771.25 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7540 242.41 1013.53 771.12 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7550 242.71 1013.71 771.00 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7560 243.01 1013.88 770.87 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7570 243.31 1014.06 770.75 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7580 243.61 1014.23 770.62 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7590 243.91 1014.41 770.50 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7600 244.21 1014.58 770.37 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7610 244.51 1014.75 770.25 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7620 244.81 1014.93 770.12 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7630 245.11 1015.10 769.99 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7640 245.41 1015.27 769.87 3.41 0.30 
 
 





7650 245.71 1015.45 769.74 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7660 246.01 1015.62 769.61 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7670 246.31 1015.79 769.49 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7680 246.60 1015.97 769.36 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7690 246.90 1016.14 769.23 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7700 247.20 1016.31 769.11 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7710 247.50 1016.48 768.98 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7720 247.80 1016.66 768.85 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7730 248.10 1016.83 768.73 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7740 248.40 1017.00 768.60 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7750 248.70 1017.17 768.47 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7760 249.00 1017.34 768.34 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7770 249.30 1017.51 768.22 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7780 249.59 1017.68 768.09 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7790 249.89 1017.86 767.96 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7800 250.19 1018.03 767.83 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7810 250.49 1018.20 767.71 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7820 250.79 1018.37 767.58 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7830 251.09 1018.54 767.45 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7840 251.39 1018.71 767.32 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7850 251.69 1018.88 767.19 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7860 251.98 1019.05 767.07 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7870 252.28 1019.22 766.94 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7880 252.58 1019.39 766.81 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7890 252.88 1019.56 766.68 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7900 253.18 1019.73 766.55 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7910 253.47 1019.90 766.42 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7920 253.77 1020.07 766.29 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7930 254.07 1020.24 766.16 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7940 254.37 1020.40 766.04 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7950 254.67 1020.57 765.91 3.41 0.30 
 
 





7960 254.97 1020.74 765.78 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7970 255.26 1020.91 765.65 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7980 255.56 1021.08 765.52 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
7990 255.86 1021.25 765.39 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8000 256.16 1021.42 765.26 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8010 256.45 1021.58 765.13 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8020 256.75 1021.75 765.00 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8030 257.05 1021.92 764.87 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8040 257.35 1022.09 764.74 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8050 257.64 1022.25 764.61 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8060 257.94 1022.42 764.48 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8070 258.24 1022.59 764.35 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8080 258.54 1022.76 764.22 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8090 258.83 1022.92 764.09 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8100 259.13 1023.09 763.96 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8110 259.43 1023.26 763.83 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8120 259.72 1023.42 763.70 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8130 260.02 1023.59 763.57 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8140 260.32 1023.75 763.44 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8150 260.62 1023.92 763.30 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8160 260.91 1024.09 763.17 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8170 261.21 1024.25 763.04 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8180 261.51 1024.42 762.91 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8190 261.80 1024.58 762.78 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8200 262.10 1024.75 762.65 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8210 262.40 1024.91 762.52 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8220 262.69 1025.08 762.39 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8230 262.99 1025.24 762.25 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8240 263.29 1025.41 762.12 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8250 263.58 1025.57 761.99 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8260 263.88 1025.74 761.86 3.41 0.30 
 
 





8270 264.18 1025.90 761.73 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8280 264.47 1026.07 761.60 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8290 264.77 1026.23 761.46 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8300 265.06 1026.40 761.33 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8310 265.36 1026.56 761.20 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8320 265.66 1026.72 761.07 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8330 265.95 1026.89 760.93 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8340 266.25 1027.05 760.80 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8350 266.54 1027.21 760.67 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8360 266.84 1027.38 760.54 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8370 267.14 1027.54 760.40 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8380 267.43 1027.70 760.27 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8390 267.73 1027.87 760.14 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8400 268.02 1028.03 760.01 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8410 268.32 1028.19 759.87 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8420 268.61 1028.36 759.74 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8430 268.91 1028.52 759.61 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8440 269.21 1028.68 759.47 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8450 269.50 1028.84 759.34 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8460 269.80 1029.00 759.21 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8470 270.09 1029.17 759.07 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8480 270.39 1029.33 758.94 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8490 270.68 1029.49 758.81 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8500 270.98 1029.65 758.67 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8510 271.27 1029.81 758.54 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8520 271.57 1029.97 758.41 3.41 0.30 
 
 
   
 
8530 271.86 1030.14 758.27 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8540 272.16 1030.30 758.14 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8550 272.45 1030.46 758.01 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8560 272.75 1030.62 757.87 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8570 273.04 1030.78 757.74 3.41 0.29 
 
 





8580 273.34 1030.94 757.60 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8590 273.63 1031.10 757.47 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8600 273.93 1031.26 757.34 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8610 274.22 1031.42 757.20 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8620 274.51 1031.58 757.07 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8630 274.81 1031.74 756.93 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8640 275.10 1031.90 756.80 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8650 275.40 1032.06 756.66 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8660 275.69 1032.22 756.53 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8670 275.99 1032.38 756.39 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8680 276.28 1032.54 756.26 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8690 276.58 1032.70 756.12 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8700 276.87 1032.86 755.99 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8710 277.16 1033.02 755.86 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8720 277.46 1033.18 755.72 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8730 277.75 1033.34 755.59 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8740 278.05 1033.50 755.45 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8750 278.34 1033.65 755.31 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8760 278.63 1033.81 755.18 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8770 278.93 1033.97 755.04 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8780 279.22 1034.13 754.91 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8790 279.51 1034.29 754.77 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8800 279.81 1034.45 754.64 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8810 280.10 1034.60 754.50 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8820 280.39 1034.76 754.37 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8830 280.69 1034.92 754.23 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8840 280.98 1035.08 754.10 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8850 281.27 1035.23 753.96 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8860 281.57 1035.39 753.82 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8870 281.86 1035.55 753.69 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8880 282.15 1035.71 753.55 3.41 0.29 
 
 





8890 282.45 1035.86 753.42 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8900 282.74 1036.02 753.28 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8910 283.03 1036.18 753.14 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8920 283.33 1036.33 753.01 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8930 283.62 1036.49 752.87 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8940 283.91 1036.65 752.74 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8950 284.20 1036.80 752.60 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8960 284.50 1036.96 752.46 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8970 284.79 1037.12 752.33 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8980 285.08 1037.27 752.19 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
8990 285.38 1037.43 752.05 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9000 285.67 1037.59 751.92 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9010 285.96 1037.74 751.78 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9020 286.25 1037.90 751.64 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9030 286.55 1038.05 751.51 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9040 286.84 1038.21 751.37 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9050 287.13 1038.36 751.23 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9060 287.42 1038.52 751.10 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9070 287.71 1038.67 750.96 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9080 288.01 1038.83 750.82 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9090 288.30 1038.98 750.69 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9100 288.59 1039.14 750.55 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9110 288.88 1039.29 750.41 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9120 289.17 1039.45 750.27 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9130 289.47 1039.60 750.14 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9140 289.76 1039.76 750.00 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9150 290.05 1039.91 749.86 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9160 290.34 1040.07 749.72 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9170 290.63 1040.22 749.59 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9180 290.92 1040.37 749.45 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9190 291.22 1040.53 749.31 3.41 0.29 
 
 





9200 291.51 1040.68 749.17 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9210 291.80 1040.84 749.04 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9220 292.09 1040.99 748.90 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9230 292.38 1041.14 748.76 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9240 292.67 1041.30 748.62 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9250 292.96 1041.45 748.49 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9260 293.26 1041.60 748.35 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9270 293.55 1041.76 748.21 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9280 293.84 1041.91 748.07 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9290 294.13 1042.06 747.93 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9300 294.42 1042.21 747.80 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9310 294.71 1042.37 747.66 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9320 295.00 1042.52 747.52 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9330 295.29 1042.67 747.38 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9340 295.58 1042.82 747.24 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9350 295.87 1042.98 747.10 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9360 296.16 1043.13 746.97 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9370 296.45 1043.28 746.83 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9380 296.74 1043.43 746.69 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9390 297.04 1043.59 746.55 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9400 297.33 1043.74 746.41 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9410 297.62 1043.89 746.27 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9420 297.91 1044.04 746.13 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9430 298.20 1044.19 746.00 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9440 298.49 1044.34 745.86 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9450 298.78 1044.49 745.72 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9460 299.07 1044.65 745.58 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9470 299.36 1044.80 745.44 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9480 299.65 1044.95 745.30 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9490 299.94 1045.10 745.16 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9500 300.23 1045.25 745.02 3.41 0.29 
 
 





9510 300.52 1045.40 744.88 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9520 300.81 1045.55 744.75 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9530 301.10 1045.70 744.61 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9540 301.39 1045.85 744.47 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9550 301.67 1046.00 744.33 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9560 301.96 1046.15 744.19 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9570 302.25 1046.30 744.05 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9580 302.54 1046.45 743.91 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9590 302.83 1046.60 743.77 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9600 303.12 1046.75 743.63 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9610 303.41 1046.90 743.49 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9620 303.70 1047.05 743.35 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9630 303.99 1047.20 743.21 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9640 304.28 1047.35 743.07 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9650 304.57 1047.50 742.93 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9660 304.86 1047.65 742.79 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9670 305.15 1047.80 742.65 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9680 305.43 1047.95 742.51 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9690 305.72 1048.10 742.38 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9700 306.01 1048.25 742.24 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9710 306.30 1048.40 742.10 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9720 306.59 1048.54 741.96 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9730 306.88 1048.69 741.82 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9740 307.17 1048.84 741.68 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9750 307.45 1048.99 741.54 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9760 307.74 1049.14 741.40 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9770 308.03 1049.29 741.26 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9780 308.32 1049.44 741.12 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9790 308.61 1049.58 740.98 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9800 308.90 1049.73 740.84 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9810 309.18 1049.88 740.70 3.41 0.29 
 
 





9820 309.47 1050.03 740.56 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9830 309.76 1050.18 740.41 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9840 310.05 1050.32 740.27 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9850 310.34 1050.47 740.13 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9860 310.62 1050.62 739.99 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9870 310.91 1050.77 739.85 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9880 311.20 1050.91 739.71 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9890 311.49 1051.06 739.57 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9900 311.78 1051.21 739.43 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9910 312.06 1051.35 739.29 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9920 312.35 1051.50 739.15 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9930 312.64 1051.65 739.01 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9940 312.93 1051.80 738.87 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9950 313.21 1051.94 738.73 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9960 313.50 1052.09 738.59 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9970 313.79 1052.24 738.45 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9980 314.08 1052.38 738.31 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
9990 314.36 1052.53 738.17 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10000 314.65 1052.67 738.03 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10010 314.94 1052.82 737.88 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10020 315.22 1052.97 737.74 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10030 315.51 1053.11 737.60 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10040 315.80 1053.26 737.46 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10050 316.08 1053.40 737.32 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10060 316.37 1053.55 737.18 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10070 316.66 1053.70 737.04 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10080 316.94 1053.84 736.90 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10090 317.23 1053.99 736.76 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10100 317.52 1054.13 736.62 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10110 317.80 1054.28 736.47 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10120 318.09 1054.42 736.33 3.41 0.29 
 
 





10130 318.38 1054.57 736.19 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10140 318.66 1054.71 736.05 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10150 318.95 1054.86 735.91 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10160 319.24 1055.00 735.77 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10170 319.52 1055.15 735.63 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10180 319.81 1055.29 735.48 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10190 320.09 1055.44 735.34 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10200 320.38 1055.58 735.20 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10210 320.67 1055.73 735.06 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10220 320.95 1055.87 734.92 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10230 321.24 1056.02 734.78 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10240 321.52 1056.16 734.64 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10250 321.81 1056.30 734.49 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10260 322.10 1056.45 734.35 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10270 322.38 1056.59 734.21 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10280 322.67 1056.74 734.07 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10290 322.95 1056.88 733.93 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10300 323.24 1057.02 733.79 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10310 323.52 1057.17 733.64 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10320 323.81 1057.31 733.50 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10330 324.09 1057.45 733.36 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10340 324.38 1057.60 733.22 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10350 324.66 1057.74 733.08 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10360 324.95 1057.88 732.94 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10370 325.23 1058.03 732.79 3.41 0.29 
 
 
   
 
10380 325.52 1058.17 732.65 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10390 325.80 1058.31 732.51 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10400 326.09 1058.46 732.37 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10410 326.37 1058.60 732.23 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10420 326.66 1058.74 732.08 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10430 326.94 1058.89 731.94 3.41 0.28 
 
 





10440 327.23 1059.03 731.80 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10450 327.51 1059.17 731.66 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10460 327.80 1059.31 731.52 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10470 328.08 1059.46 731.37 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10480 328.37 1059.60 731.23 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10490 328.65 1059.74 731.09 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10500 328.94 1059.88 730.95 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10510 329.22 1060.02 730.80 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10520 329.50 1060.17 730.66 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10530 329.79 1060.31 730.52 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10540 330.07 1060.45 730.38 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10550 330.36 1060.59 730.24 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10560 330.64 1060.73 730.09 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10570 330.92 1060.88 729.95 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10580 331.21 1061.02 729.81 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10590 331.49 1061.16 729.67 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10600 331.78 1061.30 729.52 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10610 332.06 1061.44 729.38 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10620 332.34 1061.58 729.24 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10630 332.63 1061.72 729.10 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10640 332.91 1061.86 728.95 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10650 333.19 1062.01 728.81 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10660 333.48 1062.15 728.67 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10670 333.76 1062.29 728.53 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10680 334.05 1062.43 728.38 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10690 334.33 1062.57 728.24 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10700 334.61 1062.71 728.10 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10710 334.89 1062.85 727.96 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10720 335.18 1062.99 727.81 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10730 335.46 1063.13 727.67 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10740 335.74 1063.27 727.53 3.41 0.28 
 
 





10750 336.03 1063.41 727.38 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10760 336.31 1063.55 727.24 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10770 336.59 1063.69 727.10 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10780 336.88 1063.83 726.96 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10790 337.16 1063.97 726.81 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   3 Hour 10800 337.44 1064.11 726.67 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10810 337.72 1064.25 726.53 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10820 338.01 1064.39 726.38 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10830 338.29 1064.53 726.24 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10840 338.57 1064.67 726.10 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10850 338.85 1064.81 725.96 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10860 339.14 1064.95 725.81 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10870 339.42 1065.09 725.67 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10880 339.70 1065.23 725.53 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10890 339.98 1065.37 725.38 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10900 340.27 1065.51 725.24 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10910 340.55 1065.65 725.10 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10920 340.83 1065.78 724.95 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10930 341.11 1065.92 724.81 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10940 341.39 1066.06 724.67 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10950 341.68 1066.20 724.53 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10960 341.96 1066.34 724.38 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10970 342.24 1066.48 724.24 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10980 342.52 1066.62 724.10 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
10990 342.80 1066.76 723.95 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11000 343.08 1066.89 723.81 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11010 343.37 1067.03 723.67 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11020 343.65 1067.17 723.52 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11030 343.93 1067.31 723.38 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11040 344.21 1067.45 723.24 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11050 344.49 1067.58 723.09 3.41 0.28 
 
 





11060 344.77 1067.72 722.95 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11070 345.05 1067.86 722.81 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11080 345.33 1068.00 722.66 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11090 345.62 1068.14 722.52 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11100 345.90 1068.27 722.38 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11110 346.18 1068.41 722.23 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11120 346.46 1068.55 722.09 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11130 346.74 1068.69 721.95 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11140 347.02 1068.82 721.80 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11150 347.30 1068.96 721.66 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11160 347.58 1069.10 721.52 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11170 347.86 1069.24 721.37 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11180 348.14 1069.37 721.23 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11190 348.42 1069.51 721.09 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11200 348.70 1069.65 720.94 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11210 348.98 1069.78 720.80 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11220 349.26 1069.92 720.66 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11230 349.55 1070.06 720.51 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11240 349.83 1070.19 720.37 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11250 350.11 1070.33 720.23 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11260 350.39 1070.47 720.08 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11270 350.67 1070.60 719.94 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11280 350.95 1070.74 719.79 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11290 351.23 1070.88 719.65 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11300 351.51 1071.01 719.51 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11310 351.79 1071.15 719.36 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11320 352.07 1071.29 719.22 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11330 352.35 1071.42 719.08 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11340 352.62 1071.56 718.93 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11350 352.90 1071.69 718.79 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11360 353.18 1071.83 718.65 3.41 0.28 
 
 





11370 353.46 1071.97 718.50 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11380 353.74 1072.10 718.36 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11390 354.02 1072.24 718.21 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11400 354.30 1072.37 718.07 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11410 354.58 1072.51 717.93 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11420 354.86 1072.64 717.78 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11430 355.14 1072.78 717.64 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11440 355.42 1072.91 717.50 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11450 355.70 1073.05 717.35 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11460 355.98 1073.18 717.21 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11470 356.26 1073.32 717.06 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11480 356.53 1073.45 716.92 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11490 356.81 1073.59 716.78 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11500 357.09 1073.72 716.63 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11510 357.37 1073.86 716.49 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11520 357.65 1073.99 716.34 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11530 357.93 1074.13 716.20 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11540 358.21 1074.26 716.06 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11550 358.49 1074.40 715.91 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11560 358.76 1074.53 715.77 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11570 359.04 1074.67 715.63 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11580 359.32 1074.80 715.48 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11590 359.60 1074.94 715.34 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11600 359.88 1075.07 715.19 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11610 360.16 1075.21 715.05 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11620 360.43 1075.34 714.91 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11630 360.71 1075.47 714.76 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11640 360.99 1075.61 714.62 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11650 361.27 1075.74 714.47 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11660 361.55 1075.88 714.33 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11670 361.82 1076.01 714.19 3.41 0.28 
 
 





11680 362.10 1076.14 714.04 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11690 362.38 1076.28 713.90 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11700 362.66 1076.41 713.75 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11710 362.93 1076.54 713.61 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11720 363.21 1076.68 713.47 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11730 363.49 1076.81 713.32 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11740 363.77 1076.94 713.18 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11750 364.04 1077.08 713.03 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11760 364.32 1077.21 712.89 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11770 364.60 1077.34 712.75 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11780 364.88 1077.48 712.60 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11790 365.15 1077.61 712.46 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11800 365.43 1077.74 712.31 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11810 365.71 1077.88 712.17 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11820 365.98 1078.01 712.02 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11830 366.26 1078.14 711.88 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11840 366.54 1078.27 711.74 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11850 366.82 1078.41 711.59 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11860 367.09 1078.54 711.45 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11870 367.37 1078.67 711.30 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11880 367.65 1078.81 711.16 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11890 367.92 1078.94 711.02 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11900 368.20 1079.07 710.87 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11910 368.48 1079.20 710.73 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11920 368.75 1079.33 710.58 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11930 369.03 1079.47 710.44 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11940 369.30 1079.60 710.29 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11950 369.58 1079.73 710.15 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11960 369.86 1079.86 710.01 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11970 370.13 1080.00 709.86 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
11980 370.41 1080.13 709.72 3.41 0.28 
 
 





11990 370.69 1080.26 709.57 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12000 370.96 1080.39 709.43 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12010 371.24 1080.52 709.29 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12020 371.51 1080.65 709.14 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12030 371.79 1080.79 709.00 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12040 372.06 1080.92 708.85 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12050 372.34 1081.05 708.71 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12060 372.62 1081.18 708.56 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12070 372.89 1081.31 708.42 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12080 373.17 1081.44 708.28 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12090 373.44 1081.57 708.13 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12100 373.72 1081.71 707.99 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12110 373.99 1081.84 707.84 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12120 374.27 1081.97 707.70 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12130 374.54 1082.10 707.55 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12140 374.82 1082.23 707.41 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12150 375.09 1082.36 707.27 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12160 375.37 1082.49 707.12 3.41 0.28 
 
 
   
 
12170 375.64 1082.62 706.98 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12180 375.92 1082.75 706.83 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12190 376.19 1082.88 706.69 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12200 376.47 1083.01 706.54 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12210 376.74 1083.14 706.40 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12220 377.02 1083.27 706.26 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12230 377.29 1083.41 706.11 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12240 377.57 1083.54 705.97 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12250 377.84 1083.67 705.82 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12260 378.12 1083.80 705.68 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12270 378.39 1083.93 705.53 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12280 378.67 1084.06 705.39 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12290 378.94 1084.19 705.25 3.41 0.27 
 
 





12300 379.22 1084.32 705.10 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12310 379.49 1084.45 704.96 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12320 379.76 1084.58 704.81 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12330 380.04 1084.71 704.67 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12340 380.31 1084.84 704.52 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12350 380.59 1084.97 704.38 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12360 380.86 1085.10 704.23 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12370 381.13 1085.22 704.09 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12380 381.41 1085.35 703.95 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12390 381.68 1085.48 703.80 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12400 381.96 1085.61 703.66 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12410 382.23 1085.74 703.51 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12420 382.50 1085.87 703.37 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12430 382.78 1086.00 703.22 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12440 383.05 1086.13 703.08 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12450 383.32 1086.26 702.94 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12460 383.60 1086.39 702.79 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12470 383.87 1086.52 702.65 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12480 384.14 1086.65 702.50 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12490 384.42 1086.78 702.36 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12500 384.69 1086.90 702.21 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12510 384.96 1087.03 702.07 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12520 385.24 1087.16 701.93 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12530 385.51 1087.29 701.78 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12540 385.78 1087.42 701.64 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12550 386.06 1087.55 701.49 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12560 386.33 1087.68 701.35 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12570 386.60 1087.80 701.20 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12580 386.87 1087.93 701.06 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12590 387.15 1088.06 700.91 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12600 387.42 1088.19 700.77 3.41 0.27 
 
 





12610 387.69 1088.32 700.63 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12620 387.96 1088.45 700.48 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12630 388.24 1088.57 700.34 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12640 388.51 1088.70 700.19 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12650 388.78 1088.83 700.05 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12660 389.05 1088.96 699.90 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12670 389.33 1089.09 699.76 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12680 389.60 1089.21 699.62 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12690 389.87 1089.34 699.47 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12700 390.14 1089.47 699.33 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12710 390.41 1089.60 699.18 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12720 390.69 1089.72 699.04 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12730 390.96 1089.85 698.89 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12740 391.23 1089.98 698.75 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12750 391.50 1090.11 698.61 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12760 391.77 1090.23 698.46 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12770 392.05 1090.36 698.32 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12780 392.32 1090.49 698.17 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12790 392.59 1090.62 698.03 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12800 392.86 1090.74 697.88 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12810 393.13 1090.87 697.74 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12820 393.40 1091.00 697.59 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12830 393.67 1091.12 697.45 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12840 393.95 1091.25 697.31 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12850 394.22 1091.38 697.16 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12860 394.49 1091.51 697.02 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12870 394.76 1091.63 696.87 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12880 395.03 1091.76 696.73 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12890 395.30 1091.89 696.58 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12900 395.57 1092.01 696.44 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12910 395.84 1092.14 696.30 3.41 0.27 
 
 





12920 396.11 1092.27 696.15 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12930 396.38 1092.39 696.01 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12940 396.66 1092.52 695.86 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12950 396.93 1092.64 695.72 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12960 397.20 1092.77 695.57 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12970 397.47 1092.90 695.43 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12980 397.74 1093.02 695.29 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
12990 398.01 1093.15 695.14 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13000 398.28 1093.28 695.00 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13010 398.55 1093.40 694.85 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13020 398.82 1093.53 694.71 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13030 399.09 1093.65 694.56 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13040 399.36 1093.78 694.42 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13050 399.63 1093.91 694.28 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13060 399.90 1094.03 694.13 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13070 400.17 1094.16 693.99 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13080 400.44 1094.28 693.84 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13090 400.71 1094.41 693.70 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13100 400.98 1094.53 693.55 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13110 401.25 1094.66 693.41 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13120 401.52 1094.79 693.27 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13130 401.79 1094.91 693.12 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13140 402.06 1095.04 692.98 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13150 402.33 1095.16 692.83 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13160 402.60 1095.29 692.69 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13170 402.87 1095.41 692.55 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13180 403.14 1095.54 692.40 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13190 403.41 1095.66 692.26 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13200 403.67 1095.79 692.11 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13210 403.94 1095.91 691.97 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13220 404.21 1096.04 691.82 3.41 0.27 
 
 





13230 404.48 1096.16 691.68 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13240 404.75 1096.29 691.54 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13250 405.02 1096.41 691.39 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13260 405.29 1096.54 691.25 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13270 405.56 1096.66 691.10 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13280 405.83 1096.79 690.96 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13290 406.10 1096.91 690.82 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13300 406.36 1097.03 690.67 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13310 406.63 1097.16 690.53 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13320 406.90 1097.28 690.38 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13330 407.17 1097.41 690.24 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13340 407.44 1097.53 690.09 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13350 407.71 1097.66 689.95 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13360 407.98 1097.78 689.81 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13370 408.24 1097.91 689.66 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13380 408.51 1098.03 689.52 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13390 408.78 1098.15 689.37 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13400 409.05 1098.28 689.23 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13410 409.32 1098.40 689.09 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13420 409.58 1098.53 688.94 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13430 409.85 1098.65 688.80 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13440 410.12 1098.77 688.65 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13450 410.39 1098.90 688.51 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13460 410.66 1099.02 688.37 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13470 410.92 1099.14 688.22 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13480 411.19 1099.27 688.08 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13490 411.46 1099.39 687.93 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13500 411.73 1099.52 687.79 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13510 411.99 1099.64 687.65 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13520 412.26 1099.76 687.50 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13530 412.53 1099.89 687.36 3.41 0.27 
 
 





13540 412.80 1100.01 687.21 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13550 413.06 1100.13 687.07 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13560 413.33 1100.26 686.93 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13570 413.60 1100.38 686.78 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13580 413.87 1100.50 686.64 3.41 0.27 




13590 414.13 1100.63 686.49 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13600 414.40 1100.75 686.35 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13610 414.67 1100.87 686.21 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13620 414.93 1100.99 686.06 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13630 415.20 1101.12 685.92 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13640 415.47 1101.24 685.77 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13650 415.73 1101.36 685.63 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13660 416.00 1101.49 685.49 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13670 416.27 1101.61 685.34 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13680 416.53 1101.73 685.20 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13690 416.80 1101.85 685.05 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13700 417.07 1101.98 684.91 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13710 417.33 1102.10 684.77 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13720 417.60 1102.22 684.62 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13730 417.87 1102.34 684.48 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13740 418.13 1102.47 684.33 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13750 418.40 1102.59 684.19 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13760 418.66 1102.71 684.05 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13770 418.93 1102.83 683.90 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13780 419.20 1102.96 683.76 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13790 419.46 1103.08 683.62 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13800 419.73 1103.20 683.47 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13810 419.99 1103.32 683.33 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13820 420.26 1103.44 683.18 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13830 420.53 1103.57 683.04 3.41 0.27 
 
 





13840 420.79 1103.69 682.90 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13850 421.06 1103.81 682.75 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13860 421.32 1103.93 682.61 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13870 421.59 1104.05 682.47 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13880 421.85 1104.17 682.32 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13890 422.12 1104.30 682.18 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13900 422.38 1104.42 682.03 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13910 422.65 1104.54 681.89 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13920 422.91 1104.66 681.75 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13930 423.18 1104.78 681.60 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13940 423.44 1104.90 681.46 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13950 423.71 1105.03 681.32 3.41 0.27 
 
 
   
 
13960 423.98 1105.15 681.17 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
13970 424.24 1105.27 681.03 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
13980 424.50 1105.39 680.88 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
13990 424.77 1105.51 680.74 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14000 425.03 1105.63 680.60 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14010 425.30 1105.75 680.45 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14020 425.56 1105.87 680.31 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14030 425.83 1106.00 680.17 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14040 426.09 1106.12 680.02 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14050 426.36 1106.24 679.88 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14060 426.62 1106.36 679.74 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14070 426.89 1106.48 679.59 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14080 427.15 1106.60 679.45 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14090 427.42 1106.72 679.31 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14100 427.68 1106.84 679.16 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14110 427.94 1106.96 679.02 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14120 428.21 1107.08 678.87 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14130 428.47 1107.20 678.73 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14140 428.74 1107.32 678.59 3.41 0.26 
 
 





14150 429.00 1107.44 678.44 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14160 429.26 1107.56 678.30 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14170 429.53 1107.68 678.16 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14180 429.79 1107.81 678.01 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14190 430.05 1107.93 677.87 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14200 430.32 1108.05 677.73 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14210 430.58 1108.17 677.58 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14220 430.85 1108.29 677.44 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14230 431.11 1108.41 677.30 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14240 431.37 1108.53 677.15 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14250 431.64 1108.65 677.01 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14260 431.90 1108.77 676.87 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14270 432.16 1108.89 676.72 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14280 432.43 1109.01 676.58 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14290 432.69 1109.13 676.44 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14300 432.95 1109.25 676.29 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14310 433.22 1109.37 676.15 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14320 433.48 1109.49 676.01 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14330 433.74 1109.60 675.86 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14340 434.00 1109.72 675.72 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14350 434.27 1109.84 675.58 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14360 434.53 1109.96 675.43 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14370 434.79 1110.08 675.29 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14380 435.06 1110.20 675.15 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   
 
14390 435.32 1110.32 675.00 3.41 0.26 
 
 
   4 Hour 14400 435.58 1110.44 674.86 3.41 0.26 
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